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Abstract 
Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy and opt ical reflect ance measurements were 
used to characterize the acoustic phononic band structure and the photonic band 
structure, respectively, of binary periodic mesoporous silicon superlattices with a 
repeated porosity sequence of "' 55%(rv 45%) and modulation wavelengths of the 
order of 100 nm. The samples exhibited visible-range forbidden photon frequency 
bands, or photonic band gaps, for photons propagating along the modulation axis 
of the superlattice. This manifested as a peak in the near-normal incidence broad-
band optical reflectance spectrum. Using a combination of pseudo-reflection geom-
etry Brillouin spectroscopy and near-normal incidence 180°-backscat tering geometry 
Brillouin spectroscopy, a port ion of the bulk acoustic band structure directed approx-
imately along the superlat t ice periodicity was mapped for a series of samples. The 
obtained agreement between the data and calculations based on a one-dimensional 
elastic/ electromagnetic continuum model suggested that the longitudinal bulk acous-
tic phonon dispersion curve had underwent zone-folding into the mini-Brillouin zone 
corresponding to the ar t ificial periodicity. In particular, two peaks associated with 
folded bands of the longitudinal band structure were observed in the Brillouin spec-
tra. For the t ransverse bulk acoustic mode, on the other hand, the Brillouin spectra 
showed evidence of a single band. Analysis of the Brillouin peaks associated with the 
longitudinal modes suggested that phonon attenuation in porous silicon was several 
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orders of magnitude larger than that observed in bulk crystalline silicon. It was, 
therefore, suggested that the film porosity played a significant role in the phonon 
attenuation. Additionally, another peak, attributed to a surface-localized mode with 
a frequency wit hin a hypersonic phononic band gap in the longitudinal bulk mode 
band structure centered at rv 16 GHz, was also observed. This surface-localized mode 
was a manifestation of t he hypersonic phononic band gap. Taking into account t he 
Brillouin scattering results along with those obtained through the opt ical refiect ance 
measurements, it was inferred that the 1r-Si superlattices were one-dimensional hy-
personic phononic-photonic crystals. 
Oblique acoustic phonon propagation was also characterized using oblique 180°-
backscattering geometry Brillouin scatt ering. The frequency of t he probed folded 
longitudinal acoustic phonon modes depended on the phonon propagation direction. 
No evidence of coupling between the folded longitudinal bulk acoustic bands and the 
transverse bulk acoustic band was obtained. In addition to t he bulk acoustic modes, 
peaks ascribed due to a Rayleigh surface mode and a pseudo-surface mode were 
observed in the oblique 180°-backscat tering geometry Brillouin spectra . These surface 
modes were dispersive, with the phonon velocity increasing with phonon wavelength. 
This surface mode dispersion appeared to be an artefact of the periodic structure of 
the probed samples. 
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Chapter 1 
lntrod uction 
1.1 Porous Silicon 
Porous silicon (n-Si) was discovered accidentally by Uhlir in 1956 during an ex-
perimental study on the use of electrochemical etching for shaping both silicon and 
germanium [1]. A brown hlm was observed on silicon samples which had been sub-
jected to certain etch conditions and, at the t ime, it was mistakenly thought to be due 
to the formation of silicon suboxide on the sample surface. It was not until the 1970s 
that this brown hlm was properly recognized as a porous silicon nanostructure [2]. 
Figure 1.1 shows a cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a supported n -Si 
film. 
While it is possible to obtain n-Si films by way of either chemical or light-
assisted chemical (i.e., photochemical) etching of bulk cryst alline silicon with certain 
etchants [3], the most versatile and widely used method for fabrication is by elec-
trochemical anodization of crystalline silicon in hydrofiuoric acid-based electrolytes. 
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Figure 1.1: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a supported meso porous 
silicon film. Empty(filled) arrows denote the film-air(substrate-film) interface . Image 
was post-processed in order to increase the contrast between the film and the sub-
strate. The bright region at the film-air interface is thought to be due to electron 
charging effects which occur during the scanning electron imaging process. 
Under the appropriate et ching conditions, pores nucleate at the silicon-electrolyte 
interface and proceed to grow down into the silicon wafer. This results in the for-
mation of a n-Si layer on a crystalline silicon substrate. The physical nature of the 
formed n-Si film is drastically different from that of the parent bulk crystalline sili-
con, a visibly opaque semiconductor with an indirect band gap of 1.12 eV [4]. This 
change in physical behaviour is a manifestation of the porous structure and, in turn, 
is governed by the pore morphology (a term used to identify properties like the shape, 
orientation, and interaction of the pores [5]) , the pore geometry (which identifies t he 
pore diameter and the distance between pores [5]) , and the porosity (i.e., the volume 
fraction of voids in the porous region, denoted by () . In addition to t he dopant type 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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and concentration in the parent crystalline silicon wafer, the resulting morphology, 
geometry, and porosity of the n-Si film depend on the etch parameters, which include 
the applied current density, the electrolyte composition, the etch time, the intensity 
and wavelength of surface illumination during the etch [6] , and the temperature [3]. 
Thus, the physical characteristics of a n-Si film are defined, in part , by the etch 
conditions under which it is made. 
Studies on n-Si formation have garnered films with vastly different pore struc-
tures. Following the standard set by the International Union of Pure and Applied 
Chemistry, n-Si samples are typically distinguished according to pore geometry. Sam-
ples with geometries less than 10 nm are categorized as microporous while those with 
geometries greater than 50 nm are categorized as macroporous; between 10 nm and 
50 nm, the film is said to be mesoporous [2, 5]. While this is a reasonable first step 
at differentiating between samples, it does not account for differences in morphology 
and, thus, n-Si films falling within the same categorization may have very different 
pore structures. This is illustrated in a study clone by Ronnebeck et al. [7] on the for-
mation of macroporous silicon by anodization of n-type silicon subjected to backside 
illumination (i. e., the back of the substrate, opposite the electrolyte-silicon interface, 
was illumina ted ); it was found that the macropore orientation relative to the sample 
surface (i.e., the pore morphology) was dependent on the crystal orientation of the 
parent silicon wafer. Additionally, other studies have reported more complex struc-
tures involving two different pore geometries, as in the case of macropores in p-t ype 
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silicon which have microporous structure in the pore walls [8]. ·while many different 
techniques and recipes have been used to fabricate various 1r-Si samples, some of the 
most widely studied structures include micropores formed in p-type silicon [3], meso-
pores formed in p+ -type and n+ -type silicon [9], and macropores formed in n-type 
silicon under backside illumination [5]. All of t he aforementioned structures are made 
by anodization with simple hydrofiuoric acid (HF) electrolytes. 
Porous silicon is known to exhibit a number of novel physical attributes including 
room-temperature visible photoluminescence [10], electroluminescence [11], a high 
level of biocompatibility (i.e., the ability of a material to interface with a natural 
substance without causing a natural response [12]) and bioactivity (i.e., the ability 
of a material to promote direct interaction with a natural substance [13]) [14~ 16] as 
well as a very large internal surface area (of t he order of 500 m 2/ cm3 ) [17]. More-
over, both the optical [18] and elastic [19] properties of 1r-Si depend on the pore 
characteristics and, thus, can be tuned by an appropriate choice of the etch condi-
tions. These novel features, coupled with the fact that 1r-Si can be readily integrated 
into existing silicon-based technology, make t his material of great interest from both 
a fundamental standpoint as well as for its potential use in both existing and new 
technological applications. Some of these include solar cells, photodectors, and light-
emitting diodes [20], chemical and gas sensors [21~26], biological sensors [27~30] and 
implants [12, 13, 31, 32] as well as hydrogen energy cells [33, 34] . 
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In order to fully appreciate the physical behaviour of 1r-Si, one must first have an 
understanding of how this material is made. Exposing bulk silicon to a HF solut ion in 
the absence of both an anodic current and light leads to a very slow ( < 0.1 nm/ min), 
isotropic etch of the silicon surface [35]; HF dissolves silicon dioxide, which forms 
naturally on silicon, and leaves the surface hydrogen-terminated. Additionally, it is 
known that holes are consumed in the dissolution of silicon. Therefore, by anodically 
biasing the silicon wafer and, in the case of n-type silicon and semi-insulating p-type 
silicon, illuminating the sample, more holes are supplied to the silicon-electrolyte 
interface, hence, changing the etch process [6] . Above a critical current density, I crit 
(defined for a given experiment by t he aforementioned conditions such as sample 
doping and electrolyte composition), an abundance of holes build up at the silicon-
electrolyte interface and, in turn, the reaction is limited by the supply of HF in the 
solution. Due to better exposure to the electrolyte, hillocks on the silicon surface 
will dissolve more quickly than depressions. Consequently, t his leads to fiattening, or 
electropolishing, of the sample surface. Below I crit, the etch process is limited by the 
number of available holes. In this regime, due to a higher accessibility to holes in the 
bulk of the silicon wafer , depressions etch faster than hillocks and, thus, pores form 
in the silicon wafer [36]. Upon nucleation, the walls of the pores grow until deplet ed 
of holes. Pore growth then proceeds into the bulk of the silicon sample, toward the 
source of the holes, via the pore tip [6] . Furthermore, due to the depletion of holes, the 
resulting porous silicon nanostructure has a relatively high resistivity comparable to 
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that of intrinsic silicon [37] and, therefore, is inert to further electrochemical etching. 
While the n-Si film is still susceptible to chemical dissolution , which may cause further 
erosion of the upper region of the porous structure [6, 38], this effect is typically slow 
relative to the electrochemical process and , hence, n-Si formation can be treated as 
a self-limiting process [6]. That is, further anodization of an as-formed n-Si film will 
have negligible effects on the existing porous region and etching will proceed at the 
pore tip. 
While the above phenomenological description gives a general overview of the key 
features of n-Si formation, it says nothing about how t he etch parameters influence 
structural characteristics such as pore morphology, pore geometry, and porosity. Due 
to the complexity of the system, a complete t heory which successfully accounts for 
all the possible pore structures has yet to be formulated. Thus, the current state 
of the art involves resorting to different models and mechanisms depending on the 
nanostructure which is to be considered. It is generally thought that pore initiation is 
brought on by nonuniform dissolution of silicon due to surface defects and, therefore, 
form randomly on the silicon surface [2] . Since the pores grow in size until the walls 
are depleted of holes, the hole depletion mechanism, along with the charge transfer 
mechanism across the silicon-electrolyte interface, plays a major role in determining 
pore geometry [6] . Commonly invoked models for n-Si formation include a quantum 
confinement treatment for microporous structures [39] as well as an electric field-
depletion mechanism for meso- and macroporous structures [40]. 
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As stated earlier , the passivity of the pore walls against further etching ensures 
that n-Si formation is a self-limit ing process. Therefore, once a n-Si layer is formed, 
electrochemical anodization of that layer stops. Subsequent etching occurs at the 
pore tip and, t hus, by careful variation of the etch conditions during n-Si formation, 
the depth profile of t he porous structure can be tuned in a controllable way [6]. In 
practice, variation in the etch conditions is typically achieved either by applying a 
time-varied current density profile to a homogeneously doped silicon wafer (while 
keeping all t he other parameters constant) [41], or by applying fixed etch parameters 
to a wafer which has an inhomogeneous doping profile with depth [42] . These methods 
have been used to fabricate various n-Si mult ilayered structures such as superlattices. 
Additionally, due to the self-limit ing nature of the pore formation, n-Si films can 
be easily removed from the crystalline silicon substrate. Subjecting a n-Si sample 
to electropolishing condit ions leads to complete electrochemical dissolution at the 
film-substrate interface. Hence, freestanding 1r -Si films can be made [43] . 
1.2 Porous Silicon-Based Photonic Crystals 
A photonic crystal is a composite material charact erized by a spatial periodicity 
in the optical parameters (i. e., dielectric constant) which leads to the formation of 
forbidden photon frequency bands, or photonic band gaps. Figure 1.2 illustrates the 
photonic band structure of a binary-periodic composite material. Light waves with 
frequencies within these band gaps cannot propagate in the material [44] . In general, 
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the photonic band structure in a composite mat erial with 
a binary periodicity in the optical parameters. T he constituent layers are assumed 
to be non-dispersive, as depicted by the two linear dispersion curves in the left pho-
ton frequency versus wavevector plot. The photonic band structure of the resulting 
composite material exhibits a number of photonic band gaps, marked in gray on the 
right photon frequency versus wavevector plot. Parameter D denotes the modulation 
wavelength of the composite structure. 
the width of the band gaps increase as the amplitude of the modulation in the op tical 
parameters increases. Moreover, the center frequencies of the gaps tend to increase 
with decreasing modulation length. In turn, the photonic band structure can be 
tailored by the choice of constituent materials in the composite structure as well as 
the modulation length of the periodicity. Extensive research has been done on these 
structures, leading to the realization of photonic crystal-based devices such as optical 
mirrors, Fabry-Perot etalons [6], and waveguides [45, 46]. 
The origin of the photonic band gaps can be understood as follows. For an in-
finitely large structure with a periodic modulation in the dielectric constant , t he 
wavevector for light propagating along the periodicity exhibits translational invari-
ance to changes in magnitude equal to the reciprocal lattice vector related to said 
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periodicity. There is a discrete degeneracy in the frequency spectrum and the photon 
dispersion curve folds into mini-Brillouin zones corresponding to the artificial modu-
la tion. That is, photon dispersion within the artificially periodic structure is marked 
by a series of bands which are zone-folded according to t he reciprocal lattice vector 
of the structure [44]. In particular, light with wavevectors at the edge and center of a 
given mini-Brillouin zone are equal to odd integer multiples of half the artificial recip-
rocal la ttice vector and even integer multiples of half the artificial reciprocal lattice 
vector, respectively; the resulting standing waves have a group velocity of zero. Thus, 
at the zone edge and center, the slope of t he dispersion curve is zero. Furthermore, for 
each wavelength value associated with the zone edge or center , two standing waves 
are possible (see Fig. 1.3) . These standing waves are subject to slight ly different 
effective refractive indices in the material and, therefore , have different frequencies. 
Hence, there is a split ting of t he zone-folded photon bands at the zone edge and cen-
ter, resulting in photonic band gaps in t he photon spectrum [44, 47]. Again, this is 
shown in Fig. 1.2. Similar effects have been found in other physical systems such as 
magnons in magnetically periodic materials [48] and phonons in elastically periodic 
materials [49]. 
Through careful tailoring of the pore structure, porous silicon-based one- and two-
dimensional photonic crystals have been made. In the latter case, macropores etched 
in [100]-oriented n-type silicon under backside illumination have been used . By pat-
terning the crystalline silicon surface with a lithographic mask prior to anodization , 
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Figure 1.3: Standing waves in an optically periodic structure. Th composite struc-
ture is composed of two homogeneous materials which have different optical proper-
ties. The standing waves have wavelengths equal to twice t he periodicity (i. e., the 
largest wavelength standing wave possible) . 
the nucleation sites of the pores were predetermined. Furthermore, the pore diameter 
is controlled by the illumination intensity. As a result , a two-dimensional hexagonal 
arrangement of highly columnar macropores in a silicon background may b e fabri-
cated [50, 51 J. Thus, there is a periodic varia tion of t he opt ical parameters in the 
plane perpendicular to the pores, with the dielectric const ant alterna ting between 
that of silicon and that of air (or whatever material that may be filling the voids) . 
This leads to the formation of two-dimensional photonic band gaps in the sample. 
Moreover. by changing the pore diameter and pore-to-pore spacing, the band gaps 
can be tuned over a wavelength range from 1.3 J-tm to 20 J-tm [50]. With regard to one-
dimensional photonic cryst als, both meso- and microporous silicon superlattices have 
been utilized . Since the pores in these particular nanostructures are much smaller 
than the wavelength of light being considered, each layer in the superlattice can be 
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treated as an effective medium with a refractive index lying between that of silicon 
and that of the fiuid in the voids [18] . In fact, for air-filled voids, the effective re-
fractive index decreases as the porosity increases [6] . Hence, a 1r-Si superla ttice with 
a two-layer unit-cell has a periodicity in the dielectric constant and. therefore, may 
exhibit photonic band gaps along the sample surface normal. Porous silicon-based 
one-dimensional photonic crystals with stop bands in the visible [42, 52, 53] and in-
frared [18, 38, 41, 54, 55] spectral ranges have been made. Additionally, introducing 
defects into the periodicity of the structure has led to the realization of various optical 
cavit ies [6 , 56- 59]. 
1.3 Phononic Crystals 
The acoustic analogue of a photonic crystal is the so-called phononic crystal. 
T hat is, a phononic crystal is a composite material characterized by a periodicity 
in the elastic/ acoustic properties which causes the acoustic wave dispersion curve to 
fold into distinct bands in a manner similar to the electronic band structure of a 
semiconductor [60, 61]. T his is accompanied by the formation of forbidden frequency 
bands over which acoustic waves cannot propagate within the material. also known as 
phononic band gaps [62]. One should note that within the current context, "acoustic 
waves" is also meant to refer to elastic or sound waves in solids. 
As alluded to above. dispersion curve zone-folding occurs for excitations which 
have wavelengths comparable to the artificial periodicity. Hence, the spectral posi-
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tion of the forbidden frequency bands depend on the period length of the modulation 
in the elastic/acoustic properties. Furthermore, these structures are categorized ac-
cording to the fi:·equency position of t he phononic band gaps; systems with gaps in 
the kilohertz, megahertz, and gigahertz frequency ranges are called sonic, ultrasonic, 
and hypersonic phononic crystals, respectively [62]. 
Hypersonic phononic crystals are of particular interest because the band gaps af-
fect the long wavelength (i.e., > 10 nm [63]) thermal acoustic phonons. The resulting 
phonon band structure is qualitatively similar to the photon band structure shown 
in Fig. 1.2. The presence of the hypersonic phononic band gaps infiuence physical 
properties such as thermal conductivity and heat capacity. In turn, this has led to the 
proposal of a number of novel devices such as thermal barriers [64] and the saser [65], 
the acoustic analog of a laser. In addition, due to the length scale of the spatial 
periodicity, these systems may also exhibit photonic band gaps [66]. 
While the t erm "phononic crystal" came into use within the last two decades [ 61] 
(around the time sonic-frequency stop bands were observed in a sculpture consisting 
of a periodic array of cylindrical pipes [67]), studies on zone-folded acoustic waves 
and band gaps in periodic structures date as far back as the 1940s and '50s [68, 
69]. Beginning in the late 1970s, extensive work has been done on the study of 
folded acoustic and optical phonons in semiconductor superlattices. In particular, 
both Raman light scattering spectroscopy, an inelastic light scattering technique used 
to characterize high-frequency, long-wavelength phonons, and phonon transmission 
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measurements have been used to study the acoustic phononic band structure of bi-
layer superlattices with constituent layers composed of materials such as GaAs and 
AlAs [70- 75], AlxGal-xAs and AlyGal- yAs [76], Si and SixGe1_x [75, 77- 79], CdTe 
and 1gTe [80], GaSb and AlSb [81], amorphous Si and amorphous Ge [82], amorphous 
Si and amorphous SiNx [83, 84] as well as InSb and InxAl1_xSb [85] . Typically, 
t he artificial modulation length was of the order of a nanometer and, therefore, the 
center frequencies of the acoustic phononic band gaps were of the order of hundreds 
of gigahertz. In turn, the corresponding folded acoustic phononic band structure 
could be mapped using Raman spectroscopy, while the phononic band gaps could 
be accessed through the phonon transmission measurements. In each study, the 
obtained results showed evidence of folded acoustic phonons and, in some instances, 
one-dimensional hypersonic phononic band gaps along the direction of periodicity in 
the probed samples. 
1.4 Brillouin Light Scattering from Phononic Crystals 
More recent studies have reported evidence of hypersonic phononic crystal-behaviour 
in material systems such as ordered block and cliblock copolymer solutions [86, 87], 
polymer superlattices [88], arrays of cylindrical holes in an epoxy film [64, 89], col-
loidal crystals [90- 92], surface-structured polyurethene films [93], and Si02 / poly-
(methyl methacrylate) superlattices [94, 95]. Most of these experiments were done 
using Brillouin light scattering spectrocopy (BLS) [64, 86, 87, 89- 91, 93- 95], an in-
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elastic light scattering technique which has a much higher spectral resolution than 
Raman spectroscopy, enabling the study of excitations with frequencies as small as 
a few gigahertz. BLS is an appropriate method to probe the folded phononic band 
structure of these samples because the artificial modulation wavelengths were of the 
order of 100 nm and, therefore, the acoustic phononic band gaps of interest were in 
the gigahertz frequency range. 
One particularly compelling study was carried out on faced-centred-cubic colloidal 
crystals formed by self-assembly of polystyrene nanoparticles with subsequent fluid 
infiltration [90]. Results collected through BLS experiments confirmed the presence 
of a hypersonic phononic band gap in these samples. This band gap manifested itself 
as a double-peak feature in the BLS spectra, with the two peaks attributed to two ad-
jacent bands of the zone-folded longitudinal acoustic mode. The frequency difference 
between these two peaks represented the width of the phononic band gap at the edge 
of the mini-Brillouin zone corresponding to the artificial periodicity. Furthermore, it 
was found that this gap could be tuned by changing the size of the colloid particles 
and/ or type of infiltrating fluid. 
In another study, BLS was used to probe a long the [10] direction of two-dimensional 
single crystalline arrays of cylindrical holes patterned in epoxy [89]. In this direction, 
the structure exhibited a hypersonic phononic band gap in the longitudinal acoustic 
phonon dispersion curve between 1.21 GHz and 1.57 GHz. Again, evidence of the 
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band gap was observed as a double-peak spectral feature which was attributed to 
folded phonon branches at the edge of the mini-Brillouin zone. 
In yet another BLS study, spectra collected along the surface-normal of Si02fpoly-
(methyl methacrylate) multi-layers also showed peak doublet s which were due to 
folded longitudinal acoustic phonons [94] . The observed one-dimensional hypersonic 
phononic band gap was centered at "'15 GHz and had a width of "'4.5 GHz. In 
a subsequent study done on these superlattices [95], phonon propagation at oblique 
angles to t he modulation axis was studied and, in particular , it was shown that the 
position and width of the phononic gap changed with propagation direction. 
Another notable experimental study was carried out on self-assembled block copoly-
mer photonic crystals which had photonic band gaps in the visible spectral region [86]. 
T he collected BLS spectra contained three peaks, two of which were attributed to 
branches of the folded bulk longitudinal acoustic phononic band structure. While 
zone-folding of the longitudinal acoustic phonon was observed, no evidence of a hy-
personic phononic band gap was obtained. That is, spectra collected at wavevectors 
corresponding to the edge of the mini-Brillouin zone did not contain spectral peak 
doublets indicative of a phononic band gap. 
1.5 Phononic Crystal Behaviour in Silicon-Based Structures 
A number of studies have reported evidence of phononic band gaps in patterned 
crystalline silicon. In the work done by Dutcher et al. [96], results obtained through 
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BLS experiments found that Ray leigh surface phonons propagating in an ion-milled 
holographic grating on the surface of a [100)-oriented silicon wafer underwent zone-
folding into the mini-Brillouin zone corresponding to the grating periodicity. This 
zone-folding was accompanied by a band gap in the Rayleigh urface phonon disper-
sion which was centered at rv10 GHz with a width of 0.5 GHz. Furthermore, double 
peak features observed in spectra coll cted at wav vectors within the interior of the 
mini-Brillouin zone suggested that a 0.8 GHz-wide, rv12 GHz-centered hybridization 
band gap had formed clue to coupling between the Rayleigh surface mode and the 
so-called longitudinal resonance mode (i. e., a leaky, longitudinally-polarized, surface 
mode which is weakly coupled to the surface and which radiates into the bulk longi-
t uclinal mode). 
Additionally, theoretical and experimental results obtained by Mohammacli et 
al. [97, 9 ] found that by tailoring the geometrical parameters of a hexagonal array 
of air holes in a silicon plate, the structure can exhibit a two-dimensional phononic 
band gap in the plane perpendicular to the holes. In particular, phonon transmission 
experiments were clone on an array of holes in a 15 pm-thick silicon plate which had 
a nearest hole center-to-center distance of 15 { l m and a hole radius of 6.4 pm ( th se 
samples were formed using lithographic patterning and deep plasma etching) . An 
observed clip in phonon transmission between 119 MHz and 150 MHz along the r K 
direction of the hexagonal lattice provided evidence for the presence of a phononic 
band gap. These experimental results were in agreement with the theory. 
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1.6 Surface-Localized A coustic P honons in One-Dimensional 
Phononic Crystals 
Since material systems in nature are not infinite in extent, a rigorous treatment of 
phonon propagation in superlattices must account for the fact that the layers termi-
nate at interfaces with other materials. It is known that for binary periodic systems 
with a sufficiently large number of modulation repeats, bulk mode propagation is typ-
ically well-modeled assuming that the material structures are infinite superlattices. 
Due to the presence of interfaces between the fini te superlattice and the external en-
vironment, however, there is a possibility of additional modes which are localized at 
these interfaces. It turns out that these surface-localized modes are evanescent modes 
with frequencies within phononic band gaps in the bulk mode band structures. 
Since the early 80s, extensive theoretical [99- 104] and experimental [105- 112] work 
has been done to study these localized excitations. Binary-periodic superlattices with 
unit-cells of amorphous Ge and amorphous Si [105], Ge and and Si02 [106], Al and 
Au [107], Cu and W [108, 109], Mo and Si [110, 111], Be and Mo [111] as well as 
Au and Ab03 [112] have been studied. Furthermore, the observed surface-localized 
modes ranged in frequency from tens to hundreds of gigahertz , lying within band gaps 
in the bulk longitudinal dispersion curves. While Raman light scattering has been 
used [106], with the surface-localized mode manifesting as a Raman peak located 
between two peaks associated with adjacent folded bulk longitudinal mode bands, 
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much of the experimental work has relied on the use of picosecond ultrasonics to 
probe these modes. One should note that the picosecond ultrasonic experiments 
are based on a pump-probe laser system, in which a picosecond pulsed laser excites 
acoustic excitations on the surface of a material that , in turn, manifest as measurable 
changes in the refiectance experienced by a second, probing laser. 
1. 7 Acoustic Phonon Propagation in Porous Silicon 
The elastic properties of single-layer 71'-Si films have been experimentally investi-
gated using nano-indentation [113], acoustic microscopy [114, 115], phonon transmis-
sion techniques [19] as well as BLS [116- 126]. It was found that for given sample mor-
phology, the phonon velocities decreased as the porosity increased [19, 115, 120, 125]. 
Moreover , these velocities are dependent on the pore morphology, which is itself 
strongly dependent on the doping condition of the parent bulk crystalline silicon 
wafer [19, 123]. For example, phonon velocities in a film made from lightly doped 
p-type silicon are typically a factor smaller than those in p + -type film of the same 
porosity. Additionally, BLS experiments have shown that films made from p-type 
silicon are elastically isotropic [120], while studies done on samples fabricated using 
[111]-oriented [116] and [100]-oriented [125] p+ -type silicon suggest that there is a 
slight cubic anisotropy in the elastic parameters in these films. 
Since the 71'-Si phonon velocit ies and mass density (equal to the density of crys-
t alline silicon multiplied by the volume fract ion of silicon remaining in t he porous 
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structure) decrease as the porosity increases, so too does the elastic impedance (i.e., 
the product of the phonon velocity and the density [19]) . In turn, 1r-Si superlat-
tices exhibit a modulation in the elastic impedance which makes them an excellent 
candidate for one-dimensional phononic crystals. 
In fact , theoretical work by Kiuchi et al. [127] has shown that 1r-Si superlat-
tices with micron-length spatial modulations of the porosity exhibit one-dimensional 
acoustic phononic band gaps in the megahertz frequency range. An elastic cont in-
uum model was used to calculate the phononic band structure of the mult i-layered 
system and, in particular, each constituent layer was treated an as elastic continuum 
for the long-wavelength acoustic phonons. The frequency position and width of the 
predicted band gaps were found to depend on both the porosity and the superlat-
tice spatial period. Aliev and Snow [128] extended this work by applying a similar 
elastic continuum model to 1r-Si multi-layered films with modulations in the nanome-
ter length-scale. Unlike the earlier study, acoustic attenuation was accounted for in 
these calculations (it was assumed that the acoustic attenuation coefficient increased 
parabolically with phonon frequency, as is typical of semiconductors). These pro-
posed structures exhibited band gaps in the gigahertz frequency range. Moreover, it 
was found that acoustic attenuation caused the expected band gaps to shrink or, in 
the case of higher-order gaps, to close up altogether. 
Reinhardt and Snow [129] used a scattering matrix method [130] to calculate the 
acoustic reflectance spectrum of both porous silicon-based acoustic Bragg mirrors 
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(i.e., binary periodic multi-layer samples) and acoustic rugate filters (i.e., structures 
with a sinusoidal variation in t he porosity and, therefore, the elastic impedance) . 
These structures, which had p orosity modulations over hundreds of nanometers, dis-
played sub-10 GHz hypersonic phononic band gaps, as evidenced by sharp p eaks in 
the acoustic refiectance spectrum. It was reported that the width of t he band gaps 
increased as the elastic impedance mismatch between the constituent layers increased. 
Experimentally, Aliev et al. [131] reported that phonon t ransmission and optical 
refiectance experiments conducted on a supported mesoporous silicon binary periodic 
multi-layered film fabricat ed from [100]-oriented p+ -type silicon showed evidence of 
both one-dimensional hypersonic longitudinal acoustic phononic band gaps and in-
frared photonic band gaps. The sample consisted of 24 repeats of a unit-cell containing 
a 2.2 J.Lm-thick 0.47 porous layer and a 1.7 J.Lm-thick 0.61 porous layer. Specifically, the 
phonon transmittance spectrum contained a "'0.25 GHz-wide, rv50 dB dip and and a 
"'0.10 MHz-wide, rv30 dB dip centered at 0.65 GHz and 1.3 GHz, respectively. These 
gaps in the phonon transmission corresponded to the first- and second-order longitu-
dinal acoustic stop bands. In addit ion, introducing a 2.7 J.Lm-thick 0.57 porous layer 
defect into an otherwise periodically multi-layered sample (containing alternations 
between a 1.38 J.Lm-thick 0.57 porous layer and a 1.53 J.Lm-thick 0.40 porous layer ) led 
to the realization of an acoustic phonon microcavity. A transmission spike within the 
observed rv0.40 GHz-wide, rv l.OO GHz-centered phonon stop band was indicative of a 
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longitudinal acoustic phonon transmission mode stemming from localization around 
the defect. 
In a study done by Thomas et al. [132], longitudinal acoustic phonon transmission 
experiments done on 1r-Si rugate filters with a sinusoidal variation in the porosity 
showed evidence of a 0.2 GHz-wide phononic band gap centered at about 1 GHz with 
40 dB rejection. Rugate filters with modulation wavelengths of 3. 70 J-Lm and 2.42 J-Lm, 
made by etching p+ -type silicon, were examined together with 1r-Si Bragg mirrors 
with modulations of ""' 3.5 J-Lm. Comparison between results found that higher-order 
phononic band gaps were suppressed in the rugate fil ter while the first-order band in 
the rugate filters was of similar quality to that of the Bragg mirrors. 
Upon conducting Raman spectroscopy experiments on a p- -type 1r-Si superlat-
tice, Wu et al. [133] reported the observation of t hree spectral peak doublets which 
were attributed to folded longitudinal acoustic phonon modes at the second- , third- , 
and fourth-order band gaps. The three peak features were centered , respectively, at 
39.3 cm- 1, 59.7 cm- 1 , and 79.7 cm- 1 and were in excellent agreement with calcula-
tions based on an elastic continuum model. The aut hors, however , did not properly 
t ake into account the porosity-dependence of the phonon velocities in p - -type 7f-
Si [115, 120]. Moreover , given the structure of the sample (which had a superlattice 
unit-cell consisting of layers with thicknesses of ""'8.6 nm and rv36 nm and porosi-
ties of rv0.65 and rv0.78, respectively) , it appears that the spectral posit ions of the 
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double-peak features were too high in frequency to be due to the suggested phononic 
band gaps. Hence, the validi ty of these results is questionable. 
While BLS has also been used to probe phonon propagation in supported multi-
layer n-Si films, no evidence of phononic crystal-effects were reported. In t he work 
by Andrews et al. [123], [100]-oriented p+-type mesoporous silicon multi-layer films 
with constituent layer porosity sequences of 0.65/ 0.40/ 0.65/ 0.40/ 0.65 were probed. 
The layer thicknesses were equal at 250 nm. \ iVhile the focus of this study was the 
characterization of the Rayleigh surface phonon which propagated perpendicular to 
the direction of the artificial periodicity, additional peaks of unknown origin were 
observed in the collected spectra. Since the frequencies of t hese other modes were 
independent of the magnitude of the in-plane component of the transfer wavevector, 
it was unlikely that they were surface phonons. 
In addition, BLS studies by Polomska and Andrews [124, 126] were carried out on 
[100]-oriented p+ -type mesoporous silicon superlattices with modulation lengths as 
large as "'30 nm. In this case, the wavelength of the probed phonon was much longer 
than the superlattice period. Spectra collected from these films contained four peaks: 
one due to a quasi-transverse acoustic bulk phonon, one due to a quasi-longitudinal 
acoustic bulk phonon, and two due to surface phonons. Treating t he multi-layered 
structure as an effective elastic medium, elastic constants were obtained through 
analysis of the collected spectra data and the resulting values were compared to those 
determined using the Grimsditch-Nizzoli effective elastic medium model for a semi-
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conductor superlattice. T here was only partial agreement between the experimentally 
determined values and those given by the model, with the best results obtained when 
assuming a cubic symmetry of the constituent layers. 
1.8 Present Work 
In the current work, Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy and optical refiectance 
measurements were clone on binary periodic mult i-layered mesoporous silicon films, 
with repeated porosity sequences of about 0.55/ 0.45, in an attempt to determine the 
potential of these structures as both one-dimensional hypersonic phononic crystals 
and visible-range photonic crystals. The modulation lengths of the superlattices, 
which ranged from "'40 nm to "'170 nm, were chosen such that the resulting acoustic 
path length over a single unit-cell was comparable to the wavelength of the acous-
tic phonons probed in the BLS experiments (which was used to map the phononic 
dispersion curve). Fabricating appropriate superlattices required a priori knowledge 
of the relationship between the etch parameters and t he physical nature (i.e .. the 
growth-rate, lastic parameters, and optical parameters) of the resulting constituent 
layers . To facilitate this, single-layer 1r-Si films were made and characterized using 
BLS, optical refiectance measurements, and scanning electron microscopy. 
Normal-incidence broadband optical refiectance measurements taken from these 
superlattices showed evidence of an optical Bragg peak, corresponding to a one-
dimensional photonic band gap in the visible spectral range. Good agreement was 
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obtained between the experimental data and calculations based on a one-dimensional 
optical continuum model. Since the constituent layer thicknesses and refractive in-
dices served as input parameters into the model, the results confirmed that the su-
perlattices were fabricated as expected. 
In order to map the acoustic phononic band structure along the modulation axis 
of these superlattices, a methodology for so-called pseudo-refiection geometry Bril-
louin scattering was developed and then validated through experiments on various 
well-known materials (i.e., fused quartz, gallium phosphide, water ). Probing approx-
imately along the surface-normal of t he 1r-Si superlattice samples, evidence of zone-
folding of the bulk longit udinal acoustic mode band structure manifest ed through the 
appearance of a second longitudinal mode in the collected Brillouin spectra. Further, 
a surface-localized mode lying within a bulk longitudinal mode band gap centered at 
"'16 GHz was also observed, thus proving that the samples were hypersonic phononic 
crystals. The collected experimental acoustic phonon dispersion data showed good 
agreement with a one-dimensional phononic-photonic continuum model similar to 
that described in [134]. It should be noted that this theoretical model required the 
input of both the optical and elastic constants of the constituent layers . 
In a further study, off-axis acoustic phonon propagation in similar 1r-Si superlat-
tices was probed using oblique angle 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin scatter-
ing. The frequency of the probed folded longitudinal acoustic phonon was found to 
be strongly dep endent of the propagation direction and this behaviour was theoreti-
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cally treated using a simplified one-dimensional phononic-photonic continuum model. 
Analysis of the Brillouin peaks associated with the longitudinal modes suggested that 
the corresponding phonon attenuation in 1r-Si was orders of magnitude larger than 
that of bulk crystalline silicon, implying that the porosity had a strong effect on 
phonon attenuation. Finally, a Rayleigh surface mode and a pseudo-surface mode 
was observed in each film. In particular, these surface modes were dispersive, with 
the velocity increasing with phonon wavelength. 
The significance of this work is twofold. Firstly, structures which exhibit both 
phononic and photonic band gaps are of fundamental interest due to the possibility of 
novel phonon-photon interactions such as optical cooling [66]. Here, an understanding 
of phonon dispersion in these structures is imperative. Secondly, with regard to 
device applications, 1r-Si has a number of advantages over other material platforms. 
It may be possible to tune the position and width of the phononic and photonic band 
gaps by changing the porosit ies of the constituent layers. Furthermore, hypersonic 
phononic crystal-based applications such as thermal barriers, acoustic Bragg mirrors, 
and acoustic microcavities may be readily interfaced with existing silicon t echnology. 
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Chapter 2 
Theory 
2.1 Phonon and Photon P ropagation In a Superlattice 
2 .1.1 Overview 
To understand phonon and photon propagation in a mesoporous silicon superlat-
tice (SL), one needs to account for the commensurate periodicity in both the elastic 
and electromagnetic properties. Propagation in the bulk of the binary periodic SLs 
may be reasonably approximated by considering an infinite one-dimensional lattice 
with a square-wave modulation in both the elastic and optical parameters. Fur-
thermore, since the probed SLs terminate at an air-solid interface, propagation in 
a semi-infinite one-dimensional lattice in contact with a gas will also be discussed. 
Figure 2.1 depicts both structures. 
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(a) m=O m=1 m=2 L.x 
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(b) m=1 m=2 
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2 1 2 
••••• ••••• 
Figure 2.1: (a) Infinite and (b) semi-infinite two-component superlattices. The two 
constituent layers are assumed to have different elastic and optical properties. Integer 
m denotes the superlattice unit-cell. 
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2.1.2 Normal-Incidence Phonon P ropagation 1n an Infinite 
Superlattice 
Bulk acoustic phonon propagation along the modulation axis of an infinite SL 
is particularly interesting. The superlattice considered is marked by a square-wave 
modulation in the mass density pj and the acoustic phonon velocity Vj (here, j = 1, 2; 
see Fig. 2.1(a)) . Thus, the superlattice is composed of a two-layer unit-cell with layer 
thicknesses d1 and d2 . If the artificial modulation length , D = d1 + d2 , is of the order 
of tens of nanometers, the acoustic phonons of interest will be in the long-wavelength 
regime [1]. Each individ uallayer may t hen be treated as an elastic continuum and, in 
turn, the displacement u = u(x, t) corresponding to a given phonon (either transverse 
(T) or longitudinal (L) ) obeys the wave equation: 
(2.1) 
The time-harmonic plane-wave solutions to this wave equation in the j = 1 and j = 2 
layers are given, respectively, by [2] 
U (x t ) = u+ ei(q1 X1- Dt) + u- ei( - q1X1- Dt) 
m,l 1 ' ' 1n,l m,l (2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
where integer rn denotes the superlattice unit-cell, u~,j and u1~,j are the amplitudes of 
t he forward- and backward-traveling plane waves in each layer , respectively, n is the 
phonon angular frequency, and qj = 0 / Vj are the corresponding phonon wavevectors 
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in the individual layers. One should note that Xj is the local displacement within each 
layer and, thus, ranges from 0 to dj . Boundary conditions require that Um,j(Xj, t) and 
pV28um,j(Xj , t )joxj be continuous at each interface (i.e., the displacement and the 
normal stress component are continuous). Consequently, it follows from Eq. (2.2) 
that 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
and 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
where Zj = P] \!j are the elastic impedances of the constituent layers. Re-expressing 
the above equations in matrix-form gives 
) ( :~:: ) (2.5) 
and 
) ( :~:: ) (2.6) 
(2 .7) 
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following from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) , it is straightforward to show that 
(2 .8) 
Here, T is a 2 x 2 transfer matrix which relates the plane wave amplitudes in the 
j = 1 layer of adjacent unit-cells. The elements of T are given by [2] 
and 
(2.10) 
Due to the discrete translational symmetry along the SL modula tion axis, the acoustic 
phonon is a Bloch wave and, therefore, it obeys the relation 
(2.11 ) 
where Q is the phononic Bloch wavevector. Comparing Eqs. (2.8) and (2. 11), one 
obtains 
(2.12) 
and, consequently, 
det (T - eiQDI) = 0, (2.13) 
where I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. Thus, eiQD is the eigenvalue of T. Combin-
ing Eqs. (2 .9), (2 .10), and (2. 13), one obtains the well-known phononic Bloch wave 
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dispersion relation [2, 3] 
(ndl) (nd2) (nd1) (nd2) cos( QD) =cos V1 cos V2 - F sin V1 sin V2 , (2.14) 
where n = ~q1 and F is given by 
(2.15) 
The resulting acoustic phonon dispersion curve consists of a series of bands. That is, 
the artificial periodicity of the system causes the phonon dispersion curve to undergo 
zone-folding into a mini-Brillouin zone of dimension 2n /D. Figure (2.2) depicts a 
zone-folded phononic band structure in the repeated zone scheme. 
4 
~ 
u 
c 
~ 3 
C" 
! 
u.. 
c 2 Q 
0 
.c 
~ 
1 2 
Perpendicular Wave vector Component [nJD] 
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the phononic band structure for propagation along the 
modulation axis of an infinite binary periodic superlattice. Black dashed curves: 
phonon dispersion relation given by Eq. (2. 14); red lines: approximation of phonon 
dispersion relation given by Eq. (2.21). 
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The case when ZI/Z2 =1- 1 is of particular note . Parameter F is then greater than 
1, which follows from Eq. (2 .15) given that 
(2.16) 
and, consequently, 
1 + _ 1 > 2- 1. ( z )
2 
z 
z2 - z2 (2.17) 
Hence, with ZI/Z2 =1- 1, the absolute value of t he righthand-side of Eq. (2.14) will be 
greater than 1 for certain value ranges of n (0 is assumed to be real and positive), 
resulting in complex Q values. This occurs at QD = bn, where cos(QD ) = ± 1 (here, 
b is an integer). The acoustic phonon dispersion then exhibits forbidden frequency 
bands for which the phonons are highly attenuated and, thus, do not propagate (see 
Fig. 2.2). These bands are known as one-dimensional hypersonic phononic band gaps. 
One should note that, for a given modulation length D, the width of these phononic 
band gaps tend to increase as the contrast between the elastic impedances increases 
(i.e., as IZI/Z2- 11 increases) . 
The center frequency of these phononic band gaps can be approximated by treating 
the system as a phononic Bragg refiector [4] . For waves undergoing partial specular 
refiection from consecut ive unit-cells of the periodic structure, constructive interfer-
ence occurs when the round-trip phase difference over a unit-cell equals a multiple of 
2n: 
(2 .18) 
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where h is an integer. The phononic Bragg angular frequencies nh, which correspond 
to the center angular frequencies of t he phononic band gaps, are then expressed as 
(2.19) 
The phononic Bragg wavevector Qh = h1r I D corresponds to a standing wave with 
group velocity of zero. This is reHected in the phononic dispersion, where the slopes 
of the bands go to zero at Q = h1r I D. 
If the elastic impedance cont rast is small such that the phononic band gap fre-
quency widths are small compared to the available bands, Eq. (2.14) (which governs 
the phononic band structure) can be approximated by a much simpler algebraic form. 
Notice that when Z2 ~ Z1, F ~ 1. Therefore, following from Eq. 2.14, one can show 
that [5, 6] 
( 2l7r) (dl d?) ±QD = ± q + D ~ vl + v; n, (2.20) 
where lis an integer, q is t he extended-zone scheme (i.e., l = 0) phonon wavevector, 
and folding of the phonon dispersion curves is accounted by the SL reciprocal lattice 
vector 2l7r I D. In t urn, n is approximated by 
(2.21) 
where Veff is an effective phonon velocity given by 
(2.22) 
and the plus-minus sign accounts for the positive and negative dispersion of the folded 
phonon bands. Parameter r = dl/ D is the fill-fraction of t he j = 1 layer. One should 
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also note that Eq. (2 .21) is a generalization of Eq. (2.19), with the expressions being 
equal when Q = Q h = hn / D. It is then clear that the phonon band structure can be 
approximated by a series of linear dispersion curves, each with a slope of± Veff, which 
pass through the center of phononic band gaps. Additionally, if 112 2:: V1 , it can be 
seen that 
(1- r ) 
Veff - Vi = V
2 
(V2 - V1 ) Veff 2:: 0 (2.23a) 
(r ) Veff - 112 = V
1 
(V1 - V2 )Veff ~ 0 (2.23b) 
and, therefore, 
(2.24) 
Finally, other than t he assumption that the dJ values are large compared to the 
atomic spacing such that the constituent layers can be treat ed as continua, there are 
no characteristic length scales in the preceding t heory. Substituting d1 = r D and 
d2 = (1 - f )D into Eqs. (2. 14) and (2.21) , one obtains expressions for Q D versus OD. 
T hus, for a given set of constituent layer elastic parameters and layer fill-fraction r , 
the phononic band structure scales with D. As such, these results are scale-invariant. 
2.1.3 Normal-Incidence Phonon Propagat ion in a Semi-Infinite 
Superlattice 
As alluded to above, a complete treatment of normal-incidence phonon propaga-
t ion in n-Si SLs will have to take into account phonons propagating in a semi-infinite 
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superlattice in contact with a gas (say air). In particular, the j = 1 layer of the m = 1 
unit-cell is assumed to be in contact with the gas (see Figure 2.1 (b)) . Further , this 
interface is taken to be stress-free. In addition to bulk modes which obey Eq. (2.21), 
a surface-localized mode result ing from the broken symmetry at the superlattice-gas 
interface is also possible. This localized mode decays exponentially into the superlat-
tice and, therefore, it is not a traveling wave. While Eqs. (2.1)-(2.10) still apply here, 
the Bloch condition (i.e., Eq. (2.11)) is replaced by the expression [7- 9] 
(2.25) 
where fJ > 0 and is real. Thus, the constituent layer wave amplitudes decrease 
by a factor of e-f3D with each consecutive unit-cell. Since the surface is stress-free, 
Eq. (2.2a) gives 
(2.26) 
and, therefore, 
(2.27) 
Eq. (2.25) then implies that, in general, 
(2.28) 
Combining Eq. (2 .28) and Eq. (2.8), one obtains 
(2.29a) 
(2.29b) 
Comparing Eqs. (2.25) and (2.29), one finds that 
Further combining Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and (2.30), it can be shown that 
and 
e-f3D = I cos (Osdl/Vl) I 
cos (Osd2/V2) 
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(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
where ns is the angular frequency of the localized mode. Eq. (2.31) can be solved 
numerically to obtain a series of 0 8 values which lie within the bulk mode phononic 
band gaps governed by Eq. (2.14) (i.e., 0 8 are associated with evanescent modes which 
decay into the bulk of the system). Furthermore, it can be shown that since e- f3D < 1, 
the presence of the localized mode hinges on the nature of the impedance ratio between 
the layers. That is, since Eq. (2.32) states that Ieos (q1d1)l = e-f3D Ieos (q2d2)l < 
Ieos (q2d2)l, it follows from combining Eqs. (2.31 ) and (2.32) that 
( ~~ ) = . (2.33) 
Hence, in order for the localized surface mode to exist, the j = 1 layer (which is 
adjacent to the gaseous half-space) must have a lower elastic impedance than that of 
the other constituent layer. 
Additionally, one should note that , according to Eq. (2.31), the localized surface 
mode spectrum is independent of Q and, like Eqs. (2.14) and (2.21) , it scales with 
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D when the constituent layer elastic parameters and r are fixed . Thus, a plot of 
0 8 D versus Q D consists of a series of fiat bands lying within the bulk acoustic mode 
phononic band gaps. 
2.1.4 Oblique-Incidence Photon Propagation In an Infinite 
Superlatt ice 
For a photon propagating in an infinite superlattice (see Fig. 2.1(a) ), the resulting 
theory is similar to that encountered for phonons. Furthermore, in the case of photons, 
it is fairly straightforward to extend the theory to account for propagation at oblique 
angles to the SL modulation direction. Similar to before, there is a square-wave 
modulation in both the permittivity and the permeability over a spatial period of 
D = d1 + d2. It is assumed that the structure's constituent layers are composed of 
linear media with constituent layer permittivity and permeability values of Ej and 
P,j, respectively. In the absence of free charge and current, Maxwell 's equations for a 
linear medium are [10] 
""{} X B = {l E aE 
1 1 at 
Ej ""{}. E = 0 
""{} X E =-aB 
at ' 
(2.34a) 
(2.34b) 
(2.34c) 
(2 .34d) 
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where E is the electric field and B is the magnetic field. U ing the vector identity 
~ x (~ x C) = ~(~·C) - ~2C , where C is some arbitrary vector, togeth r 
with Iviaxwell 's equations, one obtains the electric and magnetic wave equations: 
(2.35a) 
(2.35b) 
I 
where Cj = (J-Lj Ej ) - 2 is the speed of light in each layer. Since each layer is taken to be 
of infinite extent in the y-z plane (i.e., t he y- ::: plane is parallel to the layer interfaces 
and the x-axi is along the superlattice modulation). the general expressions of the 
electromagnetic waves are [11 , 12] 
B (x y · t ) = ei(J<iYYi - wt)B · (x ·) J ] ' ] ' J J (2.36a) 
E (x· y · t )=ei(KjyYi-wt)E ·(x ·) J ] > ]' J J (2.36b) 
and, in turn, Eq. (2.35) can be rev-.rrittcn a. 
- ( (~ ) 2 - A;v') B; (x; ) ~ i)~>; (x; ) (2.37a) 
- ( ( ~ ) 2 - K;•') E; (x;) ~ i)~:2E; (x;) . (2.37b) 
Here, w is the photon angular frequency, 1\jy = (wj cj) ·in8j = (w/c)sinl1 are the 
components of the internal photon wavevectors. K j , in the plaue of t he layer inter-
faces, Gj arc the angles between the interface normal and K j , e is the corresponding 
angle in vacuum deduced through Snell 's Law, and c is th speed of light in vacuum. 
Boundary conditions between the interfaces require continui ty of th components of 
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B and EJE parallel to the interface normal as well as the components of B j /-lJ and E 
perpendicular to the interface normal [10]. Since the magnetic and electric fields are 
coupled through Maxwell 's equations, only one of the waves (or a single component 
from each wave) needs to be considered in order to solve the problem. Thus, only 
two of the four boundary conditions will be ut ilized. In the discussion to follow, 
the incident electromagnetic wave will be assumed to be p-polarized and, therefore, 
B = B ( x , y, t ) z (i.e., t he electric field is in the plane of incidence). According to 
Eqs. (2.34b) and (2.36), it follows that 
(2.38) 
and, therefore, the general solutions to Eq. (2.37) are 
(2.39a) 
(2.39b) 
where A~,J and A~,J are the amplitudes of the forward- and backward-traveling mag-
netic waves in the constituent layers of the superlat tice and Kjx = J(wfcJ)2- KJY 
is the component of wavevector K J perpendicular to the layer interfaces. Hence, con-
tinuity of the in-plane components of B / J-l.i and E at each interface implies that [11] 
(2.40a) 
(2.40b) 
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and 
(2.41a) 
(2.41b) 
In matrix-form, these above relations can be rewritten as 
(: 1 ) ( A~, ) ( ( ~~ ) eiKtxdl ( ~~ ) e-iK 1xd1 ) ( :~:: ) -1 A;;,:, ( ~) eil<t xdt _ ( n~Ktx ) e-iK1xdl 
ni K 2x n 1 K 2x 
(2.42) 
and 
( : 1 ) ( A~+l. 1 ) ( (~~ ) e il(2xd2 (~) e-iK2xd2 ) ( :~:: ) ' - 1 A~+1,1 ( ~) eiK 2xd2 _ ( ~) e - iK2xd2 n 2K tx n 2 K 1x 
(2.43) 
where nJ = ,jEjiij c are the refractive indices of the constituent layers. In a similar 
fashion to what was done in the discussion on phonons, one can show that 
(2.44) 
where T is a 2 x 2 transfer matrix with elements given by 
(2 .45) 
and 
T- = ,_:r,* = ~ ( ( c1K2x ) _ ( c2K 1x)) . (J( d ) - i K 1xd1 12 .1 21 2 K }'/ S1n 2x 2 e 0 
C2 1x CJ \. 2x 
(2 .46) 
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The discrete translational invariance of the system implies that the photon must 
behave as a Bloch wave, and, consequently, the amplitudes of adjacent unit-cells are 
related as 
(2.4 7) 
where r;, is the photonic Bloch wavevector. Comparing Eq. (2.47) with Eq. (2.44), 
one can see that 
(2.48) 
and, therefore, 
(2.49) 
Solving the above equation gives the photon dispersion relation [11~ 13] 
(2.50) 
Here, Pp is specific to the condition of p-polarization and is given by 
(2.51) 
Similarly, in the case that the electromagnetic wave is s-polarized (i.e., the electric 
field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence), the dispersion relation has the same 
functional form with parameter Pp replaced by 
(2.52) 
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K1x/ K2x = c2/ c1 and, not surprisingly, 
(2.53) 
If it is further assumed that the layers are nonmagnetic (i.e., JJ-2 = JJ-1 = JJ-o, where Mo 
is the permeability of a vacuum), then nj = JEjiiO c and one finds that 
(2.54a) 
(2.54b) 
(2.54c) 
For the remainder of the discussion, the SL is t aken to be composed of non-magnetic 
materials. 
For n 2 =/= n 1 and, therefore, K 2x =/= K 1x, one finds that Pp =/= 1 and Ps =/= 1. In turn, 
for certain ranges of values for w, t he absolute value of the righthand side of Eq. (2.50) 
will be greater than 1. Further, s-polarized light may be shown to behave the same 
way [12]. The resulting ranges of w correspond to forbidden frequency bands, or 
photonic band gaps, where "'becomes complex. The gaps occur for Re[r>,D] = b1r / 2. 
In a similar fashion to what was done for phonons in the preceding discussion, 
the center-frequency of the photonic band gaps can be approximated by treating 
the system as a photonic Bragg reflector [14]. At normal incidence, constructive 
interference occurs when the round-trip phase difference over a unit-cell equals a 
mult iple of 21r: 
(2.55) 
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where t is an integer. The resulting photonic Bragg angular frequencies Wt are then 
expressed as 
(2.56) 
The corresponding photon wavenumber is t hen 
t (2.57) Wt = ------------2( n1 d1 + n2d2 ) · 
The corresponding Bragg photonic wavevector "'t = trr / D is a standing wave with 
group velocity of zero. Consequently, these photons do not propagate in the SL and, 
in the case of reflectance measurements from a finite SL structure, are marked by a 
peak in the reflectance spectrum. 
Continuing to consider normal-incidence, if the contrast in the optical proper-
ties (i. e., refractive index) is small such that the frequency-width of the photonic 
band gaps are small compared to the available bands, the band structm e can be 
approximated by a simple algebraic equation. That is, with (} = 0 and n2 ~ n 1 , 
Pp(O) = P8 (0) = Pnorm ~ 1 and it follows from Eq. 2.50 that [2] 
(2.58) 
Written in the above form, r;, is taken to be the extended-zone scheme photonic 
wavevector. It can be shown that 
(2.59) 
where n eff is an effective refractive index given by 
(2.60) 
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One should also note that Eq. (2.59) is a generalization of Eq. (2.56), and both 
expressions are equal when rc = t1r j D. Hence, the extended-zone scheme photonic 
band structure can be approximated by a single linear dispersion curves with a slope 
of c/neff which passes through the center of the photonic band gaps. Figure 2.3 depicts 
the result ing photonic band structure. Further. if n 2 ;:::: n 1 . one can show that 
and, consequently, 
neff - n 1 = ( 1 - r ) ( n2 - n 1) ;:::: 0 
neff- n2 = r(n1 - n2) :::; 0 
(2.61a) 
(2.61b) 
(2.62) 
Finally, substituting d1 = r D and d2 = (1 - f )D, it i clear that Eqs. (2.50) 
and (2.5 ) giv expressions of rcD versus wD. Therefore, as with the phononic band 
structure, for a giv n set of constituent layer optical parameters and layer fill-fraction 
r , the photonic band structure is <:ale-invariant . 
2.2 Brillouin Light Scattering 
2.2.1 Overview 
In order to characterize the phononic band structure of 1r-Si SL , inelastic Brillouin 
light scatt ring spectroscopy will be done. T he resulting measurements provide a set 
of n versus q data for phonons directed along a given direction in the materia l and. 
in turn, the phononic band structure can be mapped. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the photonic band structure for propagation along the mod-
ulation axis of an infinite binary periodic superlattice. Black dashed curves: photon 
dispersion relation based on Eq. (2.50) with (} = 0; red line: approximation of t he 
zeroth-order photon band given by Eq. (2.59); blue lines: dispersion curves for the 
constituent layers . 
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Brillouin light scattering is used to probe acoustic phonons in a given material 
syst em. That is, when a photon impinges on a material, it may interact with a lat t ice 
vibration, or phonon, and subsequently scat ter. T his is accompanied by an exchange 
of energy and momentum between the photon and phonon. According to the laws 
of conservation of energy and moment um, for a homogeneous material this process is 
governed by [15] 
(2.63a) 
(2.63b) 
where wi and W 8 are the angular ti·equencies of t he incident and scattered light , respec-
tively, and K i and K s are the wavevectors of t he incident and scattered light inside 
the material, respectively. The plus sign in t he above expressions corresponds to t he 
process of phonon annihilation, or ant i-Stokes scattering. while the minus sign corre-
sponds to the process of phonon creation , or Stokes scattering. Figure 2.4 illustrat es 
a typical Brillouin scattering spectrum. 
When considering inelastic light scat tering from a SL, the periodicity of the lattice 
must be taken into account . T hus, Eq. (2.63) is rewritten as [2] 
(2.64a) 
(2.64b) 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a Brillouin spectrum. Double peak features due to Stokes 
and anti-Stokes scattering from various acoustic phonons, such as the Rayleigh surface 
mode (R), the bulk longitudinal mode (L), and the bulk transverse mode (T), are 
observed. These peak doublets are set symmetrically about the highly intense peak 
attributed to elastic scattering; the corresponding frequen y hifts are equal to the 
frequencies of the probed phonons. 
where (27r / D )x is the reciprocal lattice vector of the SL. Consequently, the resulting 
Brillouin spectrum will contain spectral features corresponding to folded branches of 
the zone-folded phononic band structme. 
In Brillouin cattering. acoustic phonon are probed. It follo-w from Eq. (2.63b) 
that the wavelength and direction of the characterized phonon d pends on the wave-
length of the incident light as well as the scattering geometry. In fact, the phonons of 
interest typically have wavelenghs of the order of 100 nm. Thus, these long-wavelength 
acoustic phonons behave as elastic waves which. for a homogeneous material, are gov-
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erned by the dispersion relation [15] 
rl =27rv =Vq (2.65) 
where v is the phonon frequency and Vis the magnitude of the phonon velocity. Since 
V is of the order of 1 km/ s (i.e., much smaller than the speed of light c) , n « wi . 
Hence, according to Eq. 2.63, W 8 ~ wi and, consequently, IK sl ~ IK i l· Overall, this 
approximation applies when probing most material systems, including SLs. 
2.2.2 180°-Backscattering and P seudo-Reflection Brillouin Light 
Scattering Geometries 
Figure 2.5 shows the scattering geometries used in the present study. For a 180°-
backscattering geometry, where 8 8 , the angle between K s and the sample surface 
normal, is equal to 8 i, the angle between K i and the sample surface normal, it follows 
from Eq. (2.63b) that the components of the probed phonon wavevector perpendicular 
and parallel to the surface of the material are given by 
(2.66a) 
(2 .66b) 
where K u and K ill are the corresponding components of K i . Furthermore, the angle 
between q85 and the sample surface normal, cr85 , is expressed as 
t - 1 ( qBSII ) t - 1 (]{i ll ) cr85 = an -- = an -K qBS.l i .l (2.67) 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.5: (a) 180°-backscat tering and (b) pseudo-reflection Brillouin light scatter-
ing geometries. Here, q correspond to the wavevectors of the probed phonon while 
K i (Ks) is the wavevector of the incident (scat tered) light inside the probed ma-
terial. The angle between q and the sample surface normal is denoted by a while 
the angle between 8 i (8 s) denotes the angle between Ki (Ks) and the sample sur-
face normal. Subscripts SW, BS and PR denote surface-propagating phonons, bulk 
phonons probed using a 180°-backscattering geometry, and bulk phonons probed us-
ing a pseudo-reflection geometry, respectively. For clarity, the incident and scattered 
photon wavevectors related to Qsw are not shown. 
and, thus, the direction of q 85 is dictated by the direction of Ki relative to the sample 
surface. Consequently, a 180° -backscattering geometry can be used to probe phonons 
along different directions in the material. 
Additionally, a 180°-backscattering geometry is used to probe surface acoustic 
phonons within the sample surface plane. Since the amplitude of the surface-propagating 
phonon decays quickly away from the surface, the probed phonon wavevector is re-
lated to the in-plane component of the probing light [16] : 
(2.68) 
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where kill, the in-plane component of the incident photon wavevector outside the 
material, is equal to K ill through Snell 's Law. As one can see, the magnitude of the 
probed surface phonon wavevector can be changed by changing the direction of ki· 
Figure 2.5(b) depicts a pseudo-reflection scattering geometry. In this case, l8 s-
Gil 2: 0 is small (i.e., less than 10°). The components of the resulting probed phonon 
perpendicular and parallel to the sample surface plane are, in general, given by 
(2.69a) 
(2.69b) 
and the angle between q PR and the sample surface normal, apR, is expressed as 
(2.70) 
With 8 8 ~ 8 i , however, then K ill ~ K sll , so it follows from Eqs. (2.69) and (2. 70) 
that 
(2.71 ) 
and, further, 
(2.72) 
Hence, by tuning K i and K s while keeping 8 8 ~ 8 i , pseudo-reflection geometry 
Brillouin light scattering can be used to characterize a range of q pR values directed 
approximately along the sample surface normal. This is particularly useful for SLs as 
the corresponding phononic band structure could then be mapped. 
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The preceding discussion makes no assumption about the phononic and photonic 
dipersion relations and, thus, can be applied to homogeneous materials as well as SLs. 
Further details on the application of these scattering geometries will be provided in 
the following chapters. 
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Chapter 3 
Methods and Materials 
3.1 Sample Preparation 
The studied n-Si films were formed from p+ -type [100]-oriented crystalline silicon 
with a resistivity in the range of 0.005-0.020 n em. In particular, t he electrochemical 
process used to make the films was such that the porous structure nucleated at t he 
polished surface of a piece of bulk crystalline silicon. The "'4 cm2 piece of parent 
crystalline silicon had been cleaved, using a diamond scribe, from "'500 ~Lm-thick 
p+ -type crystalline silicon wafers with a diameter of "' 10 em. 
T here are a number of reasons for choosing to fabricate the n-Si films from p+ -type 
crystalline silicon. First, mesoporous films made from p+- type crystalline silicon are 
well-characterized [1] and, in particular, studies have shown that periodically multi-
layered n-Si films made from this type of bulk silicon can behave as one-dimensional 
photonic crystals [2, 3]. Second, research suggests that these films are relatively ro-
bust in ambient conditions and, in contrast to samples made from p- -type crystalline 
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silicon, do not oxide quickly [2]. Third, by taking additional measures throughout 
the fabrication process (as will be discussed in a proceeding paragraph) , undesirable 
porosity gradients can be readily avoided for the case of films made from p+ -type 
crystalline silicon [3]. This is critical since it is to be assumed that the films have a 
well-defined modulation in the porosity. 
Supported n-Si films were fabricated by electrochemical anodization of a cleaved 
piece of p+ -type crystalline silicon wafer in hydrofluoric acid-based electrolytes. Prior 
to anodization, a sample was dipped in hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 60s to help remove 
native oxide on the surface. The sample was then placed in an electrolytic cell with 
either a 1:1:1 (water: 49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte or a 1:1 (49% wt. 
HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte (note: all electrolyte composition ratios are by 
volume). Specifically, preliminary samples were made using the 1:1:1 (water: 49% 
wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte; for later samples, the electrolyte composition 
was 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) . This change in solution composition was 
spurred on by an observed lack of sample-to-sample reproducibility in the earlier films 
that was thought to stem from issues with the included deionized water. 
Figure 3.1 shows the electrolytic cell that was used. The bottom of the inner cavity 
of the cell, where the anodization process occurred, was sealed using a small rubber 
o-ring. Copper (Cu) was used as the contact electrode, being placed in contact with 
the unpolished side of the p+ -type silicon, and platinum (Pt) was used as the working 
electrode. The Cu and Pt electrodes were connected to the positive and the negative 
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terminals of a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter power supply, respectively. Figure 3.2 
shows a schematic of the circuit. A user-defined current profile was applied across 
the sample, which was monitored by an ammeter. In order to minimize the effects of 
uncontrolled photochemical etching, t he artificial lights in the laboratory were t urned 
off during sample anodization. Furthermore, for many of the experiments, a tefion 
cover was placed over the top of the electrolytic cell during the anodization process. 
A small slot cut into the cover allowed it to be slipped over the Pt electrode without 
interfering with the electrode placement . In addition, to help prevent build-up of 
hydrogen gas which is produced during t he anodization process [4], two small holes 
were drilled in the top of the cell cover. Moreover, the cover did not enclose the entire 
cell and, in fact, it typically rested on the alligator-clip used to connect the ammeter 
to the Cu electrode. 
It is known that tuning the applied current density (or, in this case, current as 
the et ch area is constant) while keeping all other etch parameters fixed results in a 
change in the film porosity with film thickness. Thus, single-layer 1r-Si films were 
fabricated by applying a constant current , while mult ilayered 1r-Si films with a binary 
periodicity in the porosity were made by alternating the current between two known 
values. 
The fabrication of binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si films is only possible since 
1r-Si formation approximates a self-limiting process [2] (see Section 1.1). Once a 1r-Si 
film is formed, additional etching of the sample proceeds at t he pore tip and the pre-
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Figure 3.1 : Cross-section of the ele trolytic cell used for sample fabrication. 
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Figure 3.2: Circuit diagram for the fabrication setnp. 
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viously formed nanostructure is not affected. T his is an approximation, however, and 
1r-Si films may exhibit a gradient in the porosity with depth due to (a) undesirable 
chemical etching of the upper portions of the film from prolonged exposure to the elec-
trolyte and (b) changes in the electrochemical process stemming from depletion of the 
electrolyte at the pore tip. Fortunately, for samples fabricated from p+ -type silicon, 
chemical etching of the pore walls is not usually significant and electrochemical-based 
gradients may be counteracted through the implementation of zero-current etch stops 
which allowed time for the electrolyte to replenish at the pore tip [3] . Consequent ly, 
when making the multilayered samples, 1 s etch stops were implemented between 
the alternations of the etch current. T he resulting structures were then taken to be 
composed of constituent layers which had porosities equivalent to that of single-layer 
films made under the same etching conditions (i.e., etching current). 
The applied currents used to make the studied single-layer and multilayered films 
are given in Table 3.1. In the case of samples made using a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% 
wt. ethanol) electrolyte, the applied currents were chosen since the corresponding 
single-layer films had been well-characterized in an earlier study conduct ed in this 
laboratory [5] . T hus, there was an existing body of knowledge regarding the physical 
parameters of the resulting films, such as film porosity as well as the elastic and 
optical propert ies. One should note that in this current study, no single-layer films 
were made using the 1:1:1 (water: 49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte. 
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Table 3.1: Anodization current densities used to make single-layer and multilayered 
porous silicon films. The single-layer films were obtained by applying a constant 
current (either h igh or Itaw ), while the multilayered films were obtained by alternating 
between the two currents. 
Solution h igh f tow 
(mA) (mA) 
1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) 230 142 
1:1:1 (water: 49% wt . HF: 98% wt . ethanol) 50 5 
The applied currents were higher for samples made using the 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 
98% wt. ethanol) solution since l crit tends to increase as the HF concentration in-
creases (i. e., the pore formation regime occurs for a wider range of current densit ies as 
the HF concentration increases [6]). Additionally, the applied current density values, 
J , could be determined by dividing I by the 1r-Si film surface area, (1.47 ± 0.02) cm2 , 
which had been deduced from the diameter of the film; the film diameter was mea-
sured using a Vernier caliper, as described previously [5]. 
With the etching process completed, the result ing supported 1r-Si film (single-layer 
or multilayered) could be removed from the cell. Once removed, the supported films 
were rinsed with tap water, dried with paper towel, rinsed in pentane (whose low 
surface tension helped to reduce the possibility of structural cracking due to excess 
capillary forces) , and dried in ambient air. 
Alternatively, if one wished to detach the as-formed supported 1r-Si film from the 
crystalline silicon substrate, a secondary anodization process had to be done . Leaving 
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the formed supported 1r-Si film in the cell, the original electrolyte was replaced with 
a 1:7 ( 49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) solution. Decreasing the HF concentration 
decreases the critical current density, l crit , required for electropolishing and, thus, re-
duces the undesirable effects of Joule heating [7]. By applying l crit, the film-substrate 
interface is etched (recall the self-limiting nature of 1r-Si formation) and the film lifts 
off the substrate. In the present study, an applied current of rv 30 mA was sufficient 
to detach the films. The electropolishing process usually took several minutes to fin-
ish, with the circuit current, as read on the ammeter, going to zero near completion 
(i.e., the circuit shorted when the film lifted off the substrate) . 
The freestanding 1r-Si film was removed from the electrolytic cell by carefully dis-
posing the electrolyte, rinsing the cell with water, and then using the silicon substrate 
as a base to carry the film out of the cell. The film was then transferred to a tefion 
sample holder. This was done by first placing the film (which was still resting on 
the silicon substra te) on the bottom part of the tefion holder , which was inside the 
overturned electrolytic cell cover (see Fig. 3.3(a)) . In order to transfer the film from 
the substrate to the holder bottom, first , the cell cover was filled with pentane, re-
sulting in the film fioating off the substrate due to the positive buoyant force. Using 
tweezers, the silicon substrate was removed and, as the pentane drained through the 
gas-release holes in the electrolytic cell cover, t he film was guided onto the center of 
the film holder bottom. Once the pentane had completely drained, both the sample 
holder base and film were retrieved . That is, using the tweezers to "hook" the screw 
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holes in the holder bottom, the holder bottom was lifted out of the cell cover. The 
top of the holder was attached using 3 thumb-screws which were set concentrically 
about the center of the sample holder. Fmthermore, a small rubber o-ring served 
to hold the film in place (see Fig. 3.3(b) ). To help reduce the po sibility of the film 
cracking under excess capillary force. which may be present during the drying pro-
cess, samples were held in a ni trogen-rich environment overnight. This was done by 
placing the sample holder in a container system sit uated over a dewar of boiling liquid 
ni trogen. Within the container system. th sample wa ,....., 20 em above the opening 
of devvar and , therefore. the sample is not cooled to much below room temperatme. 
3.2 D etermination of Film Thickness 
Previous tudies on similarly made 1r- i amples suggest that film growth is ap-
proximately linear with time [5] . That i , the overall film thicknesses for single-layer 
and multilayered films are given by 
(3.1) 
and 
(3.2) 
respectively, where Ty are the etch rat s at the corresponding currents, ty are the etch 
times, y = high, low denotes the relative cmrent value, 77 is the number of current 
cycles us d to form a multilayered film and D is. as stated before. the modulation 
(a) 
(b) 
Film and Substrate 
Teflon Cover 
Teflon Bottom (Holder) 
Holes 
Screws ~ 
O~Ring ~ 
1 
H ?J t: H c Teflon Top (Holder) 
t Teflon Bottom (Holder) 
Film 
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section of (a) the freestanding film retrieval setup and (b) the 
sample holder. The two pieces of the holder were held together by three screws. 
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wavelength in the resulting binary p riodic multilayered film. Therefore, if the etch 
rates are known, both the overall film thicknesses and the SL modulation wavelength 
may be deduced from the fabrication etch times and the number of cmTent cycles. For 
samples made using the 1:1 ( 49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte. the relevant 
etch rate were determined in a pr "viou study conducted in this laboratory [5] . 
Table 3.2 gives pertinent etch rates for these samples. Sp cifically, etch times were 
chosen such that the resulting films were rv 6 {tm thick. 
Another method for deducing the overall thickness of a supported or freestanding 
n-Si film i by using scanning electron microscopy (SE I) to image the sample cross-
section. Prior to imaging, the samples were cleaved in order to expose a cross-sectional 
interfac through the film. Care was taken to cleave approximately along the center 
line of the film. This helped to avoid a systematic uncertainty in the SEi'd-deduced 
film thickness: the film was thinner near the outer radius. owning to edge effect 
in the anodization process. In fact. the e edge effects manifested as a change in 
sample colour uear the outer edge of the film (see Fig. 3.4). The cleaved samples were 
mounted to a SEM-ready sample holder. typically using ilver paste. To help with 
imaging contrast. a thin layer of gold was evaporated onto the samples. 
Figure 3.5 . 3.6 and 3.7 show cross-sectional SE).,I images collected from a free-
standing single-layer n-Si film, a supported single-layer n-Si film, and a suppor ted 
square-wave modulated multilayered n-Si film. respectively. For the supported films , 
the SE I image show cross-sections of the porous films as well as a portion of the 
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corresponding bulk crystalline silicon substrate; the image from the freestanding film 
shows the porous sample surrounded by vacuum. T he brighter layers observed in the 
image of the multilayered film are assigned to the higher porosity constituent layers. 
As mentioned in Section 1.1, very bright regions near the outer surfaces of the films 
(see Figs. 1.1 and 3.5) are t hought to be an artefact of electron charging effects which 
occur during the scanning electron imaging process and, thus, are not attributed to 
gradients in the film porosity. One should note that the three samples were fabricated 
according to the procedures outlined in Section 3.1. 
For films made using the 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte, values of 
H obtained using SEM imaging were within rv15% of those deduced using Eqs. (3.1 ) 
and (3.2) together with the etch rates given in Table 3.2. The main contribution to 
this difference is thought to be due to an unavoidable sample-to-sample var·iability in 
the etch procedure. 
Table 3.2: Anodization etch rates and gravimetrically-deduced porosity values for 
samples made using a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte . Etch rates are 
from [5] . 
Current r ( 
(rnA) (nm/ s) 
230 148 ± 1 0.58 ± 0.02 
142 106 ± 5 0.50 ± 0.02 
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Figure 3.4: Top-down image of a supported n-Si multilayered film. The sample is a 
one-dimensional photonic crystal with a band gap in the red frequency range. The 
arrow points out the reduced film thickness along the outer edge of the film, denoted 
by a change in colour. 
Figure 3.5: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a freestanding single-layer 
n-Si film. The sample (labeled PSi4.9# 1) was formed in a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. 
ethanol) electrolyte with an applied current of 230 mA. To minimize effects due to 
electrolyte depletion at the pore-tip over the long etch time (200 s), the current was 
pulsed. The resulting current profile consisted of 0.5 s etch intervals separated by 1 s 
etch-stops for 400 cycles. The measured film thickness was '"" 28 J-Lm. 
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Figure 3.6: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a supported single-layer 
1r-Si film. The sample (labeled PSi4.7#3) was formed in a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. 
ethanol) electrolyte with a constant applied current of 230 rnA. T he etch t ime was 
34 s and the measured film thickness was "' 4.5 J-LID. Empty (filled) arrow denotes 
the film-air (substrate-film) interface. 
F igure 3. 7: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a supported multilay-
ered 1r-Si film. The sample (labeled PSi2.22# 4) was formed in a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 
98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte with a periodic current profile. T he etch times were 
thigh = 1.67785 s and t 10w = 2.25225 s. This resulted in constituent layers of ap-
proximately equal thickness and a SL modulation wavelength of"' 500 nm. Brighter 
regions correspond to the higher porosity layers formed at the high current value (i.e., 
230 rnA). The filled arrow denotes the substrate-film interface. 
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For most of t he studied SL films, t he constit uent layers were too thin (i.e., D / 2 < 
100 nm) to be discernible in the collected SEM images. In spite of this, a value for D 
could be obtained by taking into account the SEM-deduced H multi together with the 
known number of applied current cycles (it follows from Eq. (3.2) that D = H multi/'17 ) · 
3.3 D et ermination o f the Porosity, M ass D ensity, and R e-
fractive Index of a Single-Layer Film 
The physical characteristics of a mesoporous silicon film, such as refractive index 
and mass density, are strongly dependent on the porosity value. The porosity of a 
single-layer 1r -Si film, (, is simply the fraction of voids in the porous structure. This 
is stated mathematically as 
V vaids rnvoids (- -- - --
- vfilm - m silicon, (3 .3) 
where Vvoids = (mvoids)l Pc-S i is the volume of the voids, vfilm = (msilicon)/ Pc-Si 
is t he volume of the overall film, mvoids is t he mass of silicon removed during the 
format ion of the porous nanostructure, msilicon is the sum of m voids and t he silicon 
mass of the remaining nanostructure, and Pc-Si = 2330 kg/ m3 is t he density of 
crystalline silicon [8]. Thus, the porosity of a single-layer sample may be obtained by 
determining 17~voids and m silicon · 
With this in mind , the mass of the test piece of silicon before anodization , mpre-etch, 
and after anodization, mpost- etch, were obtained using an analytical balance. In turn, 
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one obtains rnvoids = rnpre- etch - rnpost- etch· In contrast , determining rnsiticon required 
that the film be destroyed . This was done through a selective etch in a 1% KOH 
solut ion [5]. Once in the solution, the film was et ched away, as indicated by the evo-
lution of gas bubbles on the film surface. This process took several minutes and, once 
bubbles stopped forming, the remaining substrate was removed from the solution. 
Using the same analytical balance. the mass of the KOH-etched sample, rnpost - KOH , 
was obtained. One can then calculate rnsilicon = rnpre- etch - rnpost - [(OH. Hence, t he 
porosity may be determined gravimetrically through Eq. (3.3). Consequently, for 
each set of conditions, a series of films was made with the purpose of determining the 
porosity. Through statistical analysis of the gravimetric results, a single value for the 
layer porosity corresponding to each etch current was deduced. Table 3.2 shows the 
porosity values. As mentioned in section 3.1, only single-layer films made using a 1:1 
( 49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte were studied. 
With the porosity determined, both the mass density and refractive index of the 
single-layer film could be found . In particular, the mass density of t he film is given 
by P1r- Si = (1 - 0 Pc-Si · The relationship between the refractive index and the 
porosity, on the other hand, is much more complex. For mesoporous silicon films 
made from p+ -type crystalline silicon, as is the case here, studies have shown that t he 
effective refractive index of the film, nerr , can be obtained using the two-component 
Bruggemann effective medium model , expressed as [9] 
1 _ ( = (1 - n(w)
2)(N(w)2 + 2n(w)2) 
3n(w)2(1- N(w)2) ' (3.4) 
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where N ( w) is the refractive index of bulk crystalline silicon and w is the optical 
wavenumber. Thus, t he dependence of n( w) on light wavenumber may be determined 
using (and the corresponding values of N(w) given in the literature [10]. 
3.4 Optical R eflectance Spectroscopy 
3.4.1 Broad-Band Optical Reflectance Setup and M ethod 
To help characterize the optical propert ies of the K-Si films, broad-band optical 
reflectance spectroscopy was done. The optical setup is shown in Fig. 3.8. An Ocean 
Optics LS-1 Tungsten Halogen lamp, optimized for output from 360 nm to 2500 nm, 
served as the source of incident light in these experiments. Source light was coupled 
into the outer six fibers of a seven-fiber, y-configuration Ocean optics QR600-7-SR-
125F optical fiber system (FO ), which had a t ransmission range of 200 nm to 1100 nm. 
The light traversed the fibers and was output from a fiber probe (PRO) which was 
held above the opt ical bench by a micrometer-adjustable bracket (MB). The output 
source light impinged on the sample (S) at near-normal incidence. The resulting 
reflected light coupled into the center fib r of the pro be (the remaining fiber of the 
seven fiber bundle) and was sent to an Ocean Optics 2000USB VIS-NIR grating 
spectrometer , which was used to frequency-analyze the collected light . In particular , 
the spectrometer contained a 350 nm-1000 nm grating and the resolution was 1.5 nm. 
Furthermore, the spectrometer detector , a linear silicon CCD array, was sensit ive 
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Light Source 
Figure 3.8: Broad-band optical refiectance spectroscopy setup. FO - y-configuration 
fiber optic bundle, PRO - optical refiectance probe, MB - micrometer-adjustment 
bracket, S - sample, CPU - computer. 
from 200 nm to 1100 nm. Subsequently, the collected refiected light intensity versus 
optical wavelength was output to a computer, where it was displayed and stored. 
In order to determine the absolute refiectance of the probed samples, the collected 
refiected light spectra were normalized against that of a known reference. This, in 
turn, removed any artefact stemming from the wavelength dependence of the tung-
sten halogen lamp output intensity as well as signal losses due to coupling and at-
tenuation in the fiber. The chosen reference was a BB05-E02 broad-band dielectric 
mirror manufactured by Thor Labs. Figure 3.9 shows a typical absolute refiectance 
spectrum taken from a BB05-E02 mirror at near-normal incidence. As one can see, 
the refiectance is greater than 98% over wavenumbers ranging from r-v 1.05 f-Lm- 1 to 
r-v 2. 50 J'-Lffi - l (i.e., r-v 400 nm to r-v 950 nm). Note that from here on, the refiectance 
spectra will be plotted over wavenumber , which is proportional to frequency, allowing 
the data to be readily related to the calculated photon band structures. 
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Figure 3.9: The absolute reflectance spectrum of a broad-band dielectric mirror. The 
mirror was manufactured by Thor Labs and the spectral data were collected at an 
angle of incidence of 8°. The arrow indicates a sharp decrease in reflectance in the 
near-infrared. Data were obtained from the manufacturer website [11]. 
The relative reflectance of a given sample may be calculated as 
D ! sample - hackgro1ind 
J. "rel = 
! mirror - f backgro1ind ' 
(3 .5) 
where ! sample is the spectral response collect ed from the sample, ! m irror is the spectral 
response collected from the mirror, and h ackgro1ind is background response collected 
with the tungsten halogen source turned off. Given that the mirror is approximately 
100% reflective over ,...., 1.05 11m- 1 to ,...., 2.50 11m-1 , R rel is taken to be equal to the 
absolute reflect ance of the sample, R(l68 , over this wavenumber range. 
When collecting spectra from the mirror and sample, the distance between the 
probe and probed material was adjusted to maximize the coupling response (recall 
that the probe was held in an adjustable bracket). That is, the spectral response 
was monitored in real-time on the computer display and the maximum intensity was 
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achieved at a sample-to-probe distance of about 5 mm. Further, in order to avoid 
sensor saturation when probing the mirror, the integration time was set to '"'"' 500 ms. 
For each set of measurements, all three spectra (sample, mirror, and background) 
were collected at the same integration time. 
F igure 3.10 shows an example experimental optical refiectance spectrum col-
lected from [100]-oriented gallium phosphide (GaP ). The change in refiectance at 
'"'"' 1.82 J-lm- 1 is a manifestation of the expected electron band gap [12]. The peak a t 
'"'"' 1.1 J-lm- 1 , on the other hand, is an artefact of the decrease in reflectivity of the 
dielectric mirror in the near-infrared and therefore does not correspond to the true 
absolute reflectance of the GaP sample. That is, since there is a sharp decrease in 
the mirror reflectivity at '"'"' 1.05 J-lm- 1 , the corresponding relative refiectance value 
obtained using Eq. (3.5) is much higher than the absolute reflectance of the sample. 
3.4.2 Optical R eflectance from a Freestanding Multilayered 
1r-Si Film 
As the optical properties of a mesoporous silicon hlm are dependent on the poros-
ity, analysis of the refiectance spectra can provide insight into the underlying nanos-
tructure. With this in mind, reflectance measurements were collected from both 
surfaces of a freestanding multilayered 1r-Si hlm in order to obtain information about 
the consistency of the formation process. Figure 3.11 shows th collected spectra. As 
one can see, the spectral positions of the optical Bragg peaks and, thus, the photonic 
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Figure 3.10: Optical reflectance spectrum of [100]-oriented GaP. The vertical arrow 
located at rv 1.82 MID- 1 indicates a change in reflectance due to the electron band 
gap of GaP. The horizontal arrow indicates a sharp peak at rv 1.05 MID- 1 which 
is a spectral artefact due to the decrease in the reference mirror refiectivity in the 
near-infrared. 
band gaps were within rv 5% of each other. It follows from Eqs. (2.57) and (2.60) 
that neffD is approximately equal at both surfaces. One may then infer that the etch 
process was fairly consistent throughout the formation of the rv 50 MID-thick film. 
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that there is litt le effect due to porosity gradients 
with depth for a rv 6 MID-thick film (the typical thickness for samples investigated in 
the current study). Note: as there is uncerta inty in which surface of the freestanding 
film was attached to the substrate, no other inferences are made based on the current 
data. 
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Figure 3.11: Optical reflectance spectra collected from the surfaces of a freestanding 
multilayered n-Si film. The arrows indicate the optical Bragg peak in each spectrum 
and the dashed horizontal line marks 0% reflectance for spectrum 1. The probed 
sample (labeled PSi4.9#2) was formed in a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt . ethanol) 
electrolyte with a periodic current profile. The etch times were thigh = 0.5 sand t 1ow = 
0.5 s and the current was alternated 400 times. This resulted in a SL modulation 
wavelength of rv 125 nm and an overall film thickness of rv 50 J-Lm . 
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3.5 Brillouin Spectroscopy Setup 
3.5.1 180°-Backscattering Geometry 
The 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin light scatt ering setup is shown in 
Fig. 3.12. A diode-pumped frequency-doubled Nd:YV04 solid-stat e laser (single-
mode Coherent Verdi-2) emits a vertically polarized beam of light with a center 
wavelength of "' 532 nm and a bandwidth of "' 10 MHz. The 2 W beam was first 
passed through a variable neutral density filter (VNDF), which served to reduce the 
beam power , and then a half-wave plate (HWP), which rotated the beam polarization 
into the horizontal plane. The horizontally polarized light was incident on a beam 
splitter (BS), with the refiected portion of the light being used as a reference beam 
and the transmitted portion being used as the sample probe beam. 
T he reference beam was directed to a six-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer 
by a front-surface mirror (M) . Before entering the interferometer, t he reference beam 
was passed through an aperture (A) and a variable neutral density filter (VNDF), 
which allowed for adjustment of the power. This beam was used to maintain align-
ment of the interferometer. Furthermore, used in conjunction with a shutter system 
inside the interferometer, it helped to prevent saturation of the photomultiplier tube 
when the interferometer was scanning over the portion of the scattered light spec-
trum (collected from the probed sample) that contained the very intense elastically 
scattered light . 
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Figure 3.12: 1 0°-backscattering geometry Brillouin light cattering setup. HWP -
half wave pla te. BS - beam splitter , :.1 - mirror. F - filter. V. TDF - variable neutral 
density filter. A - aperture, L - lens. P - prism. CL - focu ing/ collecting lens. S -
sample. T he dashed box indicates the portion of the setup specific to this scattering 
geometry. 
The path of the probe beam, which had been transmitted through the beam 
splitter, wa devia ted by 90° using a front surface mirror. It was passed through 
two filter (F) and a variable neutral density filter (VKDF). which served to reduce 
the beam power to within a range of ,....., 50 mW to ,....., 80 mW. The beam underwent 
internal refiection in a prism (P), directing it on a path para llel to the original beam. 
T he probe beam was then focused by a 5 em lens (CL) onto the sample (S). which was 
mounted on a rota tion stage. Some of the scat tered light ~ as collected and collimated 
by the same lens, with the size of the collection cone being set by adju ting the f/ # 
(CL was contained in a camera lens system which had an adjustable aperture) . In 
part icular, 1. -::;. fj #-::;. 4.0 for these experiments. Wit h the ELxial ray of the scattered 
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light cone being anti-parallel to that of the incident light, the collected scattered light 
was 180° backscattered (i.e., the scattering angle, defined as the angle between K s 
and K i, is 180°). This collimated scattered light passed through a second 40-cm 
lens (L) which focused t he light onto the input pinhole of the tandem Fabry-Perot 
interferometer. Furthermore, fine-adjustments to the focus of the CL were achieved 
by tuning the position of the lens along the beam path while monitoring the focused 
beam spot on the interferometer pinhole (the beam was said to be focused when 
the spot size was at a minimum). The plane of the pinhole was viewed through 
a microscope (not shown). Moreover, for the 180°-backscattering geometry light 
scattering measurements, the pinhole size was set to 450 ~tm. 
Using this procedure, a range of incident angles could be accessed. By adjusting 
the rota tion angle of the sample on the rotation stage, the incident angle between the 
probe beam and the sample surface normal, (}i (which, in this geometry, is equal to 
the angle between the axial ray of the collected scattered light cone and the sample 
surface normal, (}8 ), may be tuned. Specifically, (}i was equal to the corresponding 
angle reading on the rotation stage minus that at normal incidence. The rotation 
stage angle at normal incidence was found by determining the orientation at which 
the incident beam underwent back-reflection through the collection lens (deduced 
using a piece of paper to monitor the reflected beam spot beyond the prism). 
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Figure 3.13: Procedure for setting up a pseudo-reflection Brillouin light scatt ering 
geometry. (a) The red diode laser, used to ensure that the focal points of t he incident 
and collection lenses coincided, was put in place; (b) the incident lens was set such 
that the angle of the result ing specularly reflected light would be slightly offset from 
that of the scattered light collection cone axis; (c) the incident beam was focused on 
the sample; (d ) the scattered light was sent to t he interferometer. DL - red diode 
laser , M - mirror, IL - focusing lens for incident light , P - prism, CL - collecting lens, 
S - sample, RB - reflected light beam. 
3.5.2 Pseudo-Reflection Scattering Geometry 
\1\Tith the exception of the focusing and collecting optics (indicated by t he clashed 
box in Fig. 3.12), the experimental setup used to conduct pseudo-reflection geom-
etry Brillouin light scattering measurements is the same as that used for the 180°-
backscattering geometry measurements. Fig. 3.13 depicts the steps taken to set up 
the pseudo-reflection scattering geometry. 
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Init ially, the setup follows the same procedure as described above, with the col-
lection lens being used to fo cus t he laser beam onto the sample and, thus, setting the 
sample scattering volume. Once this was done, a mirror (M) placed beyond the prism 
(P ) directed t he beam from a red diode laser (DL) onto the sample (see Fig. 3.13(a)). 
The orientation of the mirror and diode laser were adjusted such t hat the red and 
green beams were coincident on the sample and, in turn, the incident spot from DL 
was used to indicate the position of the sample scattering volume t hroughout the rest 
of the set up procedure. An additional mirror (M) and 7 em lens (IL), mounted to 
a rotation arm centered on the post of t he sample rotation stage, were then set into 
place such that the axis of the rotation arm was rv 5° to rv 10° beyond the axis of the 
refiected portion of the green laser beam (RB) (see Fig. 3.13(b)). A third mirror (M) 
was used to redirect the green probe beam onto the rotation-arm-mounted mirror 
(M). T he orientation and position of the arm-mounted mirror and 7 em lens were 
adjusted such t hat the redirected green probe beam impinged on the same position 
on the sample surface as the red beam. This step is shown in Fig. 3.13(c). Thus, as 
mentioned above, t he red beam was used as a guide to ensure that lenses 11 and CL 
were focused on approximately the same scattering volume of the sample. Fig. 3.13(d) 
shows the final step in the procedure. Here, both the mirror that had been placed 
beyond the prism as well as the red diode laser were removed. Consequently, the 
scattered light which was collected and collimated by the collection lens CL was then 
focused onto the pinhole of t he interferometer using a 40 em lens (L in Fig. 3.12). 
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Furthermore, by monitoring the scattered light spot on the pinhole, final adjustments 
were made to the position and orientation of the arm-mounted mirror and lens (IL) 
in order to ensure that the probe beam focused by IL was approximately coincident 
with the fo cal point of the collection lens CL (note: the diameter of the spot on the 
pinhole was at a minimum when the focal points of IL and CL were coincident ). Due 
to the use of the 7 em lens, the beam spot on t he pinhole was larger than that en-
countered when using 180°-backscattering geometry and, therefore, the input pinhole 
size was set to either 700 f.Lm or 1000 f.Lm, not 450 f.Lm . Additionally, the f/ # of CL 
was typically set between "" 2.8 and "" 4.0 for these experiments. 
As with the 180°-backscattering geometry, angles ()i and fJ8 for the pseudo-refiection 
geometry could be tuned. In this case, however, the scattering angle changed with ()i 
and fJ8 • In particular , the value of (}s was set when the focal point of the collection lens 
CL was initially positioned on the sample, prior to placing the red diode laser and 
corresponding mirror in the setup (before performing step (a) in the preceding setup 
procedure) . This was done in the same way as described for the 180°-backscattering 
geometry. Furthermore, orienting the rotation-arm-mounted mirror and lens (IL) at 
an angle "" 5° to "" 10° beyond the axial ray of RB ensured that ()i was "" 5° to 
"" 10° greater than fJ8 . The exact value of (}i was determined prior to completing step 
(c) of the pseudo-refiection geometry set up. That is, by rotating the sample and 
determining the rotation stage angle at which RB passed through the center of IL, 
the corresponding value of (}i was deduced. Obviously, once &i was determined , the 
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sample was rotated back to its original position. Moreover, for the incident angles 
considered, t he offset between f:Ji and f:J8 was large enough such that, for the angles 
typically considered in these experiments, the light refiected by the sample did not 
lie within the scattered light collection cone. 
For a number of reasons, f:J8 was typically within the limited range of rv 25° to 
"' 65° for these experiments. Firstly, due to the finite size of the optical elements (IL, 
CL, etc.), there was a lower limit on the angle at which the rotation arm could be 
oriented relative to the axial ray of the scattered light defined by CL. Secondly, at 
larger scattering angles, the rv 5° to rv 10° offset between f:)i and f:)s was insufficient 
to ensure that the refiected light did not fall within the scattered light collection 
cone. For measurements taken with f:J8 greater than "' 70°, a"' 30 GHz-shifted peak 
was observed on the anti-Stokes portion of the collected Brillouin spectra. This peak 
appeared to be independent of the probed sample material and, furthermore, it is not 
thought to be due to a Raman mode since the peak is positioned in the anti-Stokes 
portion of the spectrum. It is for these reasons that this spectral feature is taken 
to be a manifestation of a weak second beam mode that exists in the laser cavity. 
Fig. 3.14 shows a pair of example spectra. 
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Figure 3.14: Pseudo-refiection geometry Brillouin light scattering spectra collect ed 
at a large angle of incidence. Spectra were taken from a supported multilayered 1r-Si 
sample (PSi2.20#8) and the cover of a clear plastic sample dish (possibly made of 
polystyrene) . Both spectra were collected with (}s = 70° and (}i = 75°. Labels T and 
L denote Brillouin peaks which were attributed to t ransverse and longitudinal bulk 
acoustic phonons. The vertical line indicates an additional peak which is thought to 
be due to a weak second mode in t he cavity of the probing laser. 
3.5.3 Tandem Fabry-Perot Interferometer 
The six-pass t andem Fabry-Perot interferometer used in these experiments was 
manufactured by JRS Scient ific Instruments. This system provides many advantages 
over a simple one-pass single Fabry-Perot interferometer. 
A basic Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of an optical cavity made by two par-
tially refiective parallel planar mirrors. Light entering t he cavity undergoes multiple 
reflections and, due to interference effects, transmission t hrough the etalon consists 
of a series of peaks, each corresponding to the frequency for which there is construe-
tive interference. In particular, each transmission peak is due to a different order 
of interference. Assuming the light is normally incident on the cavity, constructive 
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interference occurs when the spacing between t he mirrors, L , is [13] 
(3 .6) 
where b is an integer corresponding to the order of constructive interference, c is t he 
speed of light in vacuum, Ab is the wavelength of a given order , and f b is the frequency 
of a given order. It was assumed that the cavity between the mirrors was a vacuum 
(or air); in general, t he material propert ies of the etalon are accounted for in t he 
speed of light within the material. The frequency of the transmitted light can be 
expressed as 
f. be bj" b = 2L = FSR, (3 .7) 
where fF s R is the difference between successive resonant frequencies of transmitted 
light, called the free-spectral-range (FSR). Thus, by scanning over the mirror spacing, 
the Fabry-Perot behaves as a tunable frequency filter [13, 14]. 
A schematic of a tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer is shown in Fig. 3.15. The 
setup is such that light entering the instrument passes through two separate Fabry-
Perot optical cavities. The resulting output is equivalent to the superposition of the 
outputs from each individual Fabry-Perot interferometer. The spacings of t he two 
optical cavit ies, 1 1 and 1 2 , are relat ed by 1 2 = 1 1 cos'l/; and, thus, have different 
values since 0 < 1/1 < 7f / 2. Due to the difference in spacing, the sequence of t rans-
mission frequencies is different for each cavity. With one mirror from each optical 
cavity mounted on the same movable base plate, the spacings of both cavities may be 
changed at the same t ime. Thus, by moving the base plate, the cavities are scanned 
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simult aneously and are fully synchronized . Further, the cavity spacings may be tuned 
such that a single transmission order of one cavity is frequency-mat ched with a dif-
ferent transmission order of the other . Due to the superposition of the outputs from 
both cavities, only the frequencies corresponding to t he frequency-matched orders 
will be transmitted. Consequently, the advantages of the tandem Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer are an increase in transmission contrast and t he elimination of ambiguities 
clue to t he overlapping of t ransmission orders [14]. 
For the JRS Scientific Instruments TFP-1 six-pass tandem Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer used in the current study, the internal optics were setup such that t he 
collected scattered light made three passes through a synchronously-scanned tandem 
Fabry-Perot interferometer (z.e., three passes through each individual Fabry-Perot in-
terferometer ) before being sent through an output pinhole to a photomult iplier t ube. 
These multiple passes served to further increase the transmission intensity contrast of 
the system , which is crucial when trying to resolve weak spectral features in the col-
lected scattered light spectrum [14]. Control electronics were used to simultaneously 
scan the mirror spacings as well as maintain the parallelism of t he mirrors . 
As mentioned in a previous paragraph, the scanned scatt ered light was passed 
through an output pinhole (700 J-Lm for the 180°-backscattering geometry measure-
ments; 1000 J-LTn or 1300 J-Lm for the pseudo-refiection geometry measurements) and 
impinged on a photomultiplier t ube. As t he tandem Fabry-Perot scanned over the 
scat tered light frequencies, the deduced photon counts were sent to a computer where 
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Figure 3.15: A tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer. The light passes through one 
Fabry-Perot optical cavity (FPil), is refiected by a mirror (M), and then passes 
through a second Fabry-Perot opt ical cavity (FPI2). 11 and 1 2 are the cavity spacings 
of FPil and FPI2, respectively. Adap ted from [14]. 
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the data were displayed as an inten ity versus frequency spectrum in the Ghost soft-
ware package (University of Perugia). 
3.5.4 Brillouin Scattering fron1 a Liquid 
In order to test the accuracy of the pseudo-refiection geometry Brillouin light 
scattering measurements, experiments were conducted on a number of known mat -
rials, including water. Fig. 3. 16 depicts a schematic of the setup used to mount the 
water sample. A clear plastic ample dish (thought to be composed of polystyrene) 
had been partially filled with deionized water. The dish was closed and sealed at 
the edges using simple utility tape. As was the case for all ·amples, the water-filled 
container wa · then attached to the mounting post of the rotation stage in the opt ical 
etup using double-sided adhesive. Due to the relatively large weight of the sample. 
however. care had to be taken to ensure that the adhesive did not fail. causing the 
plastic container to fall from the mount during data collection. One should note that 
the utili ty tape was sufficient to prevent any noticeable amount water from leaking 
out of th covered dish (which was held at 90°). 
With the water contained in the pla tic sample eli h. the resulting water-plastic 
interface was approximately planar and. hence. could be prob d at a range of (}i and (}s 
values using the Brillouin setup. Focusing th probing light on the first water-plastic 
interface. the experiments proceeded in a fa hion similar to that described above. In 
this ca e. how ver. care had to be taken when focusing on the ample as t here were 
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Figure 3.16: Sample mount used to probe water. 
a number of material interfaces that could be accessed by the probing optics (i.e ., 
the air-plastic interface, the plastic-water interface, the water-plastic interface, and 
the plastic-air interface) . In particular, two concentric beam spots were seen on the 
interferometer pinhole, corresponding to scattering from the first air-plastic interface 
and the plastic-water interface. Moving the focal point of t he collection lens toward 
the sample, minimizing the size of the second focus spot, ensured that the probing 
light was focused at the water-plastic interface. Focusing the beam on the interface 
was crucial when setting up a pseudo-refiection geometry since the presence of the 
focused spot in the plane of the pinhole was a clear indication that the focal points of 
IL and CL were approximately coincident in the sample (see Fig. 3.13). In turn, t he 
scattering volume contained a portion of water as well as a portion of the plastic case. 
Consequently, the collected Brillouin spectra contained peaks due to scattering from 
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acoustic waves in the water and the casing (see Appendix C) . T he data attributed to 
the case was not analyzed, however , since the exact composition of the plastic was 
unknown (it was assumed to be composed of polystyrene) . 
3.5.5 Analysis of Brillouin Spectra 
Figure 3.17 shows a sample Brillouin spectrum collected from water. In general, 
t he collected light spectra contained a series of peaks due to Stokes and ant i-Stokes 
scattering from acoustic phonons set symmetrical about a very intense center peak 
set to a frequency shift of zero. As ment ioned above, a shutter system was used in 
conjunction with a reference beam in order to prevent saturation of the photomul-
tiplier t ube when scanning over the spectral region corresponding to the elastically 
scat tered light . In turn, the central peak is not due to elastically scat tered light from 
the sample; it is clue to the reference beam. While this center peak stems from in-
put from the reference beam, throughout this work it is typically referred to as the 
elastically scattered light peak as the reference light is of equal frequency to that 
of the elastically scattered light . Consequently, the frequency shifts of the observed 
Brillouin peaks correspond to the frequency of the probed phonons. 
In order to determine the exact frequency shift as well as the full-width-at-half-
maximum of the observed peaks, t he data were fi t to mathematical functions using 
the Origin software package (Origin Labs) . In particular. the Brillouin peaks were 
usually reasonably approximated by a Lorentzian function (see Fig. 3 .18( a)). That 
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Figure 3.17: An example of a collect ed Brillouin light scattering spectrum. Specif-
ically, the spectrum was collected from water using a 180°-backscattering geometry 
at ei = 7o. L denotes the Brillouin peak due to the bulk longitudinal acoustic wave, 
while the horizontal arrow indicates the peak due to reference beam. 
is, provided the main contribution to the observed lineshapes is due to optical at-
tenuation of the probing light or acoustic attenuation of t he probed acoustic wave 
(not instrumental broadening or broadening due to the finite size of the collection op-
tics [15]) , the Brillouin peaks observed from either liquids or solids typically behave 
as Lorentzian functions [16- 18]. For the elastically scattered light peak, on t he other 
hand, the main cont ribution to the line shape was due to broadening caused by the 
interferometer and, in the case of the six-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer, the 
observed peak could be approximated by a Lorentzian function raised to the power 
6 [19] (see Fig. 3.18(b )). That is, instrumental broadening due to the interferometer 
optics was much greater than the linewidth of the reference beam ("' 10 MHz), so 
the collected center peak gives an indication of the resolution of the system. 
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Figure 3.18: Examples of (a) a Brillouin peak and (b) a center peak due to the 
reference beam. The Brillouin peak (denoted by L), corresponding to the anti-Stokes 
component shown in Fig. 3.17, was fitted to a Lorentzian function. The corresponding 
center peak (denoted by E) was fitted to a Lonrenztian raised to the power 6. Empty 
symbols: experimental data; dotted curves: mathematical fits . 
One of two methods were used to deduce the frequency of a probed phonon: 
(a) both the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks were fitted and the resulting shifts were 
averaged or (b) the Stokes and anti-Stokes data were overlapped (taking into account 
any small frequency offset in t he elastic scattering peak) and the resulting composite 
spectrum was fitted to a Lorenztian function. For most of the experiments conducted 
in the current work, the former method was used . 
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3.6 Determination of the Longitudinal and Transverse Bulk 
Acoustic Phonon Velocities of a Single-Layer Film 
In order to determine the constituent layer sound velocities of the n-Si SLs, single-
layer films of corresponding porosities were characterized. To facilitate this, near-
normal incidence 180°-backscattering Brillouin measurements were taken from the 
films . With the refractive index deduced using the Bruggeman effective medium 
model together with the gravimetrically-obtained porosity value as outlined above, 
the longitudinal and transverse bulk acoustic phonon velocities could be determined 
from the frequency of the probed phonons. That is, combining Eqs. (2.65) and (2.66) 
phonon velocities were given by 
(3.8) 
where vis the bulk mode frequency (either transverse (T ) or longitudinal (L) ) deduced 
from the Brillouin spectrum. The resulting phonon velocities are for phonons directed 
approximately along the sample surface normal. Table 3.3 shows the phonon velocities 
for single-layer films made using a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte. 
The stated values are statistical averages of measurements taken from two series of 
films; each series corresponded to a given set of etch conditions. Furthermore, the 
series of samples characterized using Brillouin spectroscopy were a different set from 
those used to obtain the porosity (recall that the gravimetric method used to deduce ( 
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Table 3.3: Bulk transverse phonon velocity, VT , and bulk longitudinal phonon velocity, 
VL , for single-layer 1r-Si films made using a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) by 
volume electrolyte. 
Current 
(mA) (km/ s) (km/ s) 
230 2.7 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.4 
142 2.7 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.3 
destroyed the 1r -Si film). One should note that an alternative method for determining 
both the refractive index and phonon velocities, using a pseudo-refiection Brillouin 
scattering geometry, will be outlined in a proceeding section. 
3. 7 Oblique Angle Reflectance Setup 
To help gain insight into the optical properties of t he SL samples along oblique 
angles to the modulation axis, oblique angle refiectance measurements were taken. 
The experimental setup used was similar to t hat described in [20] . Figure 3.19 shows 
a schematic of the setup. The '""' 532 nm laser beam was first passed through a filter 
(F ) which reduced the beam power to < 10m W. The beam was then directed through 
a polarizer (POL), oriented to transmit either horizontally or vertically polarized light 
(note: a small portion of the beam that passes through the half-wave plate is vertically 
polarized) . A 15 em lens (L) served to focus the light onto the sample (S) . The sample 
was mounted on a rotation st age and, thus, the angle of incidence of the green beam 
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may be tuned by rotating S. Furthermore, the normal incidence reference angle was 
found by rotating the sample until the back-refiection of the beam was observed on 
the focusing lens. Using a power meter (PNI) consisting of a silicon photodiode, the 
refiectance versus incidence angle for both p- and s- polarized light was investigated. 
That is, when illuminated with the laser beam, the photodiode produced a signal 
proportional to the power of the probed light and the angular-dependent refiectance, 
R ob (e), is given by 
(3.9) 
where p((i) is the power meter reading at refiection angle f) and Pin is the power meter 
reading for the incident light , measured by placing the power meter in front of the 
focusing lens. One should note that the power meter did not rotate concentrically 
about the sample rotation stage and, in general, the distance between the silicon 
photodiode and the sample was not constant. This is not crucial, however, as the 
photodiode measured power, not intensity. Moreover, care was taken to ensure that 
the measured refiected beam spot did not "overfill" the silicon photodiode. 
PM 
...... F 
c:=:t=::J POL 
c::::::::t=:::> L 
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F igure 3.19: Experimental setup to measure oblique angle refiectance. F- filter, L -
lens, POL- polarizer , S- sample, PM - power meter. 
3.8 Comments on Each Study 
3.8.1 Observation of Hypersonic Phononic Crystal Effects in 
Porous Silicon Superlattices 
In this early study of 1r-Si SLs, t he constituent layer parameters were not well 
established. To account for the sample-to-sample variation, the films were sepa-
rated into two groups based on the t ime of fabrication (i.e., samples made earlier in 
the study were in one; later samples in the other) . In turn, slight ly different con-
stituent parameters were applied to each series of samples. In particular, t he etch 
rates corresponding to etch currents h igh and f low were "" 120 nm/ s and rv 86 nm/s, 
respectively, for the first series and rv 150 nm/ s and rv 100 nm/ s, respectively, for 
the second series. With further experiments conducted on single-layer films after this 
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study concluded, however , the corresponding statistically-analyzed sample parame-
ters were better understood [21] and, thus, throughout the later work, a single set of 
constituent parameters were applied to all SL films (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3) . Addi-
tionally, the sample area used to calculate the etch current densities Jj from Ij was 
slightly different from that stated in the preceding discussion (i.e., 1.4 7 ± 0.02 cm2 ). 
3.8.2 Probing N ear-Normally Propagating Bulk Acoustic Waves 
using Pseudo-Reflection Geometry Brillouin Spectroscopy 
In this study, a methodology was developed to deduce the refractive index and 
sound velocit ies of a homogeneous material using Brillouin spectroscopy. T he tech-
nique was validated through measurements on fused quartz, gallium phosphide, water, 
and porous silicon. Of particular note is that the obtained sample parameters were 
compared to literature values that had been obtained using a variety of experimental 
techniques (e.g., the literature values for the sound velocities and refractive index 
of gallium phosphide were determined using ultrasonic measurements and spectro-
scopic ellipsometry, respectively). With this in mind, material-to-material variations 
in the difference between the current and literature values could be due, in part, to 
differences in the accuracy of the experimental measurements utilized to obtain the 
literature values. 
For each of the collected spectra, analysis of the Brillouin peaks was done by 
overlapping the Stokes and anti-Stokes data and then fitting Lorenztian functions to 
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the result ing composite spectra. This is the only study in which this analysis method 
was used. 
3.8.3 Brillouin Scattering from Porous Silicon-Based Optical 
B ragg Mirrors 
This follow-up study on 7r-Si SLs reported results obtained through both 180°-
backscattering geometry and pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering as well 
as broadband optical reflectance measurements. Furthermore, t he Brillouin data 
reported in the earlier study were also included. In particular, all of the old data 
were re-analyzed , taking into account the more current values of the constituent 
parameters (see Table 3.2 and 3.3). Again, the sample area used to calculate Jj from 
I j was slightly different from the final value stated here. 
Many of the studied samples exhibited an optical Bragg peak in the visible spectral 
range. In particular, the peak reflectance ranged from "'30% to "'75% (see Appendix 
B). Previous studies have reported 7r-Si superlattices which had visible-range optical 
Bragg peaks with near 100% reflectance [6]. The relatively low reflectance of the 
current samples could be an artefact of interface roughness between the constituent 
layers [22]. By optimizing the etch process (through adjustment of etch parameters 
such as temperature and electrolyte composition) the interface roughness may be 
reduced. 
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Some of the observed optical Bragg peaks where not "sharp", exhibiting a gradual 
change in refiectance over the peak feature or, in some cases, slight dips in refiect ance 
near the center of the peak. Similar features have been reported in previous studies [6] 
and could be an artefact of interference eHects resulting from the finite thickness of 
the films. 
3.8.4 Oblique Acoustic Phonon Propagation In Porous Sili-
con Superlattices 
This is the only study in this thesis conducted on SLs made from 1:1:1 (water: 
49% wt . HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte. While corresponding single-layer films 
were not studied, estimates of the SL constit uent layer parameters were deduced from 
etch rate versus current density and porosity versus current density data given in [2]. 
As part of the study, t he pores of the SLs were filled with ethanol in order to 
determine its effect on the corresponding normal-incidence optical refiect ance spectra. 
This was done by collecting refiectance spectra while the SLs were immersed in 98% 
wt. ethanol. Once the ethanol had evaporated , subsequently collected spectra were 
quantitatively the same as those collected before the SLs were immersed in ethanol, 
suggesting that the ethanol had no noticeable permanent eHect on the samples. 
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Observation of Hypersonic Phononic Crystal 
Effects in Porous Silicon Superlattices 
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4.1 Abstract 
Brillouin light scattering experiments were carried out on porous silicon superlat-
tices with modulation wavelengths in the range 37 nm to 167 nm. Phonon frequencies 
deduced from the Brillouin spectra show good agreement with those obtained from 
an elastic continuum model for a system with one-dimensional periodicity. Evidence 
for the existence of a hypersonic phononic band gap and zone-folded longitudinal 
acoustic phonons is reported. 
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4.2 Introduction 
It is well known that the introduction of artificial spatial periodicity in the elastic 
properties of a materials system results in Brillouin zone-folding. Such folding is often 
accompanied by the appearance of band gaps in the phonon frequency spectrum and 
thus materials systems that exhibit this phenomenon are promising candidates for 
phononic crystals. Porous silicon ( 1r -Si) is especially interesting in this regard since 
its elastic properties can be varied over nanometer length scales and because it can 
b e readily integrated into existing silicon technologies. 
In t his letter, the results of Brillouin scattering experiments on n-Si superlattices 
(SLs) are reported. Good agreement is obtained between measured phonon frequen-
cies and Lhose calculaLed from a one-diment:iional elat:itic continuum model. Clear 
evidence for the existence of an acoustic band gap and for zone-folding of longitudi-
nal acoustic phonons is presented. 
4.3 Experimental Details 
Two sets of 1r -Si SLs and associated single layer films were synthesized by an-
odizat ion of p+-type (100)-oriented crystalline silicon (5-20 mO·cm) in an electrolyte 
composed of 1 (49% HF) : 1 (C2H50H). Each set was made using a different supply 
of HF wit h one solution yielding single layer films with gravimetrically-determined 
porosit ies of 0.59 (J=149 mA/ cm2) and 0.52 (J=101 mA/ cm2 ), while the other re-
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sulted in films with porosities of 0.56 (J=149 mA/cm2) and 0.46 (J = 101 mA/cm2 ) . 
The difference in film porosity for the same applied current den ity is ascribed to slight 
differ nces in HF concentration in the two solutions. Th single layer films were rv5 
{tm thick. SLs with a binary periodic variation in porosity were formed by a lternating 
the current den ity between the above values. Etching times w re chosen so that the 
constituent layer thicknesses, d1 and d2 , were nearly equal ( ee Fig. 4. 1(a)) . SLs with 
modulation wavelengths of D = d1 + d2 from 37 nm to 167 nm wer made for the 
Brillouin exp riments. T he porosities, refractive indices. and ela t ic properties of the 
SL constituent layers were taken to b the same as those of ingle layer films formed 
under identical conditions. It is noted that images like that of Fig. 4.1(a) were not 
obtained for SLs with D < 500 nm. Indirect evidence of prescribed SL formation , 
however, wa provided by measurement of overall SL film thickness ( rv5 ~m) which 
was within 10o/c of the value calculated using known etch parameters. 
Brillouin scattering experiments were carried out in air at room temperature using 
a backscattering geometry (see Fig. 4.1 (b)) . Incident light of wavelength Ai = 532 nm 
at a power of "' 50 m W was provided by a Nd:YV04 laser. T he scattered light 
was collected with f/ 2. or f/ 4.0 optic , with the latter being used to prevent li&ht 
specularly refi ct d from the sample from impinging on the active lens aper ture when 
collecting spectra at very small incident angles. A tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer 
was used to frequency-analyze the scattered light . 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1: (a) Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a D = 500 nm su-
perlattice (SL) . The bright (dark) regions correspond to layers with a porosity of 
0.56 (0.46) . (b) Scattering geometry. The wavevectors of the probed phonon and the 
incident (scattered) light are q and ki (k s), respectively. 
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Brillouin spectra were collected from the single layer films in order t o obtain the 
bulk acoustic mode velocities of the corresponding (i.e., same porosity) SL constituent 
layers. These were required, together with the refractive indices of the single layer 
films, for the calculations described below. The bulk phonon velocit ies were deter-
mined from spectra collect ed at 5° :::; a :::; 10°. This corresponds to internal angles 
between 2° and 4° and hence these velocities were taken as those of phonons propa-
gating in a direction perpendicular t o the film surface. The refractive index of each 
single layer film was obtained using t he gravimetrically-determined porosity and the 
two-component Bruggeman effective medium equation [1]. These values, a long with 
film porosities, are given in Table 4. 1. The lack of a clear trend in velocity with 
increasing porosity may be due to the infiuence of morphology, a second parameter 
upon which t he acoustic velocities in 1r-Si are known to strongly depend [2]. 
SL spectra were collected at 5° :::; a :::; 8°, yielding, by Snell 's law, an internal 
angle range of 2° to 4 o . The probed phonon thus travelled in a direction that is 
very nearly perpendicular to t he plane of the constituent layers. A series of Brillouin 
spectra collected under these conditions is shown in Fig. 4 .2. For some of the SLs, 
spectra were also collected at higher a to check the dependence of peak frequency 
shift on incident angle. T he shifts of all peaks observed at small a were found to be 
essentially independent of incident angle. 
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Table 4.1 : Porosity, refractive index and bulk acoustic phonon velocities for single 
layer porous silicon films. 
Set# Porosity Refractive Index Vr VL 
(km/ s) (km/ s) 
0.59 ± 0.02 2.1 ± 0.1 2. 1 ± 0.1 4.3 ± 0.2 
1 
0.52 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.2 4.6 ± 0.2 
0.56 ± 0.02 2.2 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.2 4.2 ± 0.2 
2 
0.46 ± 0.02 2.6 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 0.3 
4 .4 Theory 
In a Brillouin scattering experiment conducted using a backscattering geometry, 
t he magnitude of the probed phonon wavevector (either transverse or longit udinal) is 
q = 211,, (4 .1) 
where K, for a system with a square-wave spatial periodicity in refractive index, is 
the photonic Bloch wavevector given by [3] 
(4.2) 
Here, n 1 and n 2 are the known constituent layer refractive indices and ki = 2n ( )..i · 
For the 0.59/ 0. 52 and the 0.56/ 0.46 SLs, Eq. 4.1 yields q ~53 pm- 1 and q ~56 pm- 1, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.2: Spectra collected from (a) a D = 61 nm 0.59/ 0.52 superlattice, (b) a 
D = 98 nm 0.59/0.52 superlattice, (c) a D = 123 nm 0.59/ 0.52 superlattice, and (d) 
aD= 167 nm 0.56/ 0.46 superlattice (smoothed using 3-point averaging) . The arrow 
indicates a weak feature that was difficult to fit to a Lorentzian and, hence, has a 
large uncertainty in frequency shift . This and similar features in other spectra appear 
in Fig. 4.3 and are indicated by large frequency-axis error bars. 
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Due to the square-wave periodicity in the elastic properties, the phonon should 
behave as a phononic Bloch wave and therefore undergo zone-folding into the mini-
Brillouin zone corresponding to D . The phonon then obeys the selection rule for 
zone-folding given by [3] 
Q = q + 2ln 
D 
where l is an integer , Q is the phononic Bloch wavevector , expressed as 
and F is a sample parameter given by 
(4.3) 
( 4.4) 
(4.5) 
In the above equations, 0 denotes the phonon frequency, V1 and V2 are the const ituent 
layer phonon velocities of the given mode (transverse or longitudinal), ( 1 and ( 2 are 
the constituent layer porosit ies, and p = 2330 kg/ m3 is the density of bulk crystalline 
silicon. 
4. 5 Results and Discussion 
Wit h the optical and elastic parameters of t he constituent layers known, t he theo-
retically expected dependence of the phonon frequency on D (for a given constituent 
layer thickness ratio) was obtained. This was done for each set of SLs by numerically 
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determining the values of frequency that satisfy Eq. 4.3 for given values of D. The 
resulting curves are shown in Fig. 4.3 along with experimental data obtained directly 
from the Brillouin spectra . The agreement between the data and the curves corTe-
sponding to t he folded longitudinal acoustic (FLA) modes indicates that zone-folding 
of the longitudinal phonon has occurred. Moreover , comparison of Fig. 4.3(a) and 
Fig. 4.3(b) suggests that small differences in the constituent layer parameters mani-
fest as observable changes in the behaviour of the FLA modes. It is noted that the 
relative uncertainty in D was estimated as the ""'10% difference between measured 
SL film thickness and that calculated using etch rates, etch times, and number of 
current alternations. The error in measured phonon frequency was taken to be t he 
standard error in the Lorentzian fits of the Brillouin peaks or, in the case of weak 
features, simply estimated directly from the spectra. There is also ""'10% uncertainty 
in the calculated frequencies due to uncertainties in the measured single layer film 
porosities, refractive indices and acoustic velocities which serve as input for the SL 
model calculations. 
Observation of Brillouin zone-folding suggests that these 7T-Si SLs may behave 
as hypersonic phononic crystals. In fact , the D = 167 nm 0.56/ 0.46 SL, which was 
probed near the edge of the 3rd phononic Brillouin zone ( qD ~ 37T), contains a 
spectral peak doublet that is the manifestation of a hypersonic phononic band gap in 
the longitudina l bulk phonon frequency spectrum (see Fig. 4.2( d) ). The two peaks 
(1 and 2), which were assigned to two adjacent FLA branches (see Fig. 4 .3 (b)), 
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Figure 4.3: Phonon frequency versus modulation wavelength (D ) for superlattices 
with constituent layer porosities of (a) 0.59 and 0.52 and (b) 0.56 and 0.46. Thick 
(thin) broken lines: calculated curves for the longitudinal (transverse) mode; shaded 
region: values of D for which the probing light is in a photonic band gap . Arrows 
mark the approximate values of D for which q coincides with the edges of the 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd phononic Brillouin zones, respectively. Open symbols: experimental 
data; diamonds: duplicate D = 147 nm sample. The frequency scale on both plots is 
the same. 
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had frequency shifts of 11.8 GHz and 15.1 GHz, corresponding to a gap of width 
3.3 GHz. This is in reasonable agreement with the calculated gap , which ranges 
over 11.8-13.9 GHz (2.1 GHz width) . Also, a third peak (3) was observed and it 
corresponded to the edge of the second phononic band gap, which was expected at 
37.5-39.5 GHz (2.0 GHz width). The absence of a peak doublet at these shifts may 
be clue to phonon attenuation, an effect which is not accounted for in the current 
calculations. Attenuation may cause t he expected gaps to shrink or even disappear 
altogether, resulting in a single spectral peak instead of the doublet predicted by the 
present model [4, 5]. 
From Fig. 4.3 it can also be seen that the data not attributed to the FLA modes 
agree only qualitatively with t he calculations for t he folded t ransverse acoustic (FTA) 
phonons. This may be because the corresponding spectral peaks are actually due to 
some unidentified mode rather than FTA phonons and thus the current t heory might 
not apply. Transverse phonons, compared to longitudinal phonons, typically have a 
small scattering cross-section in backscattering geometry and hence it is possible that 
the FTA modes were not seen in the SL spectra. 
In t he region 2n ::::; q D ::::; 3n (between the 2nd and 3rd Brillouin zone edges) one 
can see that, with the exception of the D = 167 nm 0.56/ 0.46 SL, none of the data 
points show strong agreement with the second FLA curve. It is conceivable that this 
mode was too weak to be observed and the data at f"'-.J 18 GHz, despite showing some 
agreement with the curve in question, may actually be due to some other mode. 
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Theoretically, the intensities of the zone-folded modes in a SL with perfectly pla-
nar layer interfaces vary dramatically from branch to branch and are expected to 
be dependent on qD (changing drastically near a zone edge) [3, 5]. The peak in-
tensities are further aH"ected by the presence of diH.use layer interfaces [6, 7] and 
optical-absorption [5], as may be the case with these n-Si SLs. These eH.ects could 
lead to missing FLA orders which are only readily observed for certain values of qD. 
Finally, according to Eq. 4.2, these SLs should be one-dimensional photonic crys-
tals [8]. Preliminary results suggest that t his is the case. In particular , SLs with 
values of D in or near the shaded region of Fig. 4.3 are green when viewed at normal 
incidence in ambient light , while those with D above or below this region appear red 
or violet , respectively. Work is ongoing to determine how the photonic nature of the 
SL affects the Brillouin spectrum. 
4.6 Conclusions 
In summary, Brillouin scattering experiments, coupled with calculations based on 
a one-dimensional elastic continuum model, have revealed the existence of zone-folded 
longitudinal acoustic phonons and a hypersonic phononic band gap in porous silicon 
superlattices. 
This work was supported by NSERC and the Canada. Foundation for Innovation. 
The authors would like to thank A. Polomska for helpful discussions. 
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Chapter 5 
Probing Near-Normally Propagating Bulk 
Acoustic Waves using Pseudo-Reflection Geometry 
Brillouin Spectroscopy 
Reproduced from L. C . Parsons and G. T. Andrews, AlP Advances 2, 032157 
(2012). 
5.1 Abstract 
Pseudo-refiection geometry Brillouin spectroscopy can be used to probe acoustic 
wave dispersion approximately along the surface normal of a material system while 
avoiding the difficulties associated wit h specularly refiected light encountered in an 
ideal refiection configuration. As an example of its application, we show analyt ically 
that it can be used to determine both the refractive index and bulk acoustic mode 
velocit ies of optically-isotropic non-metallic materials and confirm the utility of the 
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approach via a series of experiments on fused quartz, gallium phosphide, water, and 
porous silicon films. 
5.2 Introduction 
The bulk acoustic phonon band structure along the surface normal of thin films 
and periodic mult ilayered films can be quite complex, exhibiting multiple phonon 
bands resulting from the finite dimension of material in the former case [1] and the 
translational invariance in the latter [2, 3]. Furthermore, breaking the translational 
symmetry of a superlattice (either by introducing a buried defect within the structure 
or by terminating the superlattice at an interface with another material) may permit 
the existence of localized modes which lie within the forbidden frequency bands, or 
phononic band gaps, of the bulk phonon dispersion relation [3- 5]. Additionally, more 
complicated multilayered systems have been shown to exhibit interesting acoustic 
phonon dispersion curves for propagation along the surface normal [6 , 7]. 
Brillouin spectroscopy, an inelastic laser light scattering technique, has been used 
to study gigahertz-frequency acoustic phonons in a variety of films and multilayered 
structures. Traditionally, a near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry is 
employed to probe phonons directed along the sample surface normal [1, 8- 10]. Un-
fortunately, this geometry allows access to bulk phonons of only a single wavevector 
magnitude. 
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Recent ly, reflection geometry Brillouin scattering has been used to characterize 
the bulk acoustic phononic band structure of both thin polymer films [11 , 12] and 
Si02-PMMA superlattices [13]. In particular, tuning t he incident angle over a range 
of values allows a portion of the phonon dispersion curve along the sample surface 
normal to be mapped. There are, however, practical difficulties associated with im-
plement ing this technique, particularly when probing opt ically refiective samples. 
Specifically, sp ecularly reflect ed light from the sample may swamp the desired scat-
t ered light signal. Moreover, dealing with this undesirable refiected light by blocking 
the corresponding portion of the collection aperture also results in loss of scattered 
light signal that may not be acceptable for samples with very small Brillouin scatter-
ing cross-sections. 
In this paper, pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering, where the scattered 
light collection axis is slightly offset from the specularly-refiected light direction, will 
be presented. The primary advantage of this scatt ering geometry over an ideal re-
fiection geomet ry is that it allows access to approximately the same range of probed 
acoustic wave (AW) wavevectors while avoiding the practical pitfalls that may arise 
when using an ideal reflection geometry. As an example, the relatively simple cases 
of scattering from homogeneous cubic and isotropic materials will be considered. By 
fitting the appropriate function to the resulting acoustic mode frequency versus angle 
data , both the refractive index and AW velocities for modes directed approximately 
along the normal are determined. Unlike previous Brillouin light scattering t echniques 
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used to determine both the refractive index and AW velocities [14- 21], the current 
method is not limited to probing t ransparent materials in a special configuration. 
In fact , a pseudo-refiection geometry can be used to characterize both transparent 
and absorbing optically-isot ropic, non-metallic materials in bulk as well as supported 
and unsupported films. The accuracy of this technique was confirmed through mea-
surements on fused quartz, GaP, water , and two non-transparent porous silicon films 
supported on silicon substrates. 
5.3 Theory 
5.3.1 Pseudo-Reflection Brillouin Scattering 
In Brillouin scattering, conservation of momentum requires that the wavevector 
of the probed acoustic wave, q, satisfy t he relation 
(5 .1) 
where Ki and K s are the incident and scattered photon wavevectors inside the ma-
terial, respectively [22]. In part icular , K s rv Ki = 2nn/ Ai, where n is the refractive 
index of t he probed optically-homogeneous material (outside t he material, the re-
fractive index is assumed to be 1) and Ai is the wavelength of the incident light in 
vacuum. 
Figure 5.1 (a) illustrates a pseudo-refiection scattering geometry. In this case, the 
collected scattered light propagates at an angle which is offset slightly from that 
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Figure 5.1: Brillouin scat tering geometries: (a) pseudo-reflection and (b) 180°-
backscattering. T he wavevectors of the probed acoustic wave, external (internal) 
incident light, and external (internal) scattered light are q , ki (K i), and ks (Ks), 
respectively. The propagation directions of the acoustic wave, external (internal) in-
cident light, and external (internal) scattered light are defined relative to the surface 
normal by angles a, ()i (Gi), and ()s (8 8 ) , respectively. All angles are between 0 and 
7f /2. 
corresponding to the specularly reflected light (i.e., ()s - ()i =/:- 0, where ()s and ()i are, 
respectively, t he angles that t he scattered and incident light wavevectors make with 
the surface normal outside the sample) . It follows from Eq. (5 .1) that the components 
of the probed AW wavevector parallel and perpendicular to the sample surface are 
2
1rn I · e · e I 27f I . e . e I qp Rll = ~ sm - i - sm - s = T sm i - sm s 
/\~ ~ 
(5 .2a) 
(5.2b) 
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Using the sum-to-product trigonometric identities for the sum of cosines and the 
difference in sines, Eq. (5 .2) can be expressed as 
4nn 4n 
qPRII = Tcos 8 m sin 8 d = T cos (}m sin (}d 
2 2 
(5.3a) 
4nn 
qpRl_ = T cos 8 m cos e d, 
2 
(5.3b) 
The magnitude of the acoustic wavevector is then 
(5.4) 
Invoking Snell's Law, it can be seen t hat 
(5.5) 
which, upon using the sum-to-product trigonometric identity for the sum of sines, 
can be rewritten as 
. 1 ( cos (} d ) . 
sm8m= - sm(}m· 
n cos8d (5.6) 
It then follows from Eqs. (5 .4) and (5.6) that the magnitude of the AW wavevector is 
(5.7) 
where ki = 2n / ,\i is the magnitude of the incident photon wavevector and kpR is 
k _ 2n ( cos (}d) . (} PR- - S1n m · 
,\i cos 8 d 
(5 .8) 
The direction of AW propagation is defined by an angle apR relative to the sample 
surface normal given by 
- 1 ( qPRII ) G apR = tan -- = - d· 
qPRl_ 
(5.9) 
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Using Snell 's Law to express G d m terms of n, em, and (}d, the AW propagation 
direction can be rewritten as 
1 ( . _1 ( sin(}i ) 
apR= 2 sm - n- (
sin (}s)) 
- sin- 1 - n- > 0. (5 .10) 
Without loss of generality, it was assumed that 7f / 2 2 (}i 2 (}s 2 0. In order to 
determine how a pR trends with (}d , the partial derivative of apR with respect to (}d is 
determined: 
OCXpR = ~ ( cos(}i + cos(}s ). 
8(}d 2n cos 8 i cos 8 8 
(5.11) 
The right-hand side of t he above expression is always posit ive for the range of angles 
considered and, therefore, apR increases with (}d· Figure 5.2 shows the dependence of 
apR on (}m and n for the cases of (}d = 3° and (}d =5°. As expected from Eq. (5 .11), 
for any fixed values of (}m and n, apR is larger for (}d = 5o than for (}d = 3°. One 
should note that the range of physically possible (}m values for (}d = 5° is smaller 
than that of (}d = 3° since both (}i and (}8 lie between 0 and 1r / 2. One can also see 
that for both values of (}d , apR decreases as either n increases or (}m -+ ( 1r / 2 - (}d). 
Furthermore, apR = (}d at n = 1 for all values of (}m. · This is expected since in this 
case both the probed material and the external environment have the same refractive 
index and, thus, no refraction of the incident or scattered light occurs (i .e., 8 i = (}i 
and 8 8 = (}8 ) . Since n 2 1 and (}m 2 8 m, it follows from Eq. (5.3a) that 
(5.12) 
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(a) 
(b) 6 
5 
4 ""':-g> 
3 ~ 
I 
Figure 5.2: Dependence of apR on ()m and refractive index for (a) ()d = 3° and (b) 
()d = 5o. Here, ()d :S: em :S: ( 1r / 2 - ed) ensures that both ei and es lie between 0 and 
7f /2. 
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with equality being realized when n = 1. Consequently, from Eq. (5 .9) one can see 
that 
(5.13) 
In the instance that ed is small, according to Eq. (5.12) cosedj cos 8 d :::::; 1. Equa-
tions (5. 7) and (5 .13) then reveal that the resulting probed AVv propagates approxi-
mately parallel/ anti-parallel to the surface normal with a wavevector of magnitude 
(5.14) 
where km = (27r I .Ai)sin em· One can see t hat ideal refiection geometry is realized for 
ed = 0, where kpR = km [11]. 
Due to practical limita tions such as the finite size of optical elements (i. e., col-
lection lens, mirrors), it may not be possible to access the full range of em (i.e. , 
ed ~ em~ (1rj 2- ed)). In order to expand the range of probed AW wavevectors eli-
rected approximately along the surface normal , one can use a near-normal incidence 
180°-backscattering geometry. In this case, the probed AW wavevector is :::::; qpR 
at em = 0. For the backscattering geometry (see Fig. 5.1 (b)), where es = ei (i.e., 
E>s = e i), it can be shown using Eq. (5 .1) that the magnitude of the probed AW 
wavevector is 
(5. 15) 
Furthermore, the AW propagates at an angle a 85 to the surface normal, given by 
- 1 ( qBSII ) ass = tan -- = E\. 
q BSl. 
(5.16) 
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T his angle can be determined from ei using Snell 's Law. Provided that ei is small, 
a 8s :::::::: apR :::::::: 0. Following from Eqs. 5. 15 and 5.14, the corresponding q85 is 
equivalent to q pR. for em= 0. 
5.3.2 Scattering from an Elastically Homogeneous Material 
For a homogeneous material, the angular frequency of an A\11/, 0, is related to the 
wavevector magnitude, q, by 
n = 27rv = v q, (5.17) 
where vis the AW frequency and Vis the magnitude of the AW velocity (transverse 
(T) or longitudinal (L)) [22] . Dispersion is assumed to be negligible and, thus, V for 
a given mode (T or L) is a constant. For probed AWs governed by Eq. (5. 14), one 
then obtains 
(5.18) 
Using t he approximation km:::::::: kpR eliminates the ed- and n-dependence of the second 
term in the square-root and, thus, greatly simplifies the equation. Furthermore, 
the systematic error int roduced by this approximation is relatively small (typically 
< 1%), as will be shown below. It can be seen that an appropriate fit of Eq. (5 .18) 
to experimentally-determined v versus km data will yield the AW velocity along t he 
surface normal as well as the refractive index. 
This method is particularly useful for probing materials with cubic symmetry. 
With the refractive index and acoustic wave velocities determined along a well-defined 
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direction (i.e., along the surface normal), in principle a portion of the AW slowness 
diagram could be mapped by using additional scattering geometries to access AWs 
propagating at oblique angles in the structure. 
The preceding discussion assumed that the probed material was optically isotropic 
and, therefore , defined by a scalar dielectric tensor. The use of this technique, how-
ever , can be extended to lower symmetry systems provided the incident and scattered 
photon wavevectors can each be associated with a single dielectric constant for all an-
gles accessed in the scattering plane. For instance, through special consideration of 
the polarization of the incident and scattered light as well as the orientation of the 
scattering plane relative to the crystal structure, this method has been used to obtain 
both the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of an uniaxial crystal [23]. 
5.3.3 Error Analysis 
The systematic error result ing from the approximation kPR ~ k m can be estimated 
by 
l
f::l kPRsys I = I kpR- km I· 
kpR kpf1. 
(5.19) 
Therefore, from the definitions of kPR and km , 
flkPRsys = 11 _ cos8d I ~ ~8~- (:}~I· 
kpR COS ()d 2 
(5.20) 
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Since 8 d ::; (Jd and because it decreases as n increases, for fixed values of em and ed, 
the syst ematic error is a t a maximum when n is large. Consequently, 
I 
k;;; s I = I kPRsys I ~ e; 
max k P R n--+oo 
(5.21) 
and, therefore, the maximum percent syst ematic error due to the approximation is of 
the order of 1% for typical values of (Jd · Further , t he minimum systematic error is 0, 
occurring when n = 1 (i.e ., e d = ed) · 
The random experimental error in kpR anses due to error m determining the 
external angles (Ji and (Js and can be written as 
(5.22) 
Note that !J.(jm = !J.(jd = ( !J.(Ji + 6.(}8 ) . Using Eqs. (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11 ) together 
with the appropriate trigonometric identities, it follows that 
(5.23) 
Since (Jd ~ 8 d is taken to be small, the small angle approximations for sine and 
cosine functions (sin (J rv (} and cos (J rv 1) were applied when deriving the above 
expression. As one can see, the random experimental error in kpR depends on the 
refractive index of the probed material and, in general, cannot be quantified prior to 
analyzing the Brillouin light scattering data without obtaining the refractive index 
using an alternate method. In order to determine how this error trends with n, it is 
beneficial to analyze how 8 d changes with n. From Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10), one can see 
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that 
(5 .24) 
Since sin (;li 2:: sin (;Is and cos 8 s 2:: cos 8 i, the right-hand side of the above expression 
is negative and, hence, 8 d decreases as n increases (as suggested in Fig. 5.2). Further , 
since 8 i decreases from (;li as n increases, n cos 8 i is at a minimum when n = 1. In 
turn, for fixed (;lm and (;ld, the random error given by Eq. (5.23) is at a maximum when 
n = 1 and may be written 
(5.25) 
As n -----t oo, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5 .23) goes to zero, and 
t herefore for fixed values of (;lm and (;ld , the minimum random experimental error 
occurs when n is large: 
(5.26) 
Since l ~(;ldl rv (;ld, comparison between Eqs. (5.20) and (5 .23) suggest that the ran-
dom experimental error in kpR is typically larger than the corresponding systematic 
error. In fact , t he minimum random experimental error is typically only comparable 
to the maximum systematic error when (;lm -----t (Ir/2- (;ld) (i.e., at grazing angles) . 
When probing a material with n = 1.5, for example, if 30° ::::; (;lm ::::; 70° and (;ld = 5°, 
it follows from Eqs. (5.20) and (5.23) that the percent experimental error in kpR 
ranges from rv 8. 7% to rv 1.5% while t he percent systematic error int roduced by the 
simplifying approximation is rv 0.4%. Consequent ly, it is reasonable to approximate 
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kpR with km · Note that here the uncertainty in 6,(}d was assumed to be 3° and that 
smaller values of 6,(}d would further reduce t he random error. 
Implicit in the above approximation of kpR :::::::; km is t he assumption that the 
velocity of the probed AW corresponds to the value along the sample surface normal. 
Thus, there is a systematic error in V due to the fact that apR =!= 0. In the case of 
elastically-isotropic materials, this error is zero. For cubic materials, however, t his 
error must be considered and can be written as 
6,V I V (O) I V = 1 - V(aPR) · (5.27) 
where V(O) corresponds to the AVv velocity for propagation along the surface normal. 
It is difficult to quantify this error a priori without knowledge of the crystal orien-
tation and the elastic properties of the probed material. By keeping (}d mall and, 
hence, minimizing apR , however, the error in V is typically quite small. As an ex-
ample, propagation of AWs in the (001)-plane of a (100)-oriented cubic GaP sample, 
similar to those probed in the experiments discussed below, will be considered . There 
are t hree bulk acoustic modes present in a cubic crystal: the fast transverse (VFr), 
the slow transverse (Vsr ), and the longitudinal (VL) modes. For propagation in the 
(001)-plane only VFr is independent of angle and, in fact , VFr = Vsr(o:PR = 0) (note: 
the surface normal coincides with the (100)-direction). Following from the results of 
Ref. [24], the dependence of the error in Vsr and VL on apR given by Eq. (5.27) were 
calculated (see Fig. 5.3). \tVhile the percent errors in Vsr and VL increase with angle, 
they are quite small and, in particular, they are both less than 1% for apR as large as 
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Figure 5.3: Dependence of error in th ound velocity on angle of propagation within 
the (001)-plan of GaP. The dashed ( olid) curve corresponds to the calculat ed error in 
the velocity of the slow transverse (longitudinal) mode. Calcula tions were determined 
using equations (3.1), (3.2). and (3.3) in Ref. [24] together with the ample parameters 
therein. Since the velocity of the fast tran. verse mode is independent of propagation 
direction within this crystal plane, the expected error is zero. 
7°. Further , ince Vpr = Vsr(O), the difference in Vpr and V. T is less than 1% over 
this range of O:pft values. Thus. this technique is particularly u eful for cubic crystal 
with relatively large refractive indice (i.e., n"" 3) since. as shown in Fig. 5.2, O:pR is 
very small (i. e., < 2°) for typical values of (Jd · 
One should note that the systema tic errors in k pft and V tern from the fact tha t 
(Jd =/= 0. If an ideal reflection geometry is used. kpR = km and. hence, Eq . (5 .1 ) i 
exact . 
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5.4 Experimental Details 
To validate t he above method, Brillouin scattering experiments were carried out 
on fused quartz, (100)-oriented GaP, and deionized water. One should note that 
the refractive index and AW velocities of fused quartz are known, respectively, from 
previous studies conducted using minimum-deviation optical measurements [25] and 
180°-backscatt ering Brillouin spectroscopy [26]. Further, the refractive index and AW 
velocities of GaP are known from spectroscopic ellipsometry [27] and ultrasonic mea-
surements [28], respectively, while those of water have been previously obtained using 
Kramers-Kronig analysis of optical absorption/ refiectance dat a [29] and ultrasonic 
measurements [30], respectively. Experiments were also done on two porous silicon 
films made from p+-ty pe (100)-oriented crystalline silicon under conditions similar to 
those given in Ref. [10] . The films were rv 4.5 J-Lm thick and had porosities of (58±3)% 
and (50± 4)%. It should be noted that these film porosities were obtained by statisti-
cal analysis of results taken from a series of samples made under the same conditions 
as those studied here (the gravimetric method used to obtain porosity resulted in 
the destruction of the films) . Further, the effective refractive index of each film was 
deduced from the porosity by application of t he two-component Bruggeman effective 
medium model [31]. Using the resulting refractive index values, the AW velocities 
were obtained in this laboratory through a previous 180°-backscattering Brillouin 
study conducted on a second series of samples made under the same conditions. 
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Brillouin cattering experiments were carried out in air at room temperature using 
both pseudo-reHection and 180°-backscattering geometries. Incident light of wave-
length ,\i = 532 nm was provided by a Nd:YV04 laser. In the case of fused quartz 
and porous silicon. the incident beam power was reduced to rv 50 m W while for GaP 
and water, the power was rv150 mW and rv25 m\tV. respectively. The deionized water 
sample was contained in a transparent plastic cell which had two thin, parallel planar 
sides. This cell was mounted to a rotation stage. allowing acce . to a range of inci-
dent angles. The solid sample were mounted to the same rotation stage, exposed to 
ambient air. Further, the GaP sample was oriented uch that the plane of incidence 
was approximately parallel to the (001)-plane. For the pseudo-r Hection geometry, 
incident light was focused on the sample using a lens of fo cal length 7.5 em and scat-
tered light wa collected by a second 5 em lens (f /# = 2. or rv 4.0). The angl 
of incidence, fh ranged from 35° to 69°. To ensure that specularly reHected light 
did not enter the collection lens, ()s was set 5° to 10° less than ()i· The experimental 
uncertaintie · in ()i and ()s were estimated to be fl()i = 2° and fl()s = 1 o . respectively. 
For the back ·attering geometry, the aforementioned 5 em lens served to focus the 
incident light on the sample and also to collect scattered light. The backscattering 
spectra were collected at ()i = () s = 7° ( fl () s = 6.()i = 1 o) . Frequency analysis of the 
scattered light was done using a tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer. 
Since 2.5° ::::; ()d ::::; 5° for the experiments reported here, the systematic error 
resulting from the simplifying approximation used in Eq. (5. 14) is expected to be less 
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than 0.5% and is therefore neglected. With regard to the velocity values deduced for 
the cubic anisotropic (100)-oriented GaP sample, the systematic error is expected to 
be less than 1%, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (recall that apR :::; ed) · Furthermore, while 
the porous silicon samples studied here have been shown to exhibi t a slight cubic 
anisotropy in the elastic properties [32- 34], the anisotropy factor is ~ 1 (i.e., less 
than that of GaP [24]). Hence, the systematic error in the AV·l velocit ies obtained for 
porous silicon is less than 1%. 
Additionally, 180°-backscattering at (}i = 7o (ass:::; 7°) was taken to be equivalent 
to pseudo-refiection geometry at em = 0 since the probed AW propagates near the 
surface normal. While this additional assumption will not affect t he results obtained 
from isotropic samples such as fused quartz and water, care must be taken when 
applying it to cubic GaP and porous silicon. Since n is expected to be greater than 
2 for these samples, ass < 3° and, as discussed above, the expected systematic error 
is very small. Hence, this assumption is reasonable. 
5.5 Results and Discussion 
F ig. 5.4 shows spectra collected from the fused quartz, (100)-oriented GaP, deion-
ized water, and a 58% porous silicon film. Symmetrical peak doublets due to two 
different acoustic modes were observed in each solid sample, while only one set of 
peaks was observed from water. 
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Figure 5.4: Brillouin spectra of (a) fused quartz, (b) (100)-oriented GaP, (c) deionized 
water, and (d) a 58% porous silicon film for different values of em· Peaks due to 
transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) bulk acoustic modes were observed. The Rayleigh 
peak at "" 0 GHz was shuttered to prevent photomultiplier saturation . The arrow 
indicates the base of this peak which is outside the shuttered region. In the case 
of water, the spectrum collected at ()m = 63° was smoothed using 3-point adjacent-
averaging. For clarity, only the Stokes portions of the GaP spectra are shown. The 
inset is a close-up of the longitudinal and transverse mode peaks collected from GaP 
at em = oo. For all spectra shown, the collected scattered light was unpolarized. 
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In comparison to spectra collected from the solid samples at (jm =1- 0, the peak 
intensity ratios between the low and high frequency shifted peaks is drastically de-
creased in the corresponding (jm = oa spectrum. In fact, the peak due to the lower 
frequency mode was not readily visible in the corresponding spectra collected from 
fused quartz and porous silicon. This behaviour is indicative of a transverse bulk 
mode since the scattering cross-section of this mode is expected to be negligible when 
both the incident and scattered light are directed at an angle near-normal to the 
sample surface [22]. In turn, t he second spectral peak observed in these sp ectra was 
attributed to the longitudinal acoustic mode. Additionally, the fact that only one 
transverse mode peak is observed for (100)-oriented GaP and porous silicon suggests 
that the corresponding probed AWs are propagating approximately along a high-
symmetry direction, which is expected since the surface normal coincides with the 
(100)-direction in each sample. 
In the case of water, the single observed peak was ascribed to a longitudinal mode. 
This follows from the fact that fiuids are only expected to support compressional 
waves. 
To determine AW frequencies, Lorentzian functions were fitted to the spectral 
peaks. From Fig. 5.5, it can be seen that v decreases with km as expected from 
Eq. (5. 18) . For each sample, a global least-squares fi t was done on the corresponding 
longitudinal and transverse mode data. Further, these fits were weighted according to 
the experimental error in the AW frequency. For the solids, the refractive index value 
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Figure 5.5: Acoustic wave frequency versus km for (a) fused quartz, (b) GaP, (c) 
water, and (d) 50 % (diamonds) and 58 % (circles) porous silicon. Filled (open) 
symbols: experimental longitudinal (transverse) mode dat a; dashed lines: best fits of 
Eq. (5. 18). T he shown fits include the data collected using the 180°-backscattering 
geometry. Fit s with and without 180°-backscattering geometry data had adjusted R2 
values greater than 0.99. The vertical error bars are smaller than the symbols, while 
the horizontal error bars correspond to t he experimental random error obtained from 
Eq. (5.23) using the refractive index values obtained using alternate methods. 
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Table 5.1: Refractive index and bulk acoustic velocit ies for fused quart z, GaP, water, 
and porous silicon ( 1r-Si) determined using pseudo-refiection Brillouin spectroscopy. 
Values in parentheses correspond to fits done using both the pseudo-refiection and 
180°-backscattering geometry data. Previously published values of these parame-
ters are also given. Note: The nal t values for porous silicon were deduced from 
gravimetrically-determined porosities using the two-component Bruggeman effective 
medium model. The corresponding Vf!1t (Vtt ) value were obtained using nalt with 
earlier 180°-backscattering Brillouin measurements done on similar samples. 
Sample n nalt VT v;alt T VL v alt L 
(km/ s) (km/ s) (km/ s) (km/ s) 
Fused Quartz 1.52 ± 0.02 1.46[25] 3.45 ± 0.09 3.74[26] 5.4 ± 0.1 5.94[26] 
(1.42 ± 0.02) (3 .8 ± 0.1 ) (6 .00 ± 0.08) 
GaP 3.5 ± 0.1 3.49[27] 4.0 ± 0.1 4.13[28] 5.7 ± 0.2 5.83[28] 
(3.6 ± 0.1) (3.9 ± 0.1) (5.6 ± 0.1) 
Water 1.30 ± 0.02 1.34[29] 1.46 ± 0.03 1.49[30] 
(1.26 ± 0.01 ) (1.54 ± 0.02) 
50 % 1r-Si 2.6 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 0.3 4.8 ± 0.5 
(2.7 ± 0.1) (2.5 ± 0.1) (4.3 ± 0.2) 
58 % 1r-Si 2.7 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.4 3.6 ± 0.5 4.6 ± 0.4 
(2.5 ± 0.2) (2.2 ± 0.2) (4.0 ± 0.3) 
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was shared between both the traver e and longitudinal mode data. The resulting 
values for the refractive index and the acou. tic velocities are giv n in Table 5.1. 
The obtained values of n. Vr, and VL of fused quartz. GaP. and water showed 
reasonable agreement with the literature values (see Table 5.1). Further. the da ta 
collected using the 180°-backscattering geometry was not required to obtain accurate 
values of n and V and, thus, sample can be characterized using a pseudo-refiection 
geometry exclusively. Of these three samples, water showed the largest difference 
from previou ly published values. Since the error in the GaP values were less than 
those of water. thi suggests that the elastic-anisotropy of GaP did not contribute 
significantly to the error in the measurements. as expected. 
For the porou silicon samples, the percent difference between the current refrac-
tive index and AW velocity values and those obtained using alternate methods were 
larger than that of fused quartz. GaP. and water. These relatively large differences 
are thought to be due to sample-to-sample variation. Mor specifically, there may be 
slight porosity / pore morphology dissimilarities between samples made under similar 
conditions, leading to differences in the refractive index and AVv velocities. Overall, 
comparison with the previously determined parameters sugg t that the currently 
obtained values. particularly those taken from the calculations which included the 
backscattering data, were reasonable stimates of the refractive index and AvV ve-
locities of these porous silicon film . One should also not that, in the case of the 
calculations ba eel on both th p eudo-r fiection and 180°-backscattering data, both 
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Table 5.2: Rang s of km and corre paneling qpR probed in fused quartz, GaP, water 
and porous ilicon films. The qpR values were deduced from th refractive indices 
obtained through fits of Eq. 5.1 to the v versus km data shown in Fig. 5.5. 
Sample Range of Probed km Range of Probed qpR 
(J.llTI- 1) (Jtm- 1) 
Fused Quartz 0- 10.6 26.0- 33.5 
GaP 0- 10.7 82.3- 5.0 
\i\Tater 0 - 10.5 21.0 - 29. 
50 o/c n-Si 0 - 10.6 60.1 - 63. 
5 % n-Si 0- 10.5 55.2 - 59.0 
the refractive index and AW velocities for the film of higher porosity (i.e., 58%) are 
lower than the corresponding values for the lower porosity (i.e., 50 %) film. This 
is typical of porous silicon samples made from parent crystalline silicon wafers with 
similar dopant concentrations. 
With the refractive index determined for each sample, the corresponding range 
of probed qpR can be obtained from Eq. 5.14. T hat is, v versus qpR dispersion can 
be deduced using the v versu km data together with the fitted n value. Figure 5.6 
shows the dispersion curves for the longitudinal and transverse bulk acoustic waves 
in fused quartz over the range of qpR probed. Table 5.2 gives the ranges of km and 
qpR probed in fused quartz, GaP, water, and the porous silicon films . 
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Figure 5.6: Acoustic wave frequency versus QPR for fused quartz. Filled (open) 
symbols: experimental longitudinal (transverse) mode data; dashed lines: disper-
sion curves deduced from obtained VL and Vr values. The refractive index used to 
compute the QPR values was that obtained from the fit of Eq. 5.18 to the correspond-
ing v versus km data shown in Fig. 5.5(a) . The vertical error bars are smaller than 
t he symbols. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
In conclusion, pseudo-refiection Brillouin light scattering was shown to be useful 
for investigating acoustic waves propagating approximately along the sample surface 
normal of various material systems. T he only requirement for application of this 
method is that bulk acoustic mode peak be discernible in the Brillouin spectrum 
and, consequently, it can be used to probe both transparent and non-transpar nt 
non-metallic materials. lVIoreover. this method does not require that the sample be 
thin or set in a special configuration and, therefore. can be applied to bulk samples as 
well as both supported and unsupported films. For the specific case of homogeneous 
isotropic and cubic materials, thi technique can be used to obtain the refractive ind x 
and acoustic wave velocit ies along the sample surface normal. In principle, it could 
also be applied to lower symmetry systems provided due con ideration is given to the 
incident and scattered light polarization and the orientation of the scattering plane. 
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Chapter 6 
Brillouin Scattering from Porous Silicon-Based 
Optical Bragg Mirrors 
Reproduced with permission from L.C. Parsons and G .T. Andrews, J. Appl. Phys. 
111 , 123521 (2012). Copyright 2012, American Institute of Physics. 
6.1 Abstract 
Brillouin light scattering experiments were clone on porous silicon-based op t ical 
Bragg mirrors with modulation wavelengths of ,......, 100 nm. By using a combination 
of pseuclo-refiection and backscattering geometries, phonon dispersion curves along 
the superlattice modulation axis were mapped. Excellent agreement is obtained with 
t he bulk acoustic mode band structure calculated using a one-dimensional elastic 
cont inuum model. In addition to zone-folding of the bulk longitudinal mode dis-
persion curve, the samples are marked by a surface-localized acoustic mode at t he 
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superlattice-air interface. T he frequency of this mode lies near the upper edge of 
a phononic band gap centered at rv 16 GHz. These results, along with optical re-
fiectance data showing visible-range photonic band gaps, reveal that these samples 
are one-dimensional hypersonic phononic-photonic crystals. 
6 .2 Introduction 
It is well-known that superlattices (SLs) with a one-dimensional periodic modula-
tion in the elastic properties exhibit complex acoustic phonon dispersion curves [1, 2]. 
Analogous to the electronic band structure, the phonon dispersion curve folds into 
multiple branches within the mini-Brillouin zone corresponding to the artificial pe-
riodicity. T his may be accompanied by the formation of forbidden frequency bands, 
or phononic band gaps, for which acoustic phonons cannot propagate in the bulk 
of the structure. The broken translational symmetry introduced by the SL-external 
environment interface in a real periodic structure, however, may permit the existence 
of evanescent modes within these gaps [3, 4]. Previous studies using picosecond ultra-
sonic measurements [5- 11 J and Raman light scattering [12, 13] have shown evidence 
of these surface-localized modes in various material systems. 
Due to the porosity-dependent elastic properties, mesoporous silicon ( 1r-Si) SLs are 
characterized by a one-dimensional periodicity in the elastic impedance and, in turn, 
are good candidates for one-dimensional phononic crystals [14- 16]. This is important 
from an applications perspective because of the possibili ties it presents for seamless 
---1 
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integration of phononic cryst al-based devices such as acoustic superlenses [17], acous-
tic wave resonators [18], and t he so-called saser [19], into existing silicon t echnologies. 
Furthermore, due to the biocompatibility and bioactivity [20, 21] of porous silicon, 
these devices could be interfaced with biological syst ems. Porous silicon SLs can 
also serve as model syst ems for the study of novel photon-phonon interactions such 
as optical cooling [22] . This is because the spatial variation in the elasticity is ac-
companied by a commensurate periodicity in the refractive index and, thus, these 
films also behave as optical Bragg mirrors characterized by band gaps in the pho-
ton spectrum [23- 25]. In fact, recent ultrasonic transmission and opt ical reflect ance 
measurements have shown evidence of both phononic band gaps and infra-red range 
photonic band gaps for structures with a square-wave modulation in the porosity with 
depth [16]. Furt her ult rasonic measurements on 1r-Si rugate filters with a sinusoidal 
variation in t he porosity also showed evidence of hypersonic phononic band gaps in 
these structures [26]. Broad-band hypersonic mirrors consist ing of stacks of 1r -Si-
based one-dimensional phononic crystals of different modulation wavelengths have 
also been theoretically predict ed [27]. 
Hypersonic phononic cryst al effects were also observed in Brillouin light scattering 
experiments on 1r-Si SLs with modulation wavelengths, D , ranging from f"'J 40 nm to 
f"'J 170 nm [28] . Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering measurements were used 
to access a single phonon wavevector in each sample, (direct ed approximately along 
the modulation axis), and , in turn, a set of acoustic phonon frequency versus D data 
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were obtained. Comparison between experiment and theoretical calculations based 
on a one-dimensional continuum model suggested that the bulk longitudinal acoustic 
phonon had folded into multiple branches. The polarization of the probed phonon . 
however. could not be readily deduc d experimentally, re ulting in ambiguities with 
some of the mode assignments upon comparison with theory. Moreover, an additional 
peak of unknown origin was observed in some spectra . 
In this paper, the results of a comprehensive Brillouin light cattering study con-
ducted on n-Si optical Bragg mirrors with D rv 100 nm will be presented. Using both 
pseudo-refi ction and backscattering geometries, a portion of the phononic band struc-
ture directed along the periodicity wa mapped for each SL. A polarization analysis 
of the ob erved modes was also carri d out . The results r veal that , in addition to 
zone-folding of the longitudinal bulk acou tic phonon. there exists a surface-localized 
mode lying near the upper edge of a hypersonic band gap in the bulk longitudinal 
band structm e. The frequency of this mode is an order of magnitud lower than that 
observed in Raman scattering experiments [12, 13]. Further, the associated phononic 
band gap is centered at a frequency of rv 16 GHz, an order of magnitude larger 
than the mid-gap frequencies observed in ultrasonic studies on n-Si SLs [16, 26] . 
Complementary optical reflectance mea urements also confirm that t hese SLs are 
one-dimensional photonic crystals. 
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6.3 Theory 
6.3.1 Acoustic Phonon Propagation along the Modulation 
A x is of an Infinite Superlattice 
Acoustic phonon propagation along the modulation axis of an infinite superlattice 
will first be considered (see Fig. 6.1 (a)) . The superlattice has a square-wave variation 
in elastic impedance Zj = Pj Vj . where P] are the mass densities of the constituent 
layers, Vj are the corresponding acou tic phonon sound velocitie (either transver e 
(T ) or longitudinal (1)) , and .J = 1, 2 labels the constituent layers. The modulation 
wavelength p = d, + d2 , where dj are the constituent layer thicknesses, is of t he order 
of tens-of-nanometers and, assuming d2 rv d, , the thickne s of each constituent layer 
is much larger than the a tomic spacing. In turn. for long-wavelength phonons, each 
layer can be treated as a continuum [29, 30]. Interface boundary conditions require 
that the di placement u = u(x) and the normal component of the stres P] V}ou j ox be 
continuous. Furthermore, the discrete translational invariance of the system implies 
that the phonon behave as a Bloch wave. Taking this into account, one can find that 
the di per ion relation for the phononic Bloch wave is [31] 
1 [ ( nd 1 ) ( nd2 ) QD =cos- cos Vi cos V
2 
(ndl) (nd2)] - F sin V
1 
sin V
2 
, 
(6.1 ) 
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z, z2 z, z2 z, z2 z. z2 •• • •• 
(b) m=1 m=2 m=3 
n2 ••••• 
~ ..... 
Figure 6.1: (a) Infinite and (b) semi-infinite superlattices containing a two-layer unit 
cell. The integer m denotes the unit cell. 
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where Q is the phonon Bloch wavevector, n = 2nv = \0qJ is the phonon angular 
frequency, v is the phonon frequency, qJ are the phonon wavevectors associated with 
the constituent layers, and F is given by 
(6.2) 
With reference to the above, an effective medium model [32] t hat treats individual 
layers as elastic continua has been successfully used to predict the elastic properties of 
SLs with :::::: 10 nm-thick constituent layers [33, 34] and polymeric Langmuir-Blodgett 
films in which different portions of the molecules comprising the film are treated as 
separate SL constituents [35] . There has also been, however, at least one instance 
where this model was unable to accurately predict the elastic properties of SLs with 
very small modulation wavelengths [36]. 
6.3.2 Acoustic Phonon Propagation along the Modulation 
Axis of a Semi-Infinite Superlattice 
In addition to the bulk modes discussed above, the phonon spectrum for propaga-
tion along the surface normal of a semi-infinit e binary periodic structure in contact 
with a gaseous half-space (say air) may contain surface-localized modes. Figure 6.1(b) 
illustrates the semi-infinite structure. In particular , t he physical parameters of the 
semi-infinite structure will be the same as those used for the above infinite superlat-
tice. Further , the gas-solid interface is assumed to be stress-free. The surface-localized 
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modes, which stem from the broken translational symmetry introduced by the gas-
solid interface, decay with depth and the associated eigenvalue is given by I e-t3D I, 
where f3 is positive and real. Taking into account the zero stress at the gas-solid 
interface and assuming that constituent layer 1 is in contact with the gas, one can 
show that [3, 4] 
(6.3) 
It can also be shown that [3, 4] the angular frequencies ns = 2n vs of the localized 
surface modes are governed by 
(6.4) 
Thus, the V 8 values are independent of phonon wavevector. 
Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) are both satisfied only when Z1 < Z2 (i.e., when the layer adja-
cent to the gas has the lower elastic impedance) [5] . One should also note that I e-t3D I 
is associated with a complex phonon wavevector and , hence, these modes are evanes-
cent waves with frequencies v8 within the band gaps of the bulk modes corresponding 
to Eq. (6.1 ). 
6.3.3 Photon Propagation at Oblique Angles to the Modu-
lation Axis of an Infinite Superlattice 
Similar to phonon propagation along the modulation axis of a superlattice, pho-
tons propagating at oblique angles to the modulation direction of an infinite SL with 
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a periodicity in the refractive index exhibit complex dispersion curves. In particular, 
the unit-cell of t he periodic structure is comprised of two optically homogeneous lay-
ers with refractive indices n 1 and n 2 (see Fig. 6.l (a)) . Further, the photons are taken 
to be polarized within t he plane of incidence (i.e., p-polarized). Due to the transla-
tional invariance of t he optical properties, the component of the photon wavevector 
along t he modulation axis of the superlattice, r;,, is governed by [37] 
KD ~ K(U)D ~ cos- 1 [cos(K1, dJ)cos(K2,d,) 
- P, sin ( K 1, dJ) sin ( K 2,d2) ] , 
(6.5) 
where K Jx = (2n / >..) J n] - sin2 tJ are the photon wavevector components p erpendic-
ular to the layer interfaces in each constituent layer , ).. is the corresponding photon 
wavelength in vacuum, and f) corresponds to the angle of incidence if the photon 
propagated in vacuum (deduced using Snell 's Law). Here, Pp is a parameter specific 
to the case of p-polarized light: 
(6.6) 
One should note that the photon wavevector given by Eq. (6.5) is taken to be in the 
extended-zone scheme throughout the following discussion. 
In the case that n2 "' n 1 , for propagation along the modulat ion axis, it follows from 
Eq. (6.5) that the photon wavenumbers corresponding to the center of the photonic 
band gaps, Wt, can be approximated as [38] 
t t 
Wt = = ---
2 (n1 d1 + n2d2 ) 2neffD (6.7) 
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where t is a positive integer corresponding to the order of the photonic gap and 
neff= (n1d1 + n2d2)/ D. 
6.3.4 Brillouin Scattering from a Semi-Infinite Superlattice 
Brillouin light scatt ering can be used to map the acoustic phonon band structure 
along t he modulation axis of a semi-infinite superlattice. In particular, both near-
normal incidence backscattering and pseudo-reflection scattering geometries will be 
considered . One should also note t hat when probing a phonon of wavevector q , 
conservation of momentum dictates t hat 
(6.8) 
where K i and K s are the incident and scattered photon wavevectors inside the mate-
rial, respectively [39] . Further , the components of the photon wavevectors along the 
superlattice normal are governed by Eq. (6 .5) with A = Ai, where Ai is the wavelength 
of the probing laser light . In this case, q corresponds to a phonon wavevector in an 
extended-zone scheme. Folding of t he phonon band structure is accounted for by a 
vector (2 lp/ D)x in the above expression, where l is an integer corresponding to the 
folding-order of the phonon branches. 
When using a backscattering geometry (see Fig. 6.2(a)), where 88 = ()i, the angle 
b etween the direction of phonon propagation and the surface normal, aBs, can be 
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{a) 
••••• 
••••• 
(b) 
••••• 
••••• 
Figure 6.2: (a) 180°-backscattering and (b) pseudo-refiection geometries. The incident 
(scattered) photon wavevector and probed phonon wavevector are denoted by ki (ks) 
and q , respectively. The angles ki, k 8 , and q make with surface normal are ei, es, 
and a, respectively. In the case of 180°-backscat tering, es = ei· 
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related to (}i via Snell 's law and is expressed as 
t - 1 ( qssn ) < . - 1 ( 1 . Ll ) ass = an -- _ sm - sin u i 
qssl.. n1 
(6.9) 
where qss11 and qasl.. are the components of t he phonon wavevector Qss parallel and 
perpendicular to the sample surface plane, respectively. Without loss of generality, 
n 1 is sufficiently large and (}i is small , ass ~ 0°. In turn, for a near-normal incidence 
backscattering geometry, the resulting probed phonon propagates approximately par-
allel/ anti parallel to the superlattice modulation axis with a wavevector of magnitude 
(6.10) 
Thus, taking into account Eq. (6.8), it follows that 
(6.11) 
For a pseudo-refiection scattering geometry (see Fig. 6.2(b)), where es rv ei, t he 
resulting probed phonon propagates at an angle apR given by [40] 
(6.12) 
This probed phonon propagates nearly along the superlattice modulation axis with 
wavevector q PR of magnitude 
(6.13) 
Again, following from Eq. (6.8), one can see that 
(6.14) 
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Due to the periodicity of the elastic properties, phonons probed using the above 
geometries behave as phononic Bloch waves. Since the probed phonons are directed 
along the interface normal of the SL, folding of the phonon band structure may be 
accounted for by the simple selection rules 
2l7r 
Q = QBS + D ) 
2l7r 
Q = QPR + D. 
6.4 Experimental D etails 
(6 .15a) 
(6.15b) 
Porous silicon SLs and associated single layer films were made by anodization of 
p+ -type (100)-oriented crystalline silicon (5-20 mO·cm) in an electrolyte composed 
of 1 ( 49% HF) : 1 (C2H50H). Single layer films were fabricated with thicknesses of 
rv 5 J-Lm. Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy imaging showed that the char-
acteristic pore diameter was rv 10 nm, comparable to previous results obtained for 
films made under similar conditions from p+ -type crystalline silicon substrates [41] . 
Etching current densities of 149 mA/ cm2 and 101 mA/ cm2 were used resulting in 
samples with gravimetrically-determined porosities of 0.58 ± 0.02 and 0.50 ± 0.02, 
respectively. The porosity values were deduced by statistical analysis of results taken 
from two series of samples, one for each current density, combined with results ob-
t ained from similar samples studied previously in this laboratory [42]. In contrast to 
an earlier Brillouin scattering study [28], each porosity value was associated with a 
given current density and t he observed sample-to-sample variation was t aken into ac-
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count in the experimental uncertainty. The refractive indices of the single-layer films 
were obtained using the porosities together with the two-component Bruggeman ef-
fective medium model [43]. Using these effective refractive indices, the acoustic wave 
velocities for the constit uent layers were determined through statistical analysis of 
near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering Brillouin data (V = v)..d 2n, where v is 
the phonon frequency deduced from the Brillouin peak frequency shift ) obtained for 
two sets of single-layer films, one for each current density. It should also be noted that 
for n-Si films, the effective mass density is p = Pbulk(1- (), where Pbulk = 2330 kg/ m3 
is the density of crystalline silicon and ( is the film porosity. 
Superlattices with a square-wave modulation in the porosity were formed by al-
ternating the current density between the above values. These SLs, as well as those 
in the previous study [28] , were fabricat ed such that the 58% constituent layer was 
the first formed and, hence, located at the SL-air interface. In order to ascertain t he 
effect of constituent layer configuration on the SL acoustic phonon spectrum, exper-
iments were also done on a number of n-Si SLs fabricated with the lower porosity 
(i. e., 50%) layer adjacent to air. To minimize electrochemically-induced gradients 
in porosity with depth, 1 s etch-stops were included between each etching ~tep to 
allow the electrolyte to replenish at the pore tip. Etching times were chosen so that 
the constituent layer thicknesses, d1 and d2 , were approximately equal and SLs were 
made with modulation wavelengths D ranging from 38 nm to 172 nm. Thus, D / 2 was 
typically much larger than the characteristic pore diameter. The modulation wave-
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length for each superlattice was determined by taking into account the etch times 
together with etch rates deduced from the associated single-layer films [44] or , more 
precisely, through cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy imaging. Individual 
constituent layers could not be discerned in the micrographs but D could be obtained 
by dividing t he total film thickness by t he number of current density cycles. The 
number of modulations was such that each SL film was r-v 5 f-LlTI thick. The porosities, 
refractive indices, effective mass density, and bulk acoustic phonon velocities of the 
SL constit uent layers were taken to be the same as those of single layer films formed 
under identical etching condit ions. 
Brillouin scattering experiments were carried out in air at room tempera ture using 
both a backscattering geometry and a pseudo-reflection geometry. Incident light of 
wavelength Ai = 532 nm reduced to a power ranging from r-v 50 m W to r-v 80 m W 
was provided by a Nd:YV04 laser . For t he backscattering geometry, a 5 em lens 
(1.8::; f / # ::; 4 .0) served to focus the incident light on the sample and was also used 
to collect scattered light . The backscattering spect ra were collected at 6° ::; ei = 
88 ::; 8°. For t he pseudo-reflection geometry, incident light was focused on the sample 
using a lens with a focal length of eit her 10.0 em or 7.5 em and scattered light was 
collected by the aforementioned 5 em lens. In this case, ei ranged from 30° to 68°. 
To ensure that specularly reflected light did not enter the collection lens, 88 was set 
5° to 11 o less than ei· Frequency analysis of the scattered light was done using a 
t andem Fabry-Perot interferometer. Most spectra were collected using a free spectral 
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range of 60 GHz, but lower values were used when higher resolution was required 
(e. g., to resolve spectral peaks close to the central elastic peak). It should be noted 
that the intensities of some of the observed Brillouin peaks were quite small and, in 
fact , a collection time of several days was needed in order to discern particularly weak 
features in each sp ectrum. In addition, it was observed for a number of t he single-
layer films and SLs that spectra collected from a given sample at vastly different 
times (months in some cases) were practically indistinguishable. Moreover, studies 
conducted on single layer films as well as porous silicon-based microcavit ies report 
no significant oxidation-induced aging effects on the optical properties for samples 
made from p+-type substrates [43, 45]. Hence, the current Brillouin scatt ering results 
suggest that the infiuence of aging on the elastic properties of the films is negligible. 
In conjunction with the Brillouin light scattering experiments, normal-incidence 
optical refiectance measurements were done. Incident light was provided by a tung-
sten halogen broadband white light source. Spectral data. were collected and analyzed 
using an Ocean Optics fiber optical grating spectrometer configured for response over 
a spectral range of f"V 400 nm to f"V 1100 nm. The reference used for these experi-
ments was a broadband dielectric mirror manufactured by Thor Labs which exhibits 
refiectance of f"V 99% from f"V 400 nm to f"V 900 nm. Thus, over this spectral range 
the resulting relative refiectance values were approximately equal to the absolute 
refiectance of the corresponding 1r -Si films. 
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6.5 Results and Discussion 
6.5.1 Optical Reflectance 
Figure 6.3(a) shows typical optical refiectance spectra collected from 1r-Si super-
lattices. The observed refiectance peaks corresponded to the t = 1 one-dimensional 
photonic band gap, which was in the visible spectral range, while the side lobes were 
due to interference over the whole film. Spectral peaks due to the t = 1 photonic band 
gap were not observed in samples with D < 99 nm as the expected peak position was 
outside the sensitivity range of t he optical refiectance setup. For each sample, the 
center of the optical Bragg peak was assigned to w1. Since (2 rv ( 1 , n 2 ( w) rv n1 ( w) 
and, thus, the theoretical dependence of w1 on D was determined from the continuum 
model given by Eq. (6.7), as has been successfully done for mesoporous silicon SLs 
in the past [23, 24, 38]. In particular, the wavenumber-dependent refractive indices 
nJ ( w) of the constituent layers were obtained using the two-component Bruggeman 
effective medium model [43]: 
_ ( _ (1 - nJ(w) 2 )(N(w )2 + 2nJ(w) 2 ) 1 1
- 3nJ(w)2 (1 - N(w)2) ' (6 .16) 
where N ( w) is the wavenumber-dependent refractive index of bulk crystalline sili-
con [46] . T hus, in order to calculate w1 versus D. the corresponding nJ ( w1 ) values 
were used as inputs in Eq. (6.7). T he resulting theoretical curve, which takes into 
account optical dispersion, is in good agreement with the experimental data (see 
Fig. 6.3(b)) . One should note that for samples in which the Bragg peak was ob-
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Figure 6.3: (a) Optical reflectance spectra collected from D = 145 nm, D = 166 nm, 
and D = 172 nm porous silicon superlattices. Horizontal dashed lines mark the 0% 
reflectance level for the D = 145 nm and the D = 166 nm spectra. (b) Dependence 
of the t = 1 photonic band gap center w1 on superlattice modulation length D . Sym-
bols: experimental data; curve: theoretical calculations based on Eq. ( 6. 7) together 
with Eq. (6.16). Filled and empty symbols correspond to samples for which D was 
calculated using the constituent layer etch rates together with the etch times and 
cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy-deduced overall film thickness, respec-
tively. Error in spectral position is smaller than the symbols. 
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served, the individual layer thickness was "'"' 5 times the characteristic pore diameter 
of "'"' 10 nm and the wavelength of the refracted light corresponding to 1/ ( w1 neff ( w1) ) 
(> 180 nm) was more than an order of magnitude larger than the pore size. Hence, 
it is not surprising that these SLs can be treated as optical continua . 
As a final note, the refiectance at the optical Bragg peak wavelength was typi-
cally between "'"' 50% and "'"' 70% for each sample. That is, samples were not per-
fect refiectors over this spectral region. This type of response has been observed in 
previous studies and is thought to be due to losses stemming from absorption and 
layer-to-layer interface roughness [ 4 7 - 49]. Following from the fact that roughness at 
the film-substrate interface of single layer films made from p+ -type silicon is less than 
10 nm [49], it is assumed that layer- to-layer interface roughness in the current SL 
films is "'"' 10 nm (i.e., comparable to the pore diameter) . 
6.5.2 Brillouin Light Scattering 
Brillouin scattering experiments were done on superlattices with D values of 
88 nm, 99 nm, 145 nm, 166 nm, and 172 nm using both 180°-backscattering and 
pseudo-refiection geometries. The wavelength of the probed acoustic phonons was 
determined from Eqs. (6.11) and (6.14) to be approximately 120 nm (about an order 
of magnitude larger than the characteristic pore diameter). For each sample, three 
peaks were observed with frequency shifts dependent on the angle of incidence and, 
hence, the magnitude of the phonon wavevector component directed along the mod-
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ulation axis (see Fig. 6.4(a)) . In order to determine the polarization of these three 
modes, it was noted that for p-polarized incident light, the light scattered from lon-
gitudinal and t ransverse bulk modes is p- and s-polarized, respectively, when using a 
pseudo-reflection geometry [39]. Thus by placing an appropriat ely-oriented polarizer 
in t he scatt ered light, t he character of these modes could be determined. Such a 
polarization analysis revealed that two of the peaks could be at t ributed to scat tering 
from bulk longitudinal modes (labeled L0 and L_I) while the third was attributed to 
scattering from a t ransverse bulk mode (labeled T 0 ) (see Fig. 6.4(b)). Furt her , when 
the probing light is at near-normal incidence, where the scattering cross-section for 
transverse modes should be negligible [39], the peak assigned to the transverse mode 
was not discernible in the collected spect ra. Finally, t he peak associat ed with the L_1 
mode for t he D = 166 nm and t he D = 172 nm samples was very weak and, in fact , 
could not be readily fit to a Lorenztian function in most cases (see Fig. 6.5). 
In the case of the D = 145 nm, D = 166 nm, and D = 172 nm samples, a 
fourt h peak was observed. This peak had a lineshape which was similar to t he 
unassigned peak reported previously for samples of comparable modulation wave-
length [28] (see F ig. 6.6(a)) . Aside from spectra collected from the D = 166 nm 
and D = 172 nm sample, this weak spectral feature (labeled S) was only discernible 
in the 180°-backscat tering spectra collected at near-normal incidence. Figure 6.6 (b) 
shows a series of spectra collected from the D = 172 nm sample and, as one can see, 
the frequency shift of the peak is independent of t he incident angle of t he probing 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Brillouin spectra collected from a D = 99 nm porous silicon super-
lattice at different angles of incidence. Angle ei corresponds to the incident angle 
used in a 180°-backscattering geometry, while Bm = IBi + Bsl / 2 corresponds to the 
average angle used in a pseudo-reflection geometry. Spectra were smoothed using 
3-point adjacent averaging. L0 (L_l): peak ascribed to the l = 0 (l = - 1) folded 
bulk longitudinal mode; T 0 : peak ascribed to the l = 0 bulk transverse mode. (b) 
Polarized Brillouin spectra collected from a D = 145 nm porous silicon superlattice 
at Bm = 28°. PU: p-polarized (unpolarized) incident (scat tered) light ; PS: p-polarized 
(s-polarized) incident (scattered) light; PP: p-polarized (p-polarized) incident (scat-
tered) light . Note: a fourth spectrum collected at a free spectral range of 30 GHz 
was used to determine the frequency shift of the L_1 mode. 
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Figure 6.5: Polarized Brillouin spectra collected from a D = 166 nm porous silicon 
superlattice at em = 54°. PP: p-polarized (p-polarized) incident (scattered) light; PS: 
p-polarized (s-polarized) incident (scattered) light. The PP spectrum was segmented 
such that the collection time for this region was ten times that of the rest of the 
spectrum. The horizontal dashed arrows indicate the relevant scattered light intensity 
scale for each spectrum. 
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Figure 6.6: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum collected from a D = 151 nm sample. The data deduced from this spectrum 
were reported previously [28]. (b) Brillouin spectra collected from a D = 172 nm 
sample. The dashed line is a guide for the eye, marking the position of the S mode. 
The spectra were segmented such that the collection t ime for the frequency region 
shown was ten times that of the rest of the spectrum. Arrows mark weak features 
that may be due to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal mode branch. 
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light , suggesting that the frequency of t he corresponding phonon mode is independent 
of wavevector. Since the intensity of this peak and, therefore, the scattering cross-
section does not appear to increase appreciably as the incident angle of the probing 
light increases, it suggests that this mode has a longit udinal, not transverse, polar-
ization. In addit ion, the linewidth of the S peak is comparable to the instrumental 
linewidth (i.e., full-width at half-maximum of < 1 GHz), typical of a surface mode. 
Furthermore, since the peak is narrower than the lower frequency L_1 peak assigned 
to a longit udinal bulk mode, it is unlikely that the S peak is due to a bulk phonon 
as this would be counter to usual mechanisms for Brillouin peak broadening for bulk 
modes, such as opacity broadening [50], broadening due to Akheiser damping [51] or 
Rayleigh scattering [52], where t he linewidt h increases with the phonon frequency. 
Finally, this mode was only observed in samples for which the lower impedance (i.e., 
high porosity) constit uent layer was adjacent to ambient air (see Fig. 6.7). It is for 
t hese reasons that the Speak is at tributed to a localized-surface mode lying within a 
phononic band gap in the bulk longitudinal acoustic mode dispersion curve. It should 
be noted that in the case of the D = 166 nm sample, this peak had been previously 
assigned to the l = - 2 folded longitudinal bulk mode [28] . 
6 .5 .3 Comparison to Theory 
Figure 6.8 shows data collected from the D = 88 nm, the D = 99 nm, the 
D = 145 nm, t he D = 166 nm, and the D = 172 nm samples together with re-
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Figure 6.7: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum collected from two D "' 150 nm superlattices, one with the lower elastic 
impedance (i.e., higher porosity) layer adjacent to air (denot ed by LH) and the other 
vice-versa (denoted by HL). The collection t ime for the HL spectrum was 2. 5 times 
longer than that of the LH spectrum. (b) Optical reflectance spectra collected from 
the D ""' 150 nm superlattices mentioned in (a). The horizontal dashed line marks 
the 0% reflectance level for the spectrum collected from the LH sample. Since there 
is only rv 4% percent difference in t he position of the t = 1 photonic band gap, both 
samples have approximately the same periodicity. 
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Figure 6.8: Dependence of v D on qD for the porous silicon superlattices. Solid 
(dashed) curves: theoretical longitudinal (transverse) mode band structure obtained 
from Eq. (6 .1); +(0): bulk longitudinal (transverse) mode data deduced using 
both backscattering and pseudo-reflection geometries; •: weak features observed 
in spectra collected from the D = 166 nm and D = 172 nm samples (denoted by 
arrows in Fig. 6.6); e: surface-localized mode data deduced using both backscat-
tering and pseudo-reflection geometries. Note that the preceding data corresponds 
to the combined results obtained from the D = 88 nm, D = 99 nm, D = 145 nm, 
D = 166 nm, D = 172 nm superlattices. ~: previously reported data [28] deduced 
using a backseat tering geometry (each q D value corresponds to a different sample) ; l:8l: 
previously reported data collected from duplicate samples; <): previously reported 
data from D = 99 nm sample using backscattering geometry; X: unassigned peak 
from previous study which is now attributed to localized-surface mode; \l: unassigned 
peak from previously studied duplicate sample which is now attributed to localized-
surface mode; thick horizontal line: horizontal linear fit of all surface-localized mode 
data. Folding order lis indicated. Thick vertical arrows show samples for which weak 
spectral features in backscattering spectra were assigned to bulk transverse modes. 
Previously reported backscattering spectrum from D = 99 nm contained a peak at 
vD rv 18 m/s of unassigned origin (see Fig. 2(b) in Ref. [28]). The linewidth of this 
mode is comparable to the bulk transverse mode and, thus, not thought to be due a 
surface-localized mode. The experimental uncertainties in v D and qD are approxi-
mately equal to and twice the size of the symbols, respectively. Furthermore, there is 
a rv 15% error in t he calculated band structure stemming from experimental uncer-
tainties in the constituent layer porosities and phonon velocities from which it was 
calculated. 
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Table 6.1: Porosity, refractive index and bulk acoustic phonon velocit ies for single-
layer porous silicon films. The refractive index values were deduced using Eq. (6.16) 
together with the bulk crystalline silicon refractive index value at ,\ = 532 nm (i.e., 
wi r-v 1.88 ,um- 1 ) [46]. The phonon velocities were obtained from phonons propagating 
approximately parallel to the sample surface normal. 
Porosity Refractive Index 
(km/ s) (km/ s) 
0.58 ± 0.02 2.1 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.4 
0.50 ± 0.02 2.4 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.3 
sults from the previously studied films [28] . With regard to the previously reported 
results, which w re obtained using only a 180°-backscattering geometry, all of the 
spectra were scrutinized again and, in particular, any past peak assignments which 
were deemed questionable were not included. Since the fill-ra tio di/ D (i.e., r-v 0.5) 
and the constituent layer parameters (see Table 6.1 ) were taken to be the same for 
each sample, according to Eqs. (6 .1) and (6.4) , vD versus qD is invariant of D. T he 
experimental qD values were obtained using Eqs. (6. 11) and (6.14) together with 
D and the known constituent layer refractive indices. It is worth noting that since 
n 1 = 2.1 for the probed structures, cx85 < 4° and apR < 5.5° in these experiments 
(recall Eqs. (6 .9) and (6.12)) and, therefore, Eqs. (6.11) and (6 .14) were applicable. 
Using the values for the constituent layer porosit ies (recall : PJ = Pbulk( 1 - (J)) and 
phonon velocit ies as inputs in Eq. 6.1, th theoretically expected bulk longitudinal 
and bulk tran verse phononic band structures could be compared to the experimental 
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data. Excellent agreement was obtained between the bulk mode data and the cor-
responding theoretical curves. In particular, the agreement suggests that both the 
l = 0 and l = - 1 branches of the folded bulk longitudinal mode band structure were 
observed, whil only the l = 0 transverse mode branch was observed. Evidence of 
zone-folding was only observed for SLs with constituent layer thicknesses that were 
more than '""4 times the characteristic pore size. Of related interest are the results of 
Brillouin studies on mesoporous silicon SLs with constituent layer thicknesses com-
parable to the pore diameter in which only partial agreement was obtained between 
experimentally-determined SL elastic constants and those predicted by an effective 
medium model [44]. 
The intensity ratio between the 1 _1 and 1 0 peaks appeared to change drastically 
with D (see Figs. 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6). Since the range of probed phonon wavevector 
magnitudes is approximately the same for each sample, this suggests that the relative 
scattering cross-section for the l = - 1 folded longitudinal mode is strongly dependent 
on qD and, in fact, becomes negligible at the edge of the third mini-Brillouin zone. 
Considering the photoelastic properties of these structures, this result is in qualitative 
agreement with Raman scattering studies on folded bulk longitudinal phonons in 
SLs [53- 55]. Further, studies have shown that diffuse interfaces in t he SL, such as 
is the case here, can have a strong effect on the relative intensities and typically 
result in a decrease in the scattering cross-sections of the folded modes [56, 57] . 
Moreover, it is not surprising that no peaks were observed for the l = - 2 longitudinal 
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branch. Again, t aking into account the photoelastic properties, the corresponding 
scattering cross-sections for even order modes are expected to be negligible when 
Z2d2 r-v Z1d1 [53, 54, 56], as is the case in this study. 
The v D values corresponding to the surface-localized mode appeared to be in-
dependent of QD (see Fig. 6.8), as expected from Eq. (6.4). Comparison between 
data and theory suggest that the localized mode is near the high frequency edge of 
a hypersonic phononic band gap centered at a vD value of r-v 2350 m/ s. Fitting the 
localized mode data to a horizontal line gave a value of v8 D = 2590 ± 20 m/ s, which 
is in reasonable agreement with the value of v8 D = 2300 ± 200 m/ s determined from 
Eq. (6.4) . It should be noted that the random error in the theoretical value is due to 
the uncertainty in the sample parameters, including the modulation length , the con-
stituent layer fill-ratio (taken to be 0.51), the porosities, and the phonon velocities. 
Further , phonon damping was neglected in the theory, which means that there is a 
systematic error in the theoretical value of v 8 D. 
6.6 Conclus ions 
Brillouin light scattering experiments carried out on porous silicon superlattices 
with modulation wavelengths in the range r-v 40 nm to r-v 170 nm reveal a complex 
phononic band structure for propagation along the superlattice modulation axis. Two 
zone-folded bulk longitudinal acoustic phonon modes together with a mode oflongitu-
dinal character localized at the superlattice-air interface are observed. The frequency 
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of this surface-localized mode is independent of wavevector and lies near the upper 
edge of a hypersonic band gap in the bulk longitudinal dispersion curve centered at 
rv 16 GHz. These results, along with complementary optical reflectance data showing 
stop bands at optical wavelengths, reveal that these superlattices are one-dimensional 
hypersonic phononic-photonic crystals. 
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Chapter 7 
Off-Axis Phonon Propagation in Porous Silicon 
Super lattices 
7.1 Abstract 
Brillouin light scattering experiments and optical refiectance measurements were 
performed on two binary periodic porous silicon superlattices which had constituent 
layer porosity ratios close to unity. The phononic and photonic band structures of 
the superlattices were effectively modeled as a series of intersecting linear dispersion 
curves. Zone-folding was observed for the longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon, with 
Brillouin spectra containing peaks associated with two branches of the correspond-
ing band structure. Analysis of the Brillouin peaks suggested that the longitudinal 
bulk modes underwent viscous attenuation, with attenuation coefficients orders of 
magnitude larger than that of bulk crystalline silicon. Additionally, using an oblique 
angle 180°-backscattering geometry, the frequency of the probed zone-folded longitu-
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dinal phonon was shown to be dependent on the propagation direction as well as the 
folding order of the mode branch. T here was no conclusive evidence of coupling be-
tween the transverse and the folded longitudinal modes. Furthermore, two additional 
Brillouin peaks were observed which were attributed to the Rayleigh surface mode 
and a pseudo-surface mode. Both surface modes were dispersive, with the velocity 
increasing as the wavevector decreased. 
7.2 Introduction 
It is well known that mesoporous silicon films with a spatial modulation in the 
porosity and, hence, a modulation in the elastic impedance exhibit rich acoustic 
phonon band structures [1- 6] . The resulting bulk acoustic dispersion curves con-
tain multiple zone-folded branches which may be accompanied by the appearance 
of forbidden phonon frequency bands, or in analogy to photonic crystals, phononic 
band gaps. Recent studies conducted using ultrasonic measurements along the mod-
ulation direction of films with square-wave [4] and sinusoidal [5] variations in the 
porosity have reported the existence of one-dimensional phononic band gaps in the 
bulk longitudinal acoustic phonon band structure that have mid-gap frequencies of 
the order of 1 GHz. As well, Brillouin light scattering studies on binary periodic 
porous silicon ( 1r -Si) superlattices (SLs) showed a complex bulk longitudinal acoustic 
band structure [3, 6] , with a second longitudinal mode branch observed for phonons 
directed along the superlattice modulation axis. Furthermore, these light scatter-
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ing exp eriments gave evidence of an additional Brillouin peak which was attributed 
to a surface-localized mode with a frequency within a one-dimensional hypersonic 
phononic band gap of the bulk longitudinal band structure centered at rv 16 GHz. 
In contrast to t he recent surge of studies t hat have focused on phonon propagation 
along the modulation axis of periodically-layered 1r-Si structures, little work has been 
carried out to study oblique phonon propagation in these samples. The acoustic 
phonon dispersion along off- axis directions can be particularly complex, with the 
possibility of additional intra-zone forbidden phonon bands, or hybridization gaps, 
due to coupling between phonon modes of different polarization [7] . While oblique 
incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin light scattering experiments have 
been conducted on porous silicon superlattices [8- 10], no phononic crystal effects were 
reported. In particular, investigations were carried out on the applicability of effective 
medium elasticity models for the treatment of 1r-Si structures with modulation lengths 
much smaller than the probed phonon wavelength [8, 9], while other work has focused 
on surface-propagating modes with only a qualitative discussion of the observed bulk 
modes [10]. 
In this paper, results collected for Brillouin light scattering from both near-
normally propagating and obliquely propagating phonons in 1r-Si optical Bragg mir-
rors will be reported. In particular, comparison between the bulk mode data and 
theoretical calculations based on a one-dimensional continuum model suggest that 
the frequency shift of the Brillouin component corresponding to the observed folded 
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longitudinal bulk mode is strongly dependent on the propagation direction. Fur-
thermore, analysis of the spectral peaks attributed to the folded longitudinal modes 
suggest that the dominant mechanism for phonon damping is viscous attenuation [11 J. 
Moreover , the quantitative agreement between the data and the calculations suggested 
that coupling between the transverse and folded longitudinal modes is negligible and, 
specifically, there was no evidence of corresponding hybridization gaps. Finally, the 
experimental observations suggested that the 7T-Si SLs supported a Rayleigh surface 
phonon and some kind of pseudo-surface mode, both of which were dispersive with 
wavevector-dependent velocities. 
7.3 Experimental Details 
Porous silicon SLs were made by anodization of p+ -type [100]-oriented crystalline 
silicon (5-20 mO·cm) in an electrolyte composed of 1 (49% HF) : 1 (C2H50H) : 1 (H20 ) 
by volume using a procedure similar to that described elsewhere [6] . The resulting 
electrolyte solution had an HF concentration of rv 16.3%. Since the etching process 
is strongly dependent on HF concentration, interpolating from the porosity versus 
current density and etch rate versus current density data given in Ref. [12] for 7T-Si 
films made from similarly doped wafers, the porosity and layer thickness for a given 
film could be estimated from the applied current density value and the etch time. 
A pair of multilayered films with binary periodicity in the porosity were fabricated 
by applying a current density profile consisting of alternating current densities of rv 
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34 mA/ cm2 and rv 3.4 mA/ cm 2 separated by 1 s etch-stops. The resulting constituent 
layers had estimated porosities of ( 1 rv 54 % and ( 2 rv 45 %, respectively, and were 
formed at estimated etch rates of rv 28 nm/ s and rv 11 nm/ s, respectively [12]. 
Critical to the creation of these SLs is the fact that 71'-Si formation is a self-limiting 
process and, fwthermore, each constituent porous layer grows linearly with t ime. 
Moreover, for both SLs. the etch times were chosen such that the constituent layer 
thicknesses, d1 and d2 , were approximately equal. Cross-sectional scanning electron 
microscope images were collected for each SL and the modulation wavelengths D = 
d1 + d2 were determined from the overall film t hickness (tot al film thickness is equal 
to ( D x number of cycles)). Table 7.1 gives the etch times as well as the modulation 
wavelengths determined from the estimated etch rates, D EM , and the cross-sectional 
scanning electron micrographs, D SEM . In particular , D EM was determined using the 
estimated et ch rates together with the defined et ch times. As one can see, D SEM is 
comparable to D EM and, in fact, t he values for sample 1 agree within uncertainty. 
This suggests that , for the currently studied films, the sample parameters interpolated 
from the results given in Ref. [12] provide reasonable estimates of the constituent layer 
porosities and etch rates. 
It is known that mesoporous silicon films are marked by a porosity-dependent 
mass density (i.e., p = Pc-Si(1 - (7) , where Pc-Si = 2330 kg/ m3 is the mass density of 
crystalline silicon and j = 1, 2 is the constituent layer index) . Furthermore, both the 
sound velocities [8, 13- 15] and the refractive index [12, 16] decrease with increasing 
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Table 7.1: n-Si superlat t ice et ch t imes, t 1 and t 2 , the modulation wavelength value as 
determined using the estimated et ch rates wit h the given etch times, D EM, and the 
modulation wavelength value as determined from cross-sectional scanning electron 
microscope images, D 8 EM . 
=============================== 
Sample 
s s nm nm 
1 1.568 4.703 93 ± 9 87 ± 2 
2 2.059 6.176 120 ± 10 102 ± 3 
porosity. In turn, the binary periodic SLs have a square-wave periodicity in both 
the elastic and electromagnetic propert ies. In particular, the sound velocities behave 
according to Vj = Vc- si(1 - (j)¢, where V c-Si is t he corresponding sound velocity in 
crystalline silicon (either t ransverse (T ) or longitudinal (L)) and ¢ is an empirical 
fit parameter , specific to the transverse and longitudinal modes, which is typically 
of the order of 1 [17]. Furt hermore, the n-Si refractive indices may be deduced 
from (j using the two-component Bruggeman effective medium model [16]. Taking 
into account the estimated constituent layer porosit ies, it follows from these previous 
works that there is at most a,...._, 20% difference in t he constit uent layer mass densities, 
sound velocities [8, 13- 15], and refractive indices [16] . In fact , the bulk longitudinal 
acoustic mode velocity is expected to be between ,...._, 4 km/ s and ,...._, 5 km/ s for each 
layer , while the corresponding bulk transverse acoustic mode velocities are expected 
to be between ,...._, 2 km/ s and r-v 3 km/ s [17]. As well, one should keep in mind t hat 
the refractive indices are wavenumber-dependent and, more specfically, the st ated 
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estimate in the refractive index variation was determined assuming electromagnetic 
excitations in the visible spectral range. 
Brillouin scattering experiments were carried out under ambient conditions using 
both a pseudo-reflection geometry and a 180°-backscattering geometry. The exper-
imental methodology has been described previously [6] . In particular, a Nd:YV04 
solid-state laser with beam wavelength of 532 nm (wavenumber W;_ 0 = 1.88 J-lm- 1 ) 
was used to probe the samples. The resulting scattered light was collected using a 
5 em lens with f / # = 2.8 or rv 4.0. For the pseudo-reflection geometry, the angle 
of incidence, f:Ji , ranged from 35o to 67° while t he angle between the axial ray of t he 
scattered light and the sample surface normal, f:J8 , was set 6° to 10° less than f:)i · The 
backscattering measurements were done for f:Ji ranging from 7o to 80°. Note that 
f:J8 = f:Ji in the 180°-backscattering geometry. Moreover, as was done in a previous 
study [18], spectra collected at near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering were taken 
to approximate spectra at ideal normal incidence. By extension, the near-normal 
incidence 180°-backscattering spectra then approximate pseudo-reflection geometry 
Brillouin spectra collected at f:Jm = (f:Js + f:Ji ) / 2 = 0 (i.e., when both f:Ji and f:J8 are 
equal to zero). 
In conjunction with the Brillouin light scattering measurements, additional exper-
iments were done to characterize the optical properties of the SLs. Firstly, in order 
to confirm the that the samples were one-dimensional visible range photonic crystals, 
normal-incidence broad-band reflectance measurements were done. These reflectance 
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readings were done using an optical setup outlined previously [6]. Secondly, in order 
to better understand how the probing 532 nm laser light propagates in the SLs, the 
angular dependence of sample reflectance at A = 532 nm was measured using a simple 
optical setup which has been described elsewhere [19]. In particular , the reflect ance 
of both p- and s-polarized light was investigated. 
7.4 Theory 
7.4.1 Phonon Propagation in an Infinite Superlattice 
For n-Si SLs with a square-wave spatial modulation in the porosity of the order 
of 100 nm, acoustic phonons propagating along the layer-interface normal may be 
treated using a one-dimensional elast ic continuum model and, thus, are governed by 
the dispersion rela tion [1, 2, 6] 
(ndl) (nd2) (nd1) (nd2) cos ( Q D ) = cos V
1 
cos V
2 
- F sin V
1 
sin V
2 
, (7.1 ) 
where Q is t he phonon Bloch wavevector, n = 2n v is the phonon angular frequency, 
v is the phonon frequency, Vj are the constituent layer phonon velocities (either 
longitudinal (L) or transverse (T)), F is 
(7.2) 
and ZJ = PJ Vj are the constituent layer elastic impedances. Without loss of generality, 
it may be assumed that V2 > V1 and P2 > p1 . It follows from Eq. 7.1 that the acoustic 
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phonon disper ion curves are folded into mini-Brillouin zones of dimension 21r / D in 
reciprocal space. In the case that Z2 ~ Z1 or, more specifically, V2 ~ ~. and p2 ~ p1 , 
then F ~ 1 and, consequently, the phonon dispersion relation can be approximated 
as [20. 21] 
with effective velocity Verr given by 
and Q defined as 
2l1f Q = q + -D' 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
Tn particular, q is the extended-zone-. ch me (i.e., zeroth-order) phonon wavevector 
and integer l is the phonon mode folding-order. The phonon band structure, in t urn. 
can be treated as a series of intersecting linear dispersion curves with slopes of ± Verr 
(see Fig. 7.1 ). Moreover , it can be shown that V2 ~ Verr ~ ~ and, thus, the l = 0 
band of the SL li s between that of the constituent layers. Furthermore, with V2 ~ V1, 
then Verr ~ V2 ~ V1 and, consequently, away from the edges of a Brillouin, where the 
effect of phononic band gaps is 1110 t ignificant, the dependence of n on q exhibits 
behaviour similar to that of an cla t ically homogeneous material with elastic wave 
velocity Verr. 
For off-axi propagation. t h phonon di persian relation is, in general, much more 
complex than for the normal-incidence ca [7]. In par ticular. the model must account 
4 
1)' 2 
c: 
(I) 
:::3 
tT 
e 1 
LL. 
1 2 
Perpendicular Wavevector Component. (1110] 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the bulk acoustic phononic band structure along the modu-
lation axis of a binary-periodic superlattice. The ratio in the acoustic velocities and 
mass density was 0.85 and 0.87. respectively. Calculations ba eel on a one-dimensional 
elastic continuum model (solid curves) were reasonably approximated by a series of 
intersecting linear dispersion curves (dashed curves) which had slopes of ± Veff. 
for the differ nee in refraction angle in each constituent layer and, in turn, the angle-
dependent path in each layer . Continuing with the assumption that V2 ~ V1 and 
p2 ~ p1. however. the angle of refraction is approximately the ame in both layers. 
Consequently, the SL band structure can be related to effective v locity Veff ~ V2 ~ 
V1 , which is approximately independent of propagation angle. That is, assuming 
the directional anisotropy of V1 and V2 is negligible and that V2 ~ V1 , then Veff is 
independent of propagation direction [22]. The off-axi phonon dispersion relation 
may then be approximated by 
(7.6) 
where Bloch wavevector Q .l (in contra t to Q stated above) depends on the compo-
nents of the con tituent layer phonon wavevectors directed perpendicular to the layer 
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interfaces and qll is the in-plane component of the phonon wavevector . Consequently, 
the SL exhibits an effective acoustic phonon phase velocity of Veff with zone-folding 
accounted for in Q .l · 
One should note that mode conversion and, therefore, coupling between the longi-
tudinal and the horizontal t ransverse phonons was neglected in the preceding discus-
sion. As has been shown in previous works [7, 23], t he effects of this coupling will be 
most pronounced in regions where the longitudinal and horizontal transverse bands 
overlap, resulting in intra-zone band gaps. Furthermore, the widths of the intra-zone 
gaps tend to increases as qll / ( Qi + q11) ~ increases. Hence, for spectral regions where 
the longitudinal and horizontal transverse phonon bands overlap, there will be a sys-
tematic error in t he calculated folded dispersion curves obtained using Eq. (7.6). If, 
however, the width of a given intra-zone gap is small, this error in the band curvature 
is also small. As will be shown, the systematic error in t he curvature of the bands 
is typically small for the samples studied here and , thus, oblique acoustic phonon 
propagation in 1r-Si can be reasonably treated with the simplified theory outlined 
above. 
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7.4.2 Oblique Angle Photon Propagation 1n an Infinite Su-
per lattice 
For visible-range photons in a n-Si SL with a binary periodicity in the porosity, 
propagation along the modula tion axis of the SL is governed by [6, 24] 
where K, is the photonic Bloch wavevector, J{J = (2nnJ/ ?.) are the photon wavevectors 
in each constituent layer, n1 are the constituent layer refractive indices obtained using 
the two-component Bruggeman effective medium model [16], and A is the correspond-
ing photon wavelength in vacuum. The parameter P is expressed as 
(7.8) 
Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that n 2 > n 1 . In the case that n 2 ~ n 1, 
P ~ 1, Eq. (7.7) may be approximated by [25] 
(7.9) 
where w is the photon angular frequency and neff is an effective refractive index of 
the overall SL: 
(7.10) 
Hence, with K, taken to be in the extended-zone scheme, the photon dispersion curve 
is treated as a linear dispersion curve of slope c/ neff· Further, it can be shown that 
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For oblique propagation, t he photon dispersion takes the form [26, 27] 
(7.11) 
where K1x = (2n/). ) J nj - sin2 ( 61) are the components of the constituent layer photon 
wavevectors perpendicular to the plane of t he layer interface (the x-axis is set along 
the SL modulation axis) , 61 is the angle of propagation in vacuum and a denotes the 
polarization of t he light . Parameter Pa is dependent on both the angle of incidence 
and the polarization of the propagating light (either p- or s-polarized), and t akes t he 
form 
(7.12) 
for p-polarized light. For s-polarized light, on the other hand, t he parameter 1s 
expressed as 
(7.13) 
In the case that n 2 ~ n 1 (i.e ., K 2x ~ K 1x), however, Pr( 61) ~ P8 (61 ) ~ 1. Further , with 
n2 ~ n 1 ~ neff , the refraction angle within each constituent layer is approximately 
the same and, in a similar fashion as was discussed for Veff, the value of the effective 
refractive index is essentially independent of the propagation direction. To put it 
another way, since n 1 ::; neff ::; n 2 for all angles of propagation, neff is approximately 
constant if n 2 ~ n 1 . In particular, neff is a constant given by Eq. (7.10) . In turn, for 
zeroth-order band, the opt ical behaviour of the SL can be approximated as an opt i-
cally homogenous material with refractive index neff ~ n 2 ~ n 1 . Similar assumptions 
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were made in previous Brillouin light scattering studies on phononic crystal materials 
in which the constituent materials exhibited a slight optical mismatch [22, 28, 29]. 
7.4.3 Brillouin Scattering from a Superlattice 
In the case of Brillouin light scattering, a photon inelastically scatters from an 
acoustic phonon propagating in the probed material. Conservation of momentum 
dictates that 
(7.14) 
where q is the probed phonon wavevector, while Ki and K s are the incident and 
scattered photon wavevectors inside the material, respectively [30], and K s ~ K i. For 
scattering from a SL, the preceding conservation of momentum equation corresponds 
to the extended-zone scheme wavevectors (i .e., l = 0 phonon band). That is, in order 
to take into account the translational invariance of the elastic properties along the 
SL modulation axis, the vector (2ln / D)x, where !i; is a unit vector directed along the 
modulation axis, must be added to the right-hand side of the above expression [25]. 
In the following discussion, Brillouin scattering from SLs will be outlined. In 
particular , it will be assumed that V2 ~ V1 , p2 ~ p1 and n 2 ~ n 1 such that the 
phonon and photon band structures of the SL behaves according to the preceding 
effective band structure model. Furthermore, since the elastic and optical properties 
of the SLs exhibit a commensurate modulation, the corresponding mini-Brilloun zones 
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are the same size. Following from Eq. (7.14) , however, the probed phonon wavevector 
is typically in a higher order mini-Brillouin zone t han that of the probing photon. 
When using a pseudo-reflection scattering geometry (see F ig. 7.2(a)), where f)s rv f)i 
( f)i and f) s are the angles that the incident photon wavevector and the scattering 
photon wavevector make with the surface normal, respectively), t he angle between 
the phonon wavevector, q pR, and the surface normal, apR, is small. Thus, the phonon 
propagates nearly along the SL modulation axis with wavevector of magnitude 
(7.15) 
In such a case, it follows from Eq. (7. 14) that [18] 
(7.16) 
where km = (2n/ >-o)sin (em), A0 is the wavelength of the probing laser, and f)m = 
lf)i+ f)sl/ 2. Since the probed phonon propagates along t he interface normal, Eq. (7.16) 
may be combined with Eq. (7.3) to obtain an expression for the probed phonon 
frequency which takes into account zone-folding of the phonon wavevector: 
( 2n ) 
2 
_ k2 l ( Veff ) Ao neff m ± D . (7. 17) 
Hence, values for Veff, neff , and D can be obtained through an appropriat e fit of 
experimentally-determined VpR versus km data. One should note that the plus-minus 
sign on the first term of the above expression takes into account both positive and 
negative dispersion of the zone-folded acoustic phonon bands, respectively. Specifi-
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(a) 
••••• 
••••• 
(b) 
••••• 
••••• 
Figure 7.2: (a) pseudo-reflection and (b) 180°-backscattering geometries. The ex-
ternal incident (scattered) photon wavevector and probed phonon wavevector are, 
respectively, ki (ks) and q. Bulk modes accessed by the pseudo-reflection geometry 
as well as surface-propagating and bulk modes accessed by the 180°-backscattering 
geometry are denoted by subscripts P R , BS, and SW, respectively. The angles ki, 
k 8 , and the bulk mode q make with the surface normal are ei , ()8 , and a, respectively. 
For 180°-backscattering, es = ei· 
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cally, for the l - th folding order mode, the first term is positive if qpR , as defined by 
Eq. (7.16), is greater than 2l7f /D. Otherwise, the first term is negative. 
When using a backscattering geometry, where Bs = ei, the probing light may 
interact with either bulk phonons of wavector q85 or surface phonons of wavevector 
qsw · In the case of bulk phonons, it follows from Eq. (7.14) that the components of 
q85 perpendicular and parallel to the layer are given by 
47f I 2 . 2 
qBSl_ = Ao y n eff - sm (}i (7.18a) 
47f 
qBSII = Ao sin Bi· (7.18b) 
In order to take into account zone-folding of the bulk phonons, Eq. (7.18a) is com-
bined with Eq. (7.5) while taking into consideration the fact that the phononic Bloch 
wavevector will depend on the perpendicular components of the constituent layer 
wavevectors. Consequently one finds that 
2l7r 
Q ss = qssj_ + D 
and, following from Eq. (7.6), the probed phonon frequency is given by 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
It follows from Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20) that for the 180°-backscattering geometry, t he 
frequency of the probed l = 0 bulk modes are approximately independent of (}i (recall 
that Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20) are approximations). For all other folded phonon branches, 
however, 27rl / 2 =I= 0 and, t hus, the frequencies of the corresponding observed phonon 
modes, in general, depend on fk 
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In the case of surface-propagating modes probed using a 180°-backscattering ge-
ometry, only the in-plane components of the wavevectors are conserved (the amplitude 
of the surface phonon decays quickly away from the surface [31]) . In turn, Eq. (7.14) 
giVes 
(7.21) 
One should notice that t here is no folding of the surface-propagating phonons as the 
wavevector is p erpendicular to the SL modulation axis. Consequently, the frequency 
of the probed surface phonon is given by 
(7.22) 
where Vsw is t he surface phonon phase velocity. One can see from the above ex-
pression that if Vsw is constant, the surface phonon frequency increases linearly with 
sin ()i (or qsw). 
7 .4.4 Brillouin Linewidth 
Neglecting contributions to the spectrallineshape due to the instrumentation and 
the collection optics, it has been shown that Brillouin peaks can typically be approx-
imated as Lorentz functions with a full-width-at-half-maximum of 
c 6 v = - xV9, 7r . (7.23) 
where V9 is the probed phonon group velocity, x is an attenuation coefficient , and C 
is a constant which depends on the physical mechanism of attenuation ( C = 2 if t he 
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peak broadening is due to attenuation of the laser light , while C = 1 in the case of 
typical phonon attenuation) [32, 33]. If the main contribution to the peak broadening 
is due to attenuation of the probing laser light (termed opacity broadening), then x 
is equal to the optical attenuation coefficient at A0 [33] . On the other hand, if t he 
main contribution to the linewidth is due to attenuation of the probed phonon, x is 
the attenuation coefficient of the phonon mode [2, 32]. 
The attenuation coefficient corresponding to a given physical mechanism is typi-
cally dependent on the photon or phonon frequency. In fact, if the phonon (or photon) 
attenuation is dominated by a single physical mechanism, then X ex: v'Y, where 1 is a 
real number which depends on the physical cause of the attenuation [2, 11, 32, 33]. 
For example, 1 = 0 for opacity broadening [33] (the optical attenuation coefficient is 
practically constant over the photon frequency range considered), 1 = 2 for viscous 
( Akheiser) broadening of the phonons [2, 11], and 1 = 4 for Rayleigh scattering of 
the phonons [34]. 
For Brillouin spectra collected from SLs exhibiting the band structure as described 
above, X = XeJ f, defined as 
(7.24) 
where XJ are the coefficients in each constituent layer. Furthermore, if the phonon or 
photon attenuation in each constituent layer is dominated by the same single physical 
mechanism (which is plausible for 1r-Si layers of comparable porosity) , t hen it follows 
that 
1 XeJ f CX: V · 
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(7.25) 
Moreover, since the SL phonon band structure is treated as a series of intersecting 
linear dispersion curves with slope ± Verr, then Vg = IVerr J. Consequently, following 
from Eqs. (7.23) and (7.25), 1 may be related to the Brillouin peak line shapes 
associated with two zone-folded modes of the same polarization as 
(7.26) 
where the subscripts denote the folding order and, in particular, the integer T is t he 
difference in the mode orders. Implicit in the above expression is the assumption 
that the broadening of the spectral peak corresponding to each zone-folded mode is 
attributed to the same physical mechanism. As well, the folded phonon bands are 
assumed to be approximately linear. 
7. 5 R esults and Discussion 
7. 5.1 Optical R eflectance 
To aid in the characterization of the photonic band structure of the 1r-Si films 
and, thus, understand how the probing laser light used in the Brillouin scattering 
experiments interacted with the SLs, normal-incidence broadband reflectance spectra 
were collected from each sample. Collected spectra contained peaks corresponding to 
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one-dimensional photonic band gaps in the visible spectral range, exhibiting the ex-
pected behaviour of increasing mid-gap wavenumber with decreasing D (see Fig. 7.3). 
In fact, the spectral position of the photonic band gap can be approximated by [6] 
Wt = t / ( 2neff D ), where t is the gap order. When the pores are filled with air, the 
observed Bragg peak in each SL is centered at wavenumber Wgap rv 2.25 11m- 1 , or a 
wavelength of rv450 nm (see Table 7.2) . Since D rv 100 nm and netr(w9a11 ) rv 2.5 (an 
estimate of the effective refractive may be deduced from the estimated constituent 
layer porosities using the two-component Bruggeman effective medium model [16]), it 
follows that the photonic band gap is first-order (i.e., t = 1). Additionally, filling the 
pores with ethanol led to a rv 0.06 Mm- 1 decrease in the peak position, indicative of an 
optical Bragg peak (i.e. , the introduction of the ethanol resulted in a corresponding 
increase in the effective refractive index, which resulted in a decrease in the mid-gap 
wavenumber). 
The full-width-at-half-maximum of t he refiectance peaks are rv 10% of Wgap, sug-
gesting that t he corresponding photonic band gap is relatively narrow. This corrob-
orates the fact t hat the contrast in the constituent refractive indices is small. Hence, 
the visible-range electromagnetic properties of the SLs may be reasonably treated 
using the effective photon band structure model outlined above. Note that the ef-
fect of photon attenuation, which would result in narrowing of the expected photonic 
band gaps, is taken to be negligible (studies have shown that visible-range optical 
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attenuation in 1r-Si films made from p+ -type silicon is about an order of magnitude 
lower than t hat of bulk crystalline silicon [19, 35]) . 
Of particular interest is the behaviour of photons with a vacuum wavelength of 
532 nm (i.e., the laser line used in the Brillouin scattering experiments). The corre-
sponding wavenumber, W>. 0 = 1.88 ~-tm- 1 , is below Wgap in both SLs and, thus, t he 
resulting zeroth-order photon wavevector is within t he first photonic mini-Brillouin 
zone. In fact , in t he visible frequency range, the refractive index of 1r-Si increases 
with wavenumber [12] and, thus, q(w;;.J/q(wgap ) ;:::j (neff (w;;.J w;;.J/ (neff(Wgap)Wgap) < 
w;;. ) wgap· In turn, the ratio in wavenumbers provides an estimate of the upper limit 
for the ratio between the corresponding photon wavevevectors. Table 7.2 gives the 
wavenumber ratios and, hence, it is suggested t hat the wavevector of t he probing laser 
light inside t he SL is less than 0.86 that of the reciprocal lattice vector of the SL. Since 
t he photonic band gap width is relatively small (approximately Wgap / 10), it is reason-
able to assume that t he refracted wavevector of photons with vacuum wavenumbers 
of W>. 0 is far enough away from the edge of t he first photonic mini-Brillouin zone 
such that , at this photon wavenumber, t he SLs behave like optically homogeneous 
materials for the zeroth-order photon branch. 
To furt her characterize the behaviour of t he probing laser beam within the SLs, 
oblique angle reftectance measurements were taken. Figure 7.4 shows the incident 
angle-dependence of optical reftectance for both p- and s-polarized 532 nm ( w >-a = 
1.88 ~-tm- 1 ) light. For each sample, the p- and s-polarization reftectance data were 
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Figure 7.3: Optical reflectance spectra collected from (a) sample 1 and (b) sample 2. 
In each case, spectra were collected with the pores filled with air and ethanol. Hori-
zontal dashed lines mark the 0% reflectance level for the spectra collected when the 
samples were filled with ethanol, while the vertical dashed line is a guide for the eye. 
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Table 7.2: Spectral positions of the first-order photonic band gaps, Wgap, the 
wavenumber ratio W>.)Wgap, and the superlattice effective refractive index deduced 
using from the oblique reflectance measurements, n~~ ( w >.J. 
Sample Wgap 
1 2.18 ± 0.01 0.86 2.35 ± 0.01 
2 2.31 ± 0.01 0.81 2.23 ± 0.02 
fitted to the corresponding Fresnel equations for optical reflectance from a homoge-
neous dielectric material [36] using a least-squares fitting procedure. For each SL, the 
refractive index value fit parameter, n~~' was shared between the p- and s-polarization 
fits . As one can see, the data trended very well with the corresponding Fresnel equa-
tions, suggesting that the SLs do in fact behave like optically-homogeneous materials 
at W>,
0
• Table 7.2 gives the resulting n~~ values. It is clear that sample 2 has a slightly 
lower n eff value than that of sample 1, implying that there is a small difference in the 
constituent layer porosities for each SL. This is not surprising as sample-to-sample 
variation in porosity is common using the prescribed fabrication method [3, 6, 18] . 
7.5.2 P seudo-Reflection Geometry Brillouin Scattering 
Figure 7.5 shows typical Brillouin scattering spectra collected using a pseudo-
reflection geometry as well as a near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry. 
Three spectral peaks were observed, attributed to three bulk modes. The peak asso-
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Figure 7.4: Optical reflect ance versus incident angle for (a) sample 1 and (b) sample 2 
with /\ 0 = 532 nm. Filled symbols: reflectance data for s-polarized light; empty sym-
bols: reflectance data for p-polarized light . Fits of the Fresnel equation for reflectance 
from a optically-homogeneous material were done for each data set (solid and dashed 
curves) . 
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cia ted with one mode (labeled T 0) was not discernible in the &m = 0 spectrum (i.e .. 
the spectrum collected using a near-normal incidence 180° backscattering geometry). 
Further , polarization analysis of the scattered light (achieved by placing a polarizer 
of either horizontal or vertical orientation in the path of the collected scattered light) 
showed that the light scattered by the T 0 mode was depolarized while the light scat-
tered by the other two modes (labeled 10 and L_I) was not (see Fig. 7.6). It should 
be noted that when using a pseudo-reflection geometry, light scattered by transverse 
and longitudinal bulk modes is expect ed to be depolarized and polarized, respectively, 
and , further , the scattering cross-sections of transverse modes are expected to become 
negligible for probing light at near-normal incidence [30]. It is for these reasons that 
the T 0 peak was assigned to a bulk acoustic transverse mode while the 1 0 and 1 _1 
peaks were assigned to bulk acoustic longitudinal modes. 
It is worth noting that since K (w>J = K,(w>J < 0.86(n/ D ), it follows from 
Eq. (7.16) that qpR < 1.72(n/ D). Thus, the bulk phonons accessed through Brilloun 
scattering have wavevectors located near the center of the second phononic mini-
Brillouin zone. T he three probed phonons are, thus, expected to behave according to 
Eq. (7.17) and, consequently, exhibit approximately linear dispersion. Since n~~ rv 2.3 
and, taking into account the constituent layer sound velocity estimates deduced from 
the layer porosity values, the effective bulk mode sound velocities are VT,eff rv 2.5 km/s 
and VL,eff rv 4.5 km/ s, it follows from Eq. (7.16) that for &m = 0, vr,l= O rv 22 GHz and 
VL,l= O rv 39 GHz. Consequently, this suggests that the To and 1 0 peaks are due to the 
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Figure 7.5: Brillouin spectra collected from (a) sample 1 and (b) sample 2 at dif-
ferent angles of incidence. Angle ()i corresponds to the incident angle used in a 
180°-backscattering geometry, while ()m corresponds to the average angle used in a 
pseudo-reflection geometry. L0 (L_1): peak attributed to the l = 0 (l = - 1) folded 
bulk longitudinal mode; T0 : peak attributed to the l = 0 bulk transverse mode. 
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Figure 7.6: Polarized Brillouin spectra collected from t he sample 1 at f}m = 53°. 
PU: p-polarized (unpolarized) incident (scattered) light; P S: p-polarized (s-polarized) 
incident (scattered) light; PP : p-polarized (p-polarized) incident (scattered ) light . 
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l = 0 t ransverse bulk acoustic mode and the l = 0 longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, 
respectively. This is corroborated by the fact that , for both peaks, t he frequency 
decreases with increasing em (i.e .. decreasing QPR ) which , according to Eq. (7.17) , 
is the trend expected for the l = 0 bands. The frequency shift of the 1 _1 peak, 
on the other hand. increased with increasing ern (i.e., decreasing qpR)· Taking into 
account the fact that QPR is in the second mini-Brillouin zone and comparing the 
observed wavevector-dependence of the phonon frequency with that expected from 
Eq. (7.17), the 1 _1 peak is attributed to the l = - 1 folded bulk longitudinal acoustic 
phonon. Consequently, as in the previous Brillouin scattering studies on acoustic 
phonon propagation in 1r-Si SLs [3, 6], zone-folding of the longitudinal bulk acoustic 
phonon dispersion curve was observed, while no zone-folding was observed for the 
transverse bulk acoustic phonon. 
Equation (7. 17) was fitted to the k~-dependent phonon freq uency data corre-
sponding to the three modes in each SL (see Fig. 7.7) . In particular, the form of 
Eq. (7.17) specific to a given mode (i .e., giv n l value) was fit to the applicable data 
through a least-squares fitting procedure. Further , the three sets of mode data for 
each SL were analyzed simultaneously with n eff and VL,eff shared between the different 
mode fits. While the function could be fitted to the data without placing constraints 
on the fi t parameters, in order to have consistency with the previously obtained n~~ 
and D5EM, these particular parameters had to be fixed. Fixing both neff and D 
resulted in very poor fits (i.e., adjusted coefficient of determination R2 < 0.70), how-
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Table 7.3: Porous silicon SL effective refractive index neff , effective bulk acoustic 
longitudinal mode velocity VL,eff, effective bulk acoustic transverse mode velocity 
VT,eff , and modulation wavelength D. The fit parameters in parentheses are those 
obtained for D fixed to the D SEM value given in Table 7.1, while the other fits 
parameters were obtained with neff fixed to then~~ value given in Table 7.2. 
Sample neff VL,eff VT,eff D 
(km/ s) (km/ s) (nm) 
1 2.35 4.36 ± 0.02 2.62 ± 0.03 76.4 ± 0.2 
(2.09 ± 0.01) (4.96 ± 0.02) (3 .01 ± 0.04) (87) 
2 2.23 4.08 ± 0.04 2.37 ± 0.06 93.1 ± 0.21 
(2.05 ± 0.01) ( 4.48 ± 0.06) (2.6 ± 0.1) (102) 
ever, and it was found that only one of the two parameters in question could be 
constrained at a time while still achieving R2 ""' 1. Table 7.3 shows the results of 
the fits deduced for each SL. Comparing the two fits obtained for each SL, there was 
""' 10% variation in the effective refractive index, effective longitudinal and trans-
verse sound velocit ies, and the modulation wavelength. Further , for both samples, 
the fixed-neff fi t gave a slightly better result , with a larger R 2 value. Overall, these 
results suggest that 4 km/ s < VL,eff < 5 km/ s and 2 km/s < VT,eff < 3.1 km/ s, as 
expected from the consideration of the dependence of acoustic phonon sound velocity 
on porosity. Additionally, t he effective sound velocities for sample 2 are, in general, 
slightly less than that of sample 1 which , together with the trend observed in neff, 
further suggests a slight sample-to-sample variation in the porosity of the SL films . 
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7.5.3 Bulk Longitudinal Mode Linewidths 
The linewidths of both folded bulk longitudinal modes were studied in order to 
gain insight into the mechanism behind the peak broadening. In particular, the near-
normal incidence 180° backscattering spectrum of each SL was analyzed. The reasons 
for choosing these particular spectra are three-fold. Firstly, there is no contribution 
to the bulk mode linewidth stemming from the ap erture broadening that results from 
the fini te size of the collection optics (aperture broadening depends on sine of the 
scattering angle) [37]. Secondly, as implied by Eqs. (7.18), (7.19), and (7.20) , both 
longitudinal modes would be propagating approximately along the same direction 
(i .e., near-normal to t he layer interfaces). Thirdly, coupling between the transverse 
and longitudinal mode bands was expected to be negligible as phonon propagation is 
approximately normal to t he layer interfaces [7] and thus effects due to changes in the 
band curva ture (i.e. , phonon group velocity) due to the presence of intra-zone gaps 
can be neglected. The latter two points are particularly important when comparing 
the linewidths of both longitudinal modes, as mode coupling and a change in the 
propagation direction may not affect both bands in the same way. 
Figure 7.8 show the near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry spectrum 
collected from sample 1. Prior to analyzing t he spectral linewidths of the Brillouin 
peaks, the shoulder of the central elastic peak had to be taken into account. To fa-
cilitate removal of this spectral contribut ion, both the Stokes and anti-stokes portion 
of the spectrum were fitted with a zero-frequency-shifted Lorentian raised to an arbi-
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F igure 7.8: (a) Anti-Stokes portion of the near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering 
spectrum collected from sample 1. The contribution from t he low-frequency shoulder 
was fitted with a zero-frequency-shifted Lorentzian raised to a power. Empty symbols: 
experimenta l data; thick curve: resulting fit to the low-frequency shoulder. (b) The 
corresponding near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering spectrum with the shoulder 
contribution removed. Empty symbols: experimental data; thick solid peak Lorentz 
functions: peaks resulting from the de-convolution of the fitted spectral peaks with t he 
instrumental response function; t hick dotted Lorentz functions: peaks corresponding 
to the opacity-broadening feature obtained when assuming optical attenuation equal 
to that of crystalline silicon [38]. 
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trary power; the peak baseline was fixed to ensure that the resulting function agreed 
with the data corresponding to frequency shifts beyond the Stokes and anti-Stokes 
1 0 peaks. Once the fit to the center line shoulder was obtained, this contribution 
was removed through simple subtraction. The resulting Brillouin peaks were fitted 
with Lorentzians and the contribution of the instrumental response (t aken to be a 
Lorentzian raised to the sixth power as spectral analysis was done with a six-pass tan-
dem Fabry-Perot interferometer [39]) was removed through a discrete de-convolution. 
Removing the instrument response, however, had little effect on the original Lorentz 
functions. 
One should note that the line width of the 1 0 peak was comparable to that of 
the bulk longitudinal mode in single-layer 1r-Si films [8], suggesting that effects due 
to scattering at the constituent layer interfaces were negligible. Furthermore, since 
the optical attenuation of 1r-Si is relatively small over the visible-range (i .e., about 
an order of magnitude smaller t han t hat of crystalline silicon [35]) , opacity broad-
ening is not considered a major contributor to t he linewidths. In fact, even if the 
optical attenuation was equivalent to t hat of bulk silicon, t he resulting calculated 
line-shape would not account for the broad features observed in the Brillouin spectra 
(see Fig. 7.8) . Moreover, since the probed phonon wavelength ("'-' 120 nm) is about an 
order of magnitude larger than the characteristic size of the pore walls in the structure 
("" 10 nm) [6], any potential contribut ion to the line-shape due to scattering within 
the nanostructure would probably be from Rayleigh scattering. 
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With this in mind, the linewidths of both the 1 0 and 1 _1 sp ectral peaks were 
compared in order to gain further insight into t he physics underlying the Brillouin 
peak broadening. T hat is, assuming that the same (single) physical mechanism causes 
the broadening of both peaks and that I V9 I was t he same for t he l = 0 and l = -1 
bands, then it follows from Eq. (7.26) that rv 2 for both SLs (the exact values of [, 
as well as the spectral data from which they were deduced, are given in Table 7.4). 
Hence, the linewidths appear to be due to near-ideal viscous (Akheiser ) a t tenuation 
of the probed phonons. In view of t his simple analysis, however, one should note 
t hat while t here may in fact be more than one physical process contribut ing to the 
observed Brillouin line-shapes, t he current analysis seems to be sufficient to eliminate 
both opacity broadening and phonon Rayleigh scattering as possibilities. 
Using Eq. (7.23) together with C = 1, t he resulting bulk longitudinal acous-
tic mode attenuation coefficients were calculated (see Table 7.4). Taking into ac-
count t he frequency-dependence of t he attenuation coefficient, t hese values are in line 
with results ob tained via ult rasonic measurements (i.e., phonon frequency of about 
1 GHz) on single-layer mesoporous silicon made from p+-type silicon [40]. Further-
more, t hese attenuation coefficients are abou t 2 orders of magnitude larger than that 
expected for bulk crystalline silicon at comparable frequencies (i. e., rv 0.001 J-Lm- 1 
to rv 0.01 J-Lm- 1 [41, 42]). This increase in phonon attenuation is thought to be a 
manifestation of t he porous nature of the SLs. Addit ionally, considering that the am-
plit ude of the mode displacement is proport ional to e - XeJ Jx [11], the amplitude of t he 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Table 7.4: The peak positions, v0 and v_1 , the fitted linewidths, t:.v0 and t:.v_1 , the attenuation exponent value, 1, 
the associated folded bulk longitudinal mode attenuation coefficients , Xo and X- 1 , and the corresponding propagation 
distances of the phonons, h0 and h_1 , for the probed SLs. V9 = VL,eff given in Table 7.3 for the fits with neff fixed to 
n~~ since the corresponding pseudo-reflection data fi t had a higher R 2 value. 
Sample Xo X-1 ho 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (J-tm ) (J-Lm) 
1 37.9 ± 0.2 9 ± 1 18.1 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.5 6.5 ± 0. 7 1.5 ± 0.3 0. 15 ± 0.02 0.7 ± 0.1 
2 33.7 ± 0.2 9 ± 1 10.0 ± 0. 1 1.2 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.2 6.9 ± 0.8 0.92 ± 0.09 0.15 ± 0.02 1.1 ± 0.1 
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1 0 and 1 _1 modes decrease to e- 1 at distances of h0 "" 0.15 p,m and h_1 ""' 1 p,m, re-
spectively. Since h0 "" D , it is not surprising that no zone-folded modes were observed 
at frequencies greater than that of t he l = 0 branch. 
7.5.4 Oblique 180°-Backscattering Geometry Brillouin Scat-
tering 
Figure 7.9 shows typical oblique-angle 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra collected from the SLs. Up to five peaks were observed in these spectra . 
Unlike with the pseudo-reflection geometry experiments, the relationship between 
the polarization of the scattered light and the polarization of the scatt ering phonon 
modes is not trivial when using an oblique backscattering geometry and, consequently, 
the character of the modes associated with each peak could not be deduced in a sim-
ilar fashion to what was done above. Following from the peak assignments made 
during the analysis of the pseudo-reflection geometry measurements, t he three broad, 
relatively high frequency-shift, low intensity peaks were thought to be due to t he 
l = 0 and l = - 1 longitudinal bulk acoustic phonons and t he l = 0 transverse bulk 
acoustic phonon (denoted by 10 , 1 _1 , and T 0 , respectively). The relatively high in-
tensity and narrow line-shape of the remaining two peaks (denoted by R and PS) 
suggest that these are associated with surface-propagating phonons. The presence 
of two surface modes in the n-Si SLs was not surprising as studies on single-layer 
n-Si films in this laboratory showed evidence of a Rayleigh phonon as well as other 
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q11-dependent modes which was assigned to pseudo-surface or guided phonons located 
at the air-film interface of the relatively thick (i.e., rv 5 f-Lm ) films [17]. That is, the 
exact nature of the supposed pseudo-surface mode is not known, but in the case of 
the previously studied single-layer films, the samples were thought to be too thick to 
suggest that the PS peak was due to a film-substrate interface-propagating mode or 
a film guided mode. 
Analysis of the three peaks attributed to bulk acoustic phonons (see Fig. 7.10) 
revealed that the frequency shifts of two of the peaks were relatively independent 
of (}i (centered at rv 35 GHz and rv 20 GHz). Taking into account the bulk mode 
assignments in the pseudo-reflection experiments together with the fact that the fre-
quency of the probed l = 0 modes are expected to be ei-independent when using a 
180°-backscattering geometry (as outlined by Eq. (7.20)), these peaks are attributed 
to t he 10 and T 0 bulk acoustic phonons. The mode assignment for the T 0 peak is 
corroborated by the fact that this spectral feature was not discernible in oblique angle 
180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spectra collected at incident angles less than 
(}i ~ 30° (i.e., when approaching near-normal incidence), which, as mentioned above, 
is indicative of scattering from a transverse phonon [30]. Additionally, the frequency 
shift of the third peak was found to be dependent on incident angle. Further, com-
parison of the spectra suggest that this peak overlaps the T 0 peak and, in the case of 
the sample 1, surpasses the frequency shift of the T 0 peak over the accessed values of 
(}i · Considering the mode assignments deduced from the pseudo-refiection geometry 
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Figure 7.9: Oblique 180°-backscattering Brillouin spectra collected from (a) sample 1 
and (b) sample 2 with ei = 70° and 50°, respectively. R: peak attributed to the 
Rayleigh surface mode; PS: peak attributed to a pseudo-surface mode. 
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Figure 7.10: Oblique 180°-backscattering Brillouin spectra focusing on spectral fea-
tures from bulk modes in (a) sample 1 and (b) sample 2. Spectra are smoothed 
using three-point adjacent averaging. L_1+ T 0 : spectral feature which appears to 
correspond to overlapped L_1 and T 0 peaks. 
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measurements, the 8i-dependence of the peak frequency shift (i.e., phonon frequency), 
and the expect ed dependence of VBs on gi for l =/= 0 (following from Eq. (7.20)), this 
third peak was assigned to the 1 _1 mode. 
Figure 7.11 shows a comparison between the experimental bulk phonon frequency 
versus q~ data with calculations based on Eq. ( 7. 20). In particular , the calculations 
were based on the effective refractive index, t he effective sound velocities, and the 
modulation wavelengths deduced in pseudo-refiection geometry experiments. As one 
can see, the data agrees very well with the calculated curves. The agreement suggests 
t hat for the phonon wavevectors probed in both t he pseudo-refiection geometry and 
the oblique 180°-backscatter geometry Brillouin scattering experiments, the phonon 
and photon band structures of the SLs were reasonably treated as a series of linear 
dispersion curves. Further, it implies t hat it was fair to neglect the effects of phonon 
mode conversion and, in par t icular , coupling between the l = - 1 bulk longitudinal 
acoustic phonon and the l = 0 bulk transverse acoustic phonon. Overall, there is no 
strong evidence that there is a intra-zone gap in these SLs. 
Figure 7. 12 shows spectra containing Brillouin peaks attributed to the Rayleigh 
surface mode (R) and a pseudo-surface mode (PS). The frequency shifts of both the 
R and PS peaks increase with ei, thereby implying that the corresponding phonon 
frequencies increase with increasing QJJ · Plotting surface mode velocity versus q11 D , 
however , one can see that the velocities of the modes increase with decreasing QJJ D 
(see Fig. 7.13). Thus, the observed surface modes are dispersive. Since no evidence 
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Figure 7.11: Dependence of bulk mode frequency on qiT for (a) sample 1 and (b) 
sample 2. Filled squares: duplicate data collected from sample 2; solid (dashed) 
curves: calculations using Eq. (7.20) together with the fit parameters obtained with 
n eff fixed ton~~ (D fixed to D SENJ) given in Table (7.3). The three different bands are 
labeled. Note: error bars corresponding to the uncertainty in the phonon frequency 
is comparable to the size of the symbols. 
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of such surface mode dispersion wa reported in previous studies on single-layer 1r-Si 
films [17, 43, 44], it is conceivable tha t this dispersive effect is an artefact of the 
layered tructure of the current film . Specifically, it is possibl that as qll decreases 
and, thus, th urface mode wavelength ( rv 300 nm) increases, material at a greater 
depth in the tructure begins to influence the surface phonon behaviour. In turn, th 
influence of the second constituent layer , which has the low r porosity (i.e., larger 
sound velocities), increases as qll decrea sand, hence. the velocity of the correspond-
ing surface phonon increases [45]. In this case, it is expected that at some phonon 
wavelength much greater than D, the phonon velocity will no longer change with 
decreasing wavelength; this trend wa not observed in the current results, which may 
be due to the limited range of q values accessed in the Brillouin experiments. Overall, 
further experiments should be clone to gain a more compl t understanding of the 
dispersive nature of these phonon modes. 
As one can see, the range of Rayleigh phonon velocities, 2.1 km/ s < VR < 
2.5 km/s is of the order of VT,elf , which is expected [17]. Furthermore, 3.0 km/ s < 
Vps < 4.2 km/s, which is in the range of VT,elf and VL,elf, typical of a pseudo-surface 
mode [46]. ·while the obtained results suggest that the PS peak is due to scattering 
from a pseudo-surface mode, the exact nature of t he phonon could not be deduced. 
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Figure 7.12: Oblique 180°-backscattering Brillouin spectra focusing on the ei-
dependence of spectral features attributed to surface-propagating modes in (a) sam-
ple 1 and (b) sample 2. T he peak at rv 0 GHz corresponding to elastically scattered 
light was shuttered to prevent photomultiplier saturation. The arrow indicates a 
portion of the spectra that is within t his shuttered region. 
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Figure 7.13: Surface mode velocity versus q11D for the Rayleigh (empty) and a pseudo-
surface (filled) in sample 1 (triangles) and sample 2 (circles) . The values of D obtained 
from the fits of the the pseudo-reflection geometry with n eff = n~~ were used since 
the corresponding pseudo-reflection data fit had given a higher R2 value. T he solid 
lines serve as a guide for the eye. 
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7.6 Conclusions 
Both Brillouin light scattering exp eriments and optical refiectance measurements 
were performed on two binary periodic n-Si SLs. In particular , two longitudinal 
bulk acoustic phonons and a single transverse bulk acoustic phonon were observed 
and the SLs exhibited an optical Bragg peak corresponding to a one-dimensional 
photonic band gap in the visible range. Results showed t hat, provided the porosity 
ratio between the constituent layers was close to one, the complex phononic-photonic 
crystal behaviour of these films could be effectively modeled by simply treating the 
band structures as a series of intersecting linear dispersion curves. Combining re-
sults obtained through pseudo-refiection geometry Brillouin spectroscopy and optical 
refiectance measurements, values for t he effective sound velocities, the effective re-
fractive index, and the SL modulation wavelength were obtained. Furthermore, bulk 
acoustic phonons propagating at oblique angles to the SL were also probed through 
oblique 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin scattering. Comparing the obtained 
data to calculat ions based on the above theory, it was confirmed that, unlike the 
zeroth-order longitudinal and transverse phonons, the Brillouin shift of the observed 
zone-folded longitudinal acoustic phonon depends on the propagation direction. In-
terestingly, no intra-zone gaps due to coupling between t he folded longitudinal bulk 
acoustic phonon band and the transverse bulk acoustic phonon band were observed. 
Moreover, analysis of the Brillouin peaks corresponding to both of the observed 
zone-folded bulk longitudinal phonons suggested that the main contribution to the 
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linewidth stems from v1scous attenuation of the phonons. The resulting phonon 
attenuation coefficients were found to be several orders of magnitude larger than that 
of bulk crystalline silicon. This suggests that the porosity has a strong effect on bulk 
phonon attenuation. 
In addition to the bulk acoustic phonons, the Rayleigh surface mode as well as a 
pseudo-surface mode were observed. Both modes were dispersive, with the velocity 
increasing as the wavevector decreased. It is suggested that this dispersion is due 
to the fact that as the wavevector decreases, there is an increased infiuence of the 
second, lower-porosity layer of the SL uni t-cell. 
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Chapter 8 
Summary 
8 .1 Current R esults 
The mam focus of this work was to study the potential of porous silicon su-
perla ttices as one-dimensional hypersonic phononic crystals using inelastic Brillouin 
light scattering. In particular, superlattices with a binary spatial periodicity in t he 
porosity of the order of rv 100 nm were studied. Due to the porosity-dependence of 
both the elastic impedance and refractive index, these samples are one-dimensional 
phononic-photonic crystals . 
The first studies within this project saw the use of near-normal incidence 180°-
backscattering geometry Brillouin light scattering to probe superlattices with modu-
la tion lengths ranging from rv 40 nm to rv 170 nm, an approximately 1:1 constituent 
layer thickness ratio, and constituent layer porosities of rv55% and rv45%. For a given 
set of samples, the constituent layer parameters were taken to be t he same. In turn, 
the phonon frequency versus wavevector data collected for each superlattice of a series 
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of samples could be combined and, thus, a set of phonon frequency versus modulation 
wavelength data were obtained. In particular , spectral features corresponding to as 
many as four modes were observed in spectra collected from the samples. These data 
were compared to calculations based on a one-dimensional elastic/electromagnetic 
continuum model, with the known constituent layer elastic and optical properties 
used as model inputs. Agreement between experiment and theory suggested that two 
of the modes were clue to zone-folded bulk longitudinal acoustic phonons, while one 
was attributed to a bulk transverse acoustic mode. One peak, which was observed 
in a number of samples, did not appear to agree with the theory and, in turn, it was 
unassigned. 
One issue in the preceding work was that only one phonon wavevector directed 
along the superlattice modulation axis was accessed per sample and, thus, physically 
relevant trends in the result ing phonon frequency versus modulation wavelength data 
may have been obscured by sample-to-sample variation in the constituent layer poros-
ity and etch rates. Furthermore, the polarization of the probed phonons could not 
be determined experimentally, thus leading to ambiguities in the mode assignments. 
With this in mind, a methodology for a so-called pseudo-refiection geometry Brillouin 
light scattering technique was developed; t his allowed a small portion of the bulk 
acoustic phonon band structure corresponding to phonons directed approximately 
along the normal of a sample surface to be mapped. This technique is advantageous 
over an ideal refiection geometry as it allowed one to avoid many of the practical 
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pitfalls associated with an ideal refiection geometry, such as the possibility of the 
reflected light swamping t he scattered light spectrum, while still accessing approx-
imately the same phonon wavevectors. Further , analysis of the polarization of the 
scattering allowed for experimental determination of the polarization of the observed 
modes. This technique was shown to be useful for determining both the refractive in-
dex and the bulk acoustic mode velocit ies along the surface normal for both isotropic 
and cubic materials. Results obtained from measurements on fused quartz, gallium 
phosphide, water , and two supported mesoporous silicon films confirmed the validity 
of the method. 
A more comprehensive study was done in order to better understand both the 
acoustic phonon and photon band structures of mesoporous silicon superlattices with 
modulation wavelengths of t he order of 100 nm and constituent parameters simi-
lar to those mentioned above. In particular, both pseudo-reflection geometry and 
near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin scattering as well as 
normal-incidence broadband visible-range optical reflectance measurements were done 
in order to characterize the phonon and photon band structures along the modula-
tion axis of t he superlattices. The optical reflectance spectra showed evidence of a 
one-dimensional photonic band gap in t he visible-range whose behaviour was well-
described by a one-dimensional optical cont inuum model. Results from the pseudo-
reflection geometry Brillouin scattering experiments confirmed that t here was zone-
folding of the longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon band structure, with two longitudi-
l 
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nal modes observed in the spectra. A peak due to a single transverse bulk phonon 
was observed and, thus, there was no evidence of folding for the transverse mode 
band structure . Good agreement was obtained between the phonon frequency ver-
sus wavevector da ta and the one-dimensional elastic continuum model and , using 
the pseudo-refiection geometry, a portion of the acoustic phonon band structure was 
mapped for each of the probed samples. Of particular interest was a fourth peak 
which had been unassigned in the first study. This relatively narrow peak, which 
pseudo-refiection geometry results showed had a phonon wavevector-independent fre-
quency, was attributed to an evanescent mode localized at the superlattice-air inter-
face with a frequency within a longitudinal bulk acoustic mode band gap centered at 
""' 16 GHz. Hence, it was confirmed that these porous silicon superlattices behaved 
as one-dimensional hypersonic phononic-photonic crystals. 
Extending the above work, Brillouin scattering spectroscopy and optical refiect ance 
measurements were done on two D ,.._, 100 nm n-Si SLs with the intention of char-
acterizing acoustic phonon propagation at oblique angles to the modulation axis. 
Using a simplified theory, both the bulk phonon and photon band structures were 
treated as a series of intersecting linear dispersion curves. Again, two longitudinal 
bulk modes were observed while data corresponding to a single transverse bulk mode 
were obtained. Using an oblique angle 180°-backscattering geometry, the effect of 
propagation direction on the phonon frequency was probed. Unlike the zeroth-order 
folded longitudinal and transverse bulk phonons, the frequency of the other observed 
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folded longitudinal phonon was found to be strongly dependent on the direction of 
propagation. This was accurately modeled using the simplified band structure theory. 
Additionally, analysis of the peaks corresponding to the two longitudinal bulk modes 
suggested that the dominant contributor to the linewidth was viscous attenuation of 
the phonon. These results suggest that the longitudinal acoustic wave attenuation in 
porous silicon is several orders of magnitude larger than that of crystalline silicon at 
the same frequencies. This increase in attenuation is thought to be an artefact of the 
nanoporous nature of the films . Finally, the Rayleigh surface mode and a pseudo-
surface mode was observed for each superlattice, with each mode velocity increasing 
as the phonon wavevector decreased. This dependence of mode velocity on wavevector 
is thought to stem from the infiuence of the second, lower-porosity constituent layer 
in the superlattice unit-cell, which increases as the phonon wavelength increases. 
8.2 Future Work 
\tVhile the preceding work provides some insight into the potential of porous silicon-
based hypersonic phononic crystals, there is still much to learn about these structures. 
Future work would be of significance due to the fundamental science involved as well as 
the possibilities for device applications. From the persp ctive of fundamental science, 
there are a number of avenues that could be explored. These include utilizing porous 
silicon films as a platform to study novel physical interactions between phonons and 
photons and, if the pores were filled with a magnetic material, interactions between 
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phonons and magnons. Additionally, work could be done to gain further details about 
surface and bulk acoustic phonon propagation in binary periodic multilayered porous 
silicon films as well as more complicated layered structures. Each of these research 
concepts could probably serve as the basis for a graduate t hesis project. Further-
more, Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy would be ideal for such studies as this 
technique can be used to probe acoustic phononic, magnonic and, under cert ain cir-
cumstances, photonic properties of a given material system. From an engineering 
standpoint, these structures are attractive due to the ease with which they can be 
fabricated, the low cost of fabrication, the myriad of existing porous silicon-based 
device applications, as well as the ability to readily integrate porous silicon devices 
into bulk crystalline silicon-based technologies. With this in mind, however, further 
experiments must be carried ou t in order to optimize the porous silicon hypersonic 
phononic cryst al fabrication process and, in particular , reduce variability in the re-
sulting sample parameters. Further , steps should be taken to reduce the constituent 
layer interface roughness and , in turn, improve the quality of the resulting hypersonic 
phononic crystals. This work is crucial if these samples are to be considered viable 
for device applications. 
Acoustic phonon propagation in more complex multilayered mesoporous silicon 
films should be studied. For example, a stratified system consisting of stacked 
binary-periodic structures that exhibits broadband hypersonic phononic band gaps 
has been proposed [1]. Furthermore, porous silicon gigahertz-range acoustic micro-
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cavities should be considered . \ tVhile work has already been done on porous silicon 
acoustic microcavities in the high-frequency ultrasonic regime, there is an opportu-
nity to extend this in the gigahertz-range. Additionally, since such structures would 
also behave as one-dimensional optical microcavities, it would serve as a platform 
in which to study novel phonon-photon effects, such as optical-cooling [2], as both 
excitations would be localized at the same defect. 
If the pores were filled with a magnetic material, it is conceivable t hat the resulting 
film would behave as a phononic-magnonic crystal [3, 4] . While it may be difficult to 
fill the pores of a mesoporous film with a magnetic material, an alternative would be to 
use a hexagona lly-patterned macroporous silicon sample [5] . In this case, t here would 
be a two-dimensional periodicity in both the elastic and magnetic properties and one 
would exp ect zone-folded to occur for the surface phonons and dipolar spin-waves. 
Returning to mesoporous silicon films, further experiments must be done to better 
understand the mechanism behind the acoustic attenuation. Measurements collected 
over a wider range of frequencies (ultrasonic to hypersonic) would provide a more 
complete sense of the underlying physics. 
Analogous to how the optical properties of mesoporous silicon superlattices have 
been utilized in optical gas sensors [6] , these films may be a good platform for sound-
based sensors where sensing is a consequence of changes in the acoustic propert ies 
of the structure. The effect of varying environmental conditions, such as changes 
in ambient temperature and pressure, on t he phononic band structure must then 
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be studied. Related to this type of work, one could also study the effect of fiuid 
infiltration on the phonon band structure. 
Potential applications such as porous silicon drug delivery systems [7] may neces-
sitate that the film be freestanding. Thus, Brillouin light scattering studies should be 
done to characterize acoustic mode propagation in freestanding porous silicon super-
lattices. This would be a continuation of preliminary work carried out by the author 
on freestanding single-layer mesoporous silicon films [8] . Results obtained in early ex-
periments, however, found that the incident Brillouin laser burned the sample, even 
at very low power. Consequently, the silicon substrate is crucial for heat-sinking the 
porous silicon film. Thus, work must be done to find a reliable way to dissipate the 
excess heat during Brillouin scattering experiments on freestanding films. 
Since the current work studied binary-periodic superlattices with "'1: 1 thickness 
ratio and constituent porosities of "' 55% and "' 45%, one obvious step to evolve 
the study of porous silicon-based hypersonic phononic cryst als is to characterize the 
effect of the consistent layer t hickness ratio and the constituent layer porosity con-
trast on the acoustic phonon band structure. In a preliminary study clone by the 
author [9], 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin scattering was clone on three se-
ries of superlattices, with the samples in each series corresponding to a given D value 
but different constituent layer fill-ratio. The expected change in the probed phonon 
frequency versus constituent layer fill-ratio was comparable to the uncertainty clue 
to sample-to-sample variation, however , and the utility of this work was, therefore, 
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limited . With the introduction of the pseudo-reflection scattering geometry, it may 
be worthwhile to revisit this study. That is, pseudo-refiection geometry allows a set 
of frequency versus wavevector data to be collected for a given sample and, in turn, 
sample-to-sample variation is less likely to obscure the underlying physics as trends 
in the phonon dispersion can be deduced on a sample-by-sample basis. 
Studies could be done to characterize the effect of constituent layer interface 
roughness on the Brillouin spectrum of the porous silicon films. Previous work has 
shown that the relative intensities of Brillouin peaks corresponding to zone-folded 
bulk acoustic phonons in superlattices are strongly dependent on the quality of the 
layer interfaces [10]. In order to complete the proposed study, the sample fabrica-
tion procedures must be re-evaluated in order to reduce interface roughness in the 
obtained superlattices. Etching at subzero temperatures may help to facilitate the 
fabrication of higher quality samples [11]. In addition, the photoelastic constants of 
the constituent layers must be known in order to properly model the Brillouin peak 
intensities. This would require a study of corresponding single-layer porous silicon 
films . 
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Appendix A 
Raw Data from Experiments on Single-Layer 
Porous Silicon Films 
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In order to deduce the constituent layer parameters of the binary periodic 1r-Si 
SLs made with a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte, corresponding single 
layer films were made with etch currents of h igh = 230 mA and ft ow = 142 mA. For 
each set of etch parameters, two series of samples were made; near-normal incidence 
180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spectroscopy was done on one series of films, 
while the gravimetrically-deduced porosity was obtained from the other (recall that 
the gravimetric method for determining the porosity destroyed the films). The bulk 
acoustic phonon frequencies, vr and V£, as well as the porosity values were averaged, 
with the experimental uncertainty taken to be 2 standard deviations of the mean (see 
Tables A.1, A.2, A.3 , A.4, A.5). One should note that the Brillouin spectroscopy-
deduced phonon frequencies collected from samples PSi2.11#9 and PSi2.13# 10 were 
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obtained in a previous study done in this laboratory [1]; both spectra were collected 
at (}i ::; lOo. 
Figures A.1 to A.9 show the near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry 
Brillouin spectra as well as near-normal incidence broadband optical refiectance spec-
tra collected from the studied single-layer 1r-Si films. T he spectra collection dates as 
well as the (}i value and FSR corresponding to the Brillouin scattering measurements 
are provided. T he refiectance spectra contained interference fringes stemming from 
optical interference over t he rv 5 f-LID thick films. As well, some refiectance spectra 
contained a peak at a wavenumber of rv 1 nwm- 1; as mentioned in Chap ter 3, this 
peak is thought to be an artefact of the sharp decrease in the refiectance of the ref-
erence broadband mirror and , thus, not a true peak in absolute refiectance spectrum 
of the 1r-Si films. 
The statistically-determined porosity values obtained from the data in Tables A.3 
and A.4, ( current, were combined with those stated in a previous study on similarly 
made films [1], (polomska· T he resulting porosity values, (, were used together with the 
two-component Bruggeman effective medium model to deduce the refractive index at 
the laser wavenumber, n(w>.J· The average Brillouin scattering-deduced bulk acoustic 
phonon frequencies, vr,ave and V L,ave, (determined from the data given in Tables A.1 
and A.2) were used together with n(w>.J in order to obtain the corresponding phonon 
velocities, Vr and VL using Eq. (3.8). 
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Figure A.1: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.20#3, a higher-porosity single-layer n-Si film. Brillouin peak L was 
attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The arrow indicates a spectral fea-
ture thought to be due to scattering from the t ransverse bulk acoustic mode. 
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Figure A.2: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.3#8, a higher-porosity single-layer n-Si film. Brillouin peaks L and 
T were attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode and the transverse bulk 
acoustic mode, respectively. 
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Figure A.3: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geomet ry Brillouin spec-
t rum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.6#1, a higher-porosity single-layer n-Si film. Brillouin peaks L and 
T were attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode and the transverse bulk 
acoustic mode, respectively. 
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Figure A.4: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.7#3, a higher-porosity single-layer n-Si film. Brillouin peak L was 
attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. 
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Figure A.5: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.8#8, a higher-porosity single-layer n-Si film. Brillouin peaks L and 
T were attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode and the transverse bulk 
acoustic mode, respectively. 
Table A.1: Fabrication date as well as the frequencies of the BLS-probed transverse 
mode, vr, and the BLS-probed longitudinal mode, V£, for single-layer n-Si films made 
using an etch current of h igh = 230 rnA. 
Sample Fabrication Date vr V£ 
(GHz) (GHz) 
PSi2.20#3 14/ 08/2009 20.5 34.96 
PSi4.3#8 22/ 01/2010 22.80 38.14 
PSi4.6# 1 29/ 01/ 2010 20.25 34.74 
PSi4.7#3 19/ 02/2010 37.19 
PSi4.8#8 27/ 03/2010 18.79 34.83 
PSi2.11# 9 17.0 34.1 
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Figure A.6: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.20#4, a lower-porosity single-layer n-Si film. Brillouin peak L was 
attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. 
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Figure A.7: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.4#1, a lower-porosity single-layer n-Si film. Brillouin peak L was 
attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The arrow indicates a spectral 
feature thought to be due to scattering from the transverse bulk acoustic mode. 
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Figure A.8: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband opt ical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.6# 2, a lower-porosity single-layer 1r-Si film. Brillouin peak L was 
attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. 
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Figure A.9: (a) Near-normal incidence 180-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
t rum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample P Si4.7# 2, a lower-porosity single-layer 1r-Si film. Brillouin peak L was 
a ttributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. 
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Table A.2: Fabrication date as well as the frequencies of the BLS-probed transverse 
mode, vr, and the BLS-probed longitudinal mode, V£ , for single-layer 1r-Si films made 
using an etch current of I taw = 142 rnA. 
Sample Fabrication Date vr V£ 
(GHz) (GHz)) 
PSi2.20#4 14/ 08/2009 43.20 
PSi4.4#1 22/ 01/ 2010 24.25 41.96 
PSi4.6#2 29/ 01/ 2010 43.31 
PSi4.7#2 19/ 02/ 2010 43.40 
PSi2.13#10 25.0 41.8 
Table A.3: Fabrication date as well as the gravimetrically-deduced porosity value for 
single-layer 1r-Si films made using an etch current of h igh = 230 rnA. 
Sample Fabrication Date ( 
PSi2.23#4 22/ 01/ 2010 0.5463 
PSi4.5# 2 29/ 01/ 2010 0.5859 
PSi4.7#1 19/ 02/ 2010 0.5497 
PSi4.8# 1 27/ 04/ 2010 0.5945 
PSi4.8#2 27/ 04/ 2010 0.6143 
PSi2.20#1 10/ 08/ 2009 0.5441 
PSi2.20# 2 10/ 08/ 2009 0.5687 
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Table A.4: Fabrication date as well as the gravimetrically-deduced porosity value for 
single-layer n-Si films made using an etch current of h igh = 142 mA. The porosity 
value obtained from sample PSi4.5#3 was omitted from subsequent statistical analy-
sis; it was suspiciously large, being greater than the porosity of the h igh sample made 
during the same set of experiments (sample PSi4.5#2; see Table A.3). 
Sample Fabrication Date ( 
PSi2.23# 6 22/ 01 / 2010 0.4760 
PSi4.5#3 29/ 01 / 2010 0.6062( omitted) 
PSi4.7#4 19/ 02/ 2010 0.5020 
PSi2.20#5 10/ 08/ 2009 0.4457 
PSi2.20# 1 10/ 08/ 2009 0.4811 
Table A.5: Average porosity values obtained though statistical analysis of the data in Tables A.3 and A.4, ( current ; 
corresponding porosity values obtained in a previous study conducted in this laboratory [2], (polomska; the average 
of (current and (polomska, (ave ; the film refractive index at the Brillouin laser line (obtained using the two-component 
Bruggeman effective medium model together with (ave), n(w:>-J ; the average probed transverse and longitudinal phonon 
frequencies, vr,ave and ZIL,ave ; and the transverse and longitudinal phonon velocit ies (obtained using Eq. (3.8) together 
with n(w:>-J, v r ,ave 1 and ZIL ,ave), V r and V L, for single-layer n-Si samples made with etch currents h igh = 230 rnA and 
h igh = 142 rnA. 
Current (current (polomska (ave 1/T,ave ZIL,ave 
(rnA) (GHz) (km/ s) (GHz) (km/ s) 
230 0.57 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.02 0.58±0.02 2.1±0.1 21±2 2.7±0.4 36±1 4.6±0.4 
142 0.48 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.03 0.50± 0.02 2.4±0.1 24.6±0.8 2.7± 0.2 43.0± 0. 7 4.8±0.3 
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Appendix B 
Raw Data for Chapters 4 and 6 
Both optical refiectance measurements and Brillouin scat tering experiments were 
done on a series of binary periodic porous silicon films made using a 1:1 ( 49% wt. HF: 
98% wt. ethanol) electrolyte. Unless stated otherwise, all SLs were fabricated such 
that the higher-porosity layer of the SL unit cell was adjacent to air. The Brillouin 
spectra within Figs. B.1 to B.18 as well as F igs. B.30, B.33, B.35, and B.39 contain 
near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin scattering data that 
were originally discussed in Chapter 4 . In a follow-up study (see Chapter 6), all of the 
these data were re-analyzed and, in many cases, addit ional near-normal incidence 180° 
geometry Brillouin measurements were done. In addit ion to t he near-normal incidence 
backscattering geometry Brillouin scattering experiments, pseudo-refiection geometry 
Brillouin spectroscopy was done on samples PSi2. 12#5, PSi2.14A#1, PSi2.20#8, 
PSi2.20# 10, and PSi4.9#9 (see Figs. B.31, B.34, B.36, B.37, B.40, B.41, and B.44 as 
well as the corresponding t ables) . 
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In order to help confirm t he photonic crystal behaviour of the n-Si SLs, broad-
band optical refiectance measurements were done on an additional set of samples (see 
Figs. B.20 to B.24 and Table B.18). Moreover, to help ascertain how t he Brillouin 
spectrum was affected by the relative ordering of the constituent layer porosity in 
the SL unit cell, additional experiments were done on SLs with the lower-porosity 
constituent layer adj acent to air. The obtained results were compared to those of 
samples for which the higher-porosity layer was adjacent to air (see Figs. B.25 to 
B. 29 and the corresponding tables). 
Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy was done on some of the samples. 
Figures B.16, B.19, B.32, B.38, B.42, and D.l show examples of scanning electron mi-
crographs that were collected. For each sample in which scanning electron microscopy 
was done, multiple images were obtained. In an effort to emphasize the film-substrate 
interface, t he digitized scanning electron micrographs were processed. In particular, 
adjustments were made to the image contrast and brightness. One should note that 
white, irregular features in the SEM images correspond to dirt and debris on t he 
samples. 
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Figure R 1: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.6# 1, a binary periodic mult ilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin peak 
1 0 was at t ributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The ar-
row indicates an addit ional spectral feature t hat may be due to another bulk acoustic 
mode (included in the data for Chapter 4; removed upon subsequent analysis). 
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Table B.1 : The (}i value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sampl PSi2.6# 1, a binary 
periodic multilay reel n-Si film fabricated on 31/ 07/ 2009. The anoclization t imes per 
cycle were t 1 = 0.21432 s and t 2 = 0.2 990 s, the number of etch cycles was 'fJ = 82 
and the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch times and etch rates wa 
D = (62 ± 2) nm. 
(deg.) 
7 
7 
Collection Date 
25/ 0 / 2009 
10/ 08/ 2009 
(GHz) 
40.59 ± 0.06 
41.2 ± 0.1 
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Figure B.2: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.12#9, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin peak L0 
was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. 
Table B.2: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.12# 9, a binary 
periodic multilayered n -Si film fabricated on 29 I 09 I 2008. The anodization times per 
cycle were t 1 = 0.43478 s and t2 = 0.58139 s, the number of etch cycles was T7 = 50, 
and the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch times and etch rates was 
D = (126 ± 3) nm. 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) 
7 3010912008 37.5 ± 0.1 
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Figure B.3: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.11#11, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin 
peak L0 was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, 
while peaks 1 and 2 were thought to be due to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk 
acoustic phonon and the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. 
T his peak doublet feature was reported as a single broad peak in the earlier study 
(see Chapter 4). 
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Table B.3: The ei value, t he Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.11#11 , a bi-
nary periodic multilayered 1T -Si film fabricated on 29 I 09 I 2008. The anodization times 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.26087 sand t 2 = 0.34884 s, the number of etch cycles was r; =50, 
and the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch t imes and etch rates was 
D = (76 ± 2) nm. 
====================================== 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
7 02l lOI 2008 35.9 ± 0.2 
8 1411012008 22 ± 1 25 ± 1 
(a) 
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I 
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Frequency Shift (GHz] 
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Figure B.4: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.12#11 , a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin peak L0 
was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, while peak 
1 was thought to be due to the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon. 
Table B.4: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and t he observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.12# 11 , a bi-
nary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 22/ 10/ 2008. The anodization times 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.21739 s and t 2 = 0.29069 s, while the SL modulation wavelength 
deduced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (63 ± 2) nm. 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) 
8 29/ 10/2008 35 ± 2 19.6 ± 0.1 
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Figure B.5: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.12# 12, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin 
peak L0 was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, 
while peak 1 was thought to be due to the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic 
phonon. The arrow indicates a spectral feature that is attributed to the l = 0 folded 
transverse bulk acoustic phonon. 
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Table B.5: The (Ji value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.12# 12, a bi-
nary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 22/ 10/ 2008. The anodizat ion times 
per cycle were t1 = 0.21739 s and t2 = 0.29069 s, while the SL modulation wavelength 
deduced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (63 ± 2) nm. 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) 
8 23/ 10/ 2008 34.81 ± 0.06 
8 27/ 10/ 2008 20 ± 1 
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Figure B.6: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.12# 13, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin peak 10 
was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. 
Table B.6: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.12# 13, a bi-
nary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 22/ 10/ 2008. The anodization t imes 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.26087 sand t 2 = 0.34884 s, while the SL modulation wavelength 
deduced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (76 ± 2) nm. 
Collection Date 
(deg.) (GHz) 
7 02/ 12/ 2008 35.1 ± 0.1 
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Figure B.7: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.13# 11 , a binary periodic mult ilayered n-Si film. Brillouin 
peaks L0 and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
mode and a surface-localized mode, respectively, while peak 1 was thought to be due 
to t he l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. 
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Table B.7: The {}i value, the Brillouin spectrum collectiou date. and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for ample PSi2.13#11. a bi-
nary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 16/ 12/ 200 . T h anodization tim s 
per cycle wer t 1 = 0.52174 s and t2 = 0.69767 s. the SL modulation wavelength de-
duced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (151 ± 4) nm, and the spectral 
position of the ob erved first-ord r optical Bragg peak was w1 = (1.60 ± 0.01 ) p,m- 1 . 
( deg.) 
7 
8 
Collection Date 
22/ 09/ 2011 
09/ 07/ 2009 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
37.9 ± 0.1 17.54 ± 0.07 6.92 ± 0.07 
37.54 ± 0.05 16.97 ± 0.07 7.44 ± 0.03 
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Figure B.8: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.13# 12, a binary periodic multilayered rr-Si film. Brillouin 
peaks L0 and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
mode and a surface-localized mode, respectively, while peak 1 was thought to be due 
to the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk acoust ic phonon. 
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Table B.8: The (}i value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.13# 12, a bi-
nary periodic mult ilayered n-Si film fabricated on 16/ 12/ 2008. The anodization t imes 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.52174 s and t 2 = 0.69767 s, the SL modulation wavelength de-
duced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (151 ± 4) nm, and the spectral 
position of the observed first-order optical Bragg peak was w 1 = (1.55 ± 0.01) 11m- 1 . 
( deg. ) 
7 
6 
Collection Date 
24/ 08/ 2011 
19/ 01 / 2009 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
39.33 ± 0.06 17.22 ± 0.07 8.62 ± 0.04 
38.9 ± 0.2 16.81 ± 0.06 9.5 ± 0.3 
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15 
Figure B.9: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.14A#1, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin 
peak 1 0 was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, 
while peak 1 was t hought to be due to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
phonon. 
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Table B.9: The (}i value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.14A# 1, a 
binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 13/ 05/ 2009. The anodization 
times per cycle were t 1 = 0.39130 s and t 2 = 0.52326 s, the number of etch cycles is 
rJ = 50, the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch times and etch rates 
was D = (113 ± 3) nm, and the spectral position of the observed first-order optical 
Bragg peak was w1 = (2.01 ± 0.01) f.Lm- 1 . 
(deg.) 
6 
6 
Collection Date 
01 / 06/ 2009 
28/ 05/ 2009 
(GHz) (GHz) 
37.24 ± 0.07 
4.35 ± 0.03 
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Figure B.10: (a) l ear-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.17#1 , a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin peak L0 
was attributed to t he zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode 
Table B.lO: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.17# 1, a binary 
periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 25/ 06/2009. The anodization times 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.41739 s and t 2 = 0.55813 s, the number of etch cycles is 
r; = 42, the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch t imes and etch rates 
was D = (121 ± 3) nm, and the spectral position of the observed first-order optical 
Bragg peak was w1 = (1.87 ± 0.01) J.lm- 1 . 
========================== 
Collection Date 
(deg.) (GHz) 
6 04/ 07/2009 37.1 ± 0.2 
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Figure B.ll : (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.17#3, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin peak L0 
was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode 
Table B.ll: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.17#3, a binary 
periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 25/06/2009. The anodization times per 
cycle were t 1 = 0.17391 sand t 2 = 0.23256 s, the number of etch cycles is 'TJ = 100, 
and the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch times and etch rates was 
D = (50 ± 1) nm. 
Collection Date 
(deg. ) (GHz) 
8 06/ 07/2009 37.0 ± 0.1 
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Figure B.12: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.17#4, a binary periodic mult ilayered n-Si film. Brillouin peak L0 
was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode 
Table B.12: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.17# 4, a binary 
periodic mult ilayered n-Si film fabricated on 25/ 06/ 2009. The anodization t imes per 
cycle were t 1 = 0.13044 s and t 2 = 0.17442 s, while t he SL modulation wavelength 
deduced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (38 ± 1) nm. 
Collection Date VLo 
( deg.) (GHz) 
6 03/07/ 2009 36.02 ± 0.06 
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Figure B.13: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.18#12, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin 
peaks L0 and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
mode and a surface-localized mode, respectively, while peak 1 was thought to be due 
to the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. 
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Table B.13: The f}i value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.18# 12, a bi-
nary periodic multilayered 71'-Si film fabricated on 31/ 07/ 2009. The anodization t imes 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.47432 s and t 2 = 0.64159 s, the number of etch cycles is 
7J = 37, the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch times and etch rates 
was D = (138 ± 4) nm, and the spectral position of the observed first-order optical 
Bragg peak was w1 = (1.62 ± 0.01) f.Lm- 1 . 
(de g.) 
7 
6 
Collection Date 
15/ 09/ 2011 
04/ 08/ 2009 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
39.11 ± 0.09 18.08 ± 0.06 6.52 ± 0.05 
39.86 ± 0.08 18.0 ± 0.1 8.35 ± 0.04 
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Figure B.14: (a)- (b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.18#13, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin 
peaks L0 and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
mode and a surface-localized mode, respectively, while peak 1 was thought to be due 
to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. The arrow indicates a weak 
spectral feature that may be due to scattering from the l = - 1 folded longitudinal 
bulk acoustic mode. 
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Table B.14: The ()i value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.18#13, a bi-
nary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 31/07/2009. The anodization times 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.49189 s and t 2 = 0.66535 s, the number of etch cycles is 
r; = 36, the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch times and etch rates 
was D = (143 ± 4) nm, and the sp ectral position of the observed first-order optical 
Bragg peak was w1 = (1.53 ± 0.01) 11m- 1 . 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
6 02/ 08/ 2009 40.9 ± 0.1 17.2 ± 0.1 10.19 ± 0.07 
7 19/ 09/ 2011 39.2 ± 0.2 16.89 ± 0.06 
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Figure B.15: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband opt ical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.18#14, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin 
peaks L0 and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
mode and a surface-localized mode, respectively, while peak 1 was thought to be due 
to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. The arrow indicates a weak 
spectral feature that may be due to scattering from a surface-localized acoustic mode. 
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Table B.l5: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.18# 14, a bi-
nary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 31/ 07/ 2009. The anodization times 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.45676 s and t 2 = 0.61782 s, the number of et ch cycles is TJ = 39, 
the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch times and etch rates was 
D = (133±4) nm, the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using cross-sectional 
scanning electron micrographs was D = (150 ± 1) nm, and the spectral position of 
the observed first-order optical Bragg peak was w1 = (1.56 ± 0.01 ) J.lm- 1 . 
(de g.) 
7 
6 
Collection Date 
18/08/2011 
05/08/ 2009 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
40.21 ± 0.07 17.8 ± 0.1 8.46 ± 0.04 
41.49 ± 0.09 9.93 ± 0.07 
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Figure B. 16: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of PSi2.18# 14. There 
were 39 cycles of the current density. Overall thickness is rv 5.9 { tm. Empty(filled) 
arrows denote the film-air(substrate-film) interface. 
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Figure B.l7: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscat tering geometry Brillouin spec-
tra and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.18#15, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin peak 
L0 was at tributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. T he 
arrow indicates a weak spectral feature in the reflectance spectrum that may be a 
weak optical Bragg peak 
Table B.16: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.18# 15, a bi-
nary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 31/ 07/ 2009. The anodization t imes 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.34432 s and t 2 = 0.46574 s, the number of etch cycles was rt = 51, 
and the SL modulation wavelength deduced using the etch times and et ch rates was 
D = (100 ± 3) nm. 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) 
7 06/ 08/ 2009 41.0 ± 0.1 
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Figure B.18: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
tra and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi2.18#17, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin peak 10 
was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, while peak 
1 was thought to be due to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. 
Table B.17: The ei value, t he Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.18# 17, a bi-
nary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 31/ 07/ 2009. The anodization times 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.30216 s and t 2 = 0.40871 s, t he number of etch cycles was 
f1 = 59, the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch times and etch 
rates was D = (88 ± 2) nm, and the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using 
cross-sect ional scanning electron micrographs was D = (98 ± 1) nm. 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) 
6 08/ 08/ 2009 40.8 ± 0.1 10.3 ± 0.2 
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• 
Figure B.19: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of PSi2.18# 17. There were 
59 cycles of the current density. Overall thickness is f"V 5.9/-Lm. Image contrast was 
adjusted for clarity. Empty( filled) arrows denote the film-air( substrate-film) interface. 
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Figure B.20: Near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum from 
sample PSi2.20#7, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 14/ 08/ 2009. 
The anodization times per cycle were t 1 = 0.39000 s and t2 = 0.52753 s, the number 
of etch cycles was rJ = 45, and the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using 
the etch times and etch rates was D = (113 ± 3) nm. 
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Figure B.21: Near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum from 
sample PSi2.20#9, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 14/ 08/ 2009. 
The anodization times per cycle were t 1 = 0.45676 s and t 2 = 0.61782 s, while the 
SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch times and etch ra tes was 
D = (133 ± 4) nm. 
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Figure B.22: Near-normal incidence broadband optical reflect ance spectrum from 
sample PSi2.18#7, a binary periodic mult ilayered n-Si film fabricated on 21/ 07/ 2009. 
The anodizat ion times per cycle were t 1 = 0.41739 sand t 2 = 0.55813 s, the number 
of et ch cycles was rJ = 20, and the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using 
the etch t imes and etch rates was D = (121 ± 3) nm. 
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Figure B.23: Near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum from 
sample PSi2.18#8, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 21/ 07/ 2009. 
The anodization t imes per cycle were t1 = 0.41335 s and t2 = 0.55272 s , the number 
of etch cycles was T7 = 20, and the SL modulat ion wavelength value deduced using 
the etch times and etch rates was D = (120 ± 3) nm. 
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Figure B.24: Near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum from 
sample PSi2.18#9, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film fabricated on 21/ 07/ 2009. 
The anodization times per cycle were t1 = 0.40981 s and t2 = 0.54799 s, the number 
of etch cycles was rJ = 20, and the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using 
the etch times and etch rates was D = (119 ± 3) nm. 
Table B.18: The anodization times per cycle, t 1 and t 2 , the SL modulation wavelength, 
D , and the spectral position of the observed first-order optical Bragg peak, w1 , for a 
series of binary periodic multilayered n-Si films (see Figs. B.20 to B.24). 
Sample tl(t2) D W1 
(s(s)) (nm) (J-Lm - 1) 
PSi2.20#7 0.39000(0.52753) 113±3 1.91 ± 0.01 
PSi2.20#9 0.45676(0.61782) 133 ± 4 1.62 ± 0.01 
PSi2.18# 7 0.41739(0.55813) 121 ± 3 1.80 ± 0.01 
PSi2.18#8 0.41335(0.55272) 120 ± 3 1.82 ± 0.01 
PSi2.18#9 0.40989(0.54799) 119 ± 3 1.83 ± 0.01 
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Figure B.25: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.13#10, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film with t he higher 
porosity constituent layer at t he air-film interface. Brillouin peaks 1 0 and S were 
attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode and a surface-
localized acoustic mode, respectively. The Brillouin spectrum was collected over 
30,000 scans 
Table B.19: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample P Si4.13# 10, a bi-
nary periodic mult ilayered 1r-Si film with the higher porosity constituent layer at the 
air-film interface. T he sample was fabricated during June, 2011. T he anodization 
t imes per cycle were t 1 = 0.57046 s and t 2 = 0.77273 s, the SL modulation wave-
length value deduced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (166 ± 4) nm, 
and the spectral position of the observed first-order opt ical Bragg peak was w 1 
(1.62 ± 0.01 ) f.Lm- 1 . 
==================================== 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) 
8 10/ 06/ 2011 37.7 ± 0.3 18.69 ± 0.06 
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Figure B.26: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.13#12, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film with the lower 
porosity constituent layer at the air-film interface. Brillouin peak L0 was attributed 
to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The arrow indicates a 
relatively broad, weak feature at rv 22 GHz which is thought to be due to scattering 
from the zeroth-order t ransverse bulk acoustic mode. The Brillouin spectrum was 
collected over 75,000 scans 
Table B.20: T he Bi value, t he Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi4.13# 12, a bi-
nary periodic mult ilayered n-Si film with the lower porosity constituent layer at the 
air-film interface . The sample was fabricated during June, 2011. The anodization 
times per cycle were t 1 = 0. 77273 s and t 2 = 0.57046 s, the SL modulation wave-
length value deduced using t he etch times and etch rates was D = (166 ± 4) nm, 
and the spectral position of the observed first-order optical Bragg peak was w1 
(1.57 ± 0.01) f.Lm- 1 . 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) 
8 15/ 06/ 2011 41.5 ± 0.2 
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Figure B.27: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.13#9, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film with the lower poros-
ity constituent layer at the air-film interface. Brillouin peak L0 was attributed to the 
zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The arrows indicate a relatively 
broad, weak feature at rv 22 GHz which is thought to be due to scattering from the 
zeroth-order transverse bulk acoustic mode as well as spectral feature at rv 6 GHz 
which may be due to the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The Brillouin 
spectrum was collected over rv58,000 scans 
Table B.22: The ei value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi4.13# 9, a binary 
periodic mult ilayered 1r-Si film with the lower porosity constituent layer at the air-film 
interface. The sample was fabricated during June, 2011. The anodization t imes per 
cycle were t 1 = 0. 77273 s and t2 = 0.57046 s, the SL modulation wavelength value 
deduced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (166 ± 4) nm, and the spectral 
position of t he observed first-order optical Bragg peak was w1 = (1.62 ± 0.01) f.Lm- 1 . 
g. 
~ Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) 
8 12/ 06/ 2011 40.1 ± 0.3 
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Figure B.28: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
t rum (collected over about 22,000 scans) , (b) Oblique incidence 180°-backscattering 
geometry Brillouin spectrum (collected over about 7000, scans) , and (c) near-normal 
incidence broadband opt ical reflectance spectrum collected from sample PSi4.13#2, 
a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film with the higher porosity constituent layer at 
the air-film interface. Brillouin peak L0 was attributed to the zeroth-order folded lon-
gitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The arrow in the oblique incidence 180°-backscattering 
geometry Brillouin spectrum indicates a spectral feature which may be due to either 
the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode or a surface-propagating mode. 
Peak 1 was t hought to due to a surface-localized mode, despite its relatively broad 
lineshape. Comparing the current near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geome-
try Brillouin spectrum with t hose in Figs. B.25, B.26, and B.27, peak 1 has a signal 
to noise comparable to the S peak in Fig. B.25 and, furthermore, both sp ectra were 
collected for a similar number of scans. Peak 2 is attributed to the zeroth-order folded 
t ransverse bulk acoustic phonon. 
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Table B.23: The Bi value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi4.13# 2, a binary 
periodic multilayered n-Si film with t he higher porosity constituent layer at the air-
film interface. The sample was fabricated during June, 2011. The anodization times 
per cycle were t 1 = 0.57047 s and t 2 = 0.77277 s, the number of etch cycles was 
17 = 36, the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch times and etch 
rates was D = (166 ± 4) nm, and the spectral position of the observed first-order 
optical Bragg peak was w1 = (1.74 ± 0.01) f.Lm- 1 . 
( deg.) 
7 
30 
Collection Date 
04/ 06/ 2011 
05/ 06/ 2011 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
37.9 ± 0.3 19.5 ± 0.2 
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Figure B.29: Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spectrum 
collected from sample PSi4.13#5, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film with the 
lower porosity constit uent layer at the air-film interface. The spectrum was collected 
over about 65,000 scans. Brillouin peak L0 was attributed to the zeroth-order folded 
longitudinal bulk acoustic mode. The arrow indicates a relatively broad, weak feature 
at "" 22 GHz which is thought to be due to scat tering from the zeroth-order t ransverse 
bulk acoustic mode. 
Table B.24: The ()i value, the Brillouin spectrum collection date, and the observed 
phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi4.13#5, a binary 
periodic mult ilayered n-Si film with the lower porosity constituent layer at the air-film 
interface. The sample was fabricated during June, 2011 . T he anodization t imes per 
cycle were t 1 = 0.77277 s and t2 = 0.57047 s, t he number of etch cycles was rt = 36, 
and the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch times and etch rates 
was D = (166 ± 4) nm. 
========================== 
Collection Date 
( deg. ) (GHz) 
7 07/ 06/2011 37.1 ± 0. 2 
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Figure B.30: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.12#5, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin 
peak L0 was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, 
while peaks 1 and 3 were thought to be due to the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk 
acoustic phonon and the l = 0 folded t ransverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. 
Peak 2 was unassigned. The arrow indicates a spectral feature in the optical re-
flectance spectrum which may be clue to a first-order optical Bragg peak. 
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Table B.25: The ei value, collection date, and the observed phonon modes and 
corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.12#5, a binary periodic mul-
tilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 10/ 09/ 2008. The anoclization t imes per cycle were 
t 1 = 0.34783 s and t2 = 0.46512 s, t he number of etch cycles was rJ = 50, the 
SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch t imes and etch rates was 
D = (101±3) nm, the SL modulation wavelength value deduced using cross-sect ional 
scanning electron micrographs was D = (99 ± 1) nm, and the spectral posit ion of the 
observed first-order opt ical Bragg peak was w 1 = (2.10 ± 0.01) J-Lm- 1 . 
( cleg.) 
7 
7 
Collection Date 
29/ 05/ 2011 
15/ 09/ 2008 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
36.8 ± 0.1 9.4 ± 0.1 
37.40 ± 0.07 8. 75 ± 0.02 18.3 ± 0.6 22.13 ± 0.05 
Table B.26: Angle ei, angle es, the corresponding em value, the elate of data collection, 
and the frequencies of the bulk acoustic phonons ( vr0 , v £ _ l , and v Lo ) pro bed in 
the pseudo-reflect ion geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken from sample 
PSi2.12#5. 
ei es em Collection Date vro V [ _ l VLo 
( cleg.) (deg.) ( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
30 41 36 24/ 05/ 2011 21.26 ± 0.04 11 .0 ± 0.2 36.57 ± 0.08 
40 51 46 25/ 05/ 2011 20.52 ± 0.03 11.6 ± 0.1 35.23 ± 0.07 
50 58 54 27/ 05/ 2011 20.49 ± 0.03 11.9 ± 0.1 35.32 ± 0.07 
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Figure B.31: Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra collected from 
sample PSi2.12#5, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Peaks L0 , L_l , and To 
were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon, the l = -1 
folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon, and the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic 
phonon, respectively. 
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Figure B.32: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of PSi2.12#15. There 
were 50 cycles of the current density. Overall thickness was '"'"' 5f..lm. Empty(filled) 
arrows denote the film-air(substrate-film) interface. 
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Figure B.33: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra , (c) 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spectrum collected at unknown 
angle, and (d) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.14A#2, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin 
peak L0 was attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, 
while peak 1 was t hought to be due to the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
phonon. The results of the 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spectrum collected 
at an unknown value of ei were reported in the earliest study (see Chapter 4); the 
spectrum was originally considered to be collected at near-normal incidence. After 
failed attempts to reproduce the spectrum, it is now thought that the original spec-
trum was inadvertently collected at an oblique angle of incidence. Peaks 2 and 3 are 
unassigned. 
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Table B.27: T he ei value, collect ion date, and the observed phonon modes and cor-
responding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.14A#2, a binary periodic multi-
layered n-Si film fabricated on 13/ 05/2009. The anodization t imes per cycle were 
t1 = 0.30434 s and t2 = 0.40698 s, the number of etch cycles was TJ = 60, t he 
SL modulat ion wavelength value deduced using the et ch times and etch rates was 
D = (88 ± 2) nm. 
ei Collection Date V £o v l v2 v 3 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
7 21 / 05/2011 36.4 ± 0.1 12.4 ± 0.1 
7 19/ 05/2009 36.9 ± 0.2 11 .7 ± 0.1 
27/ 05/2009 36.17 ± 0.06 9.2 ± 0.3 15.64 ± 0.08 
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Figure B.34: Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra collected from 
sample PSi2.14A#2, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Peaks 1 0 and T 0 were 
attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon and the l = 0 folded 
transverse bulk acoustic phonon , respectively. 
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Table B.28: Angle ei, angle Bs , the corresponding em value, the date of data collection, 
and the frequencies of the bulk acoustic phonons (vr0 , V£_ 1 , and V£0 ) probed in 
the pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken from sample 
PSi2.14A#2. 
(deg.) (deg.) (deg.) 
30 40 35 
58 68 63 
Collection Date 
22/05/2011 
18/ 05/2011 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
20.34 ± 0.02 35.4 ± 0.2 
19.56 ± 0.03 34.4 ± 0.1 
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Figure B.35: (a)-(c) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (d) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.20#8, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin 
peaks L0 and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acous-
tic mode and a surface-localized mode, respectively, while peak 1 was thought to be 
due to the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. The arrow indicates a 
spectral feature which may be clue to the l = - 1 folded longit udinal bulk acoustic 
phonon. 
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Table B.29: The ei value, collection date, and the observed phonon modes and 
corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.20#8, a binary periodic mul-
tilayered n-Si film fabricated on 14/ 08/2009. The anodization times per cycle were 
t1 = 0.49189 s and t2 = 0.66535 s, the number of etch cycles was TJ = 36, the 
SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch times and etch rates was 
D = (143±4) nm, the SL modulation wavelength value deduced cross-sectional scan-
ning electron micrographs was D = (145 ± 1) nm, and the spectral position of the 
observed first-order optical Bragg peak was w 1 = (1.61 ± 0.01) {Lm- 1 . 
ei Collection Date V£o l/1 vs 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
7 13/05/201 1 38.5 ± 0.1 7.27 ± 0.07 17.5±0.1 
8 17/ 06/2011 38.7 ± 0.1 17.7±0.1 
7 17/08/2009 39.38 ± 0.07 8.27 ± 0.04 17.8±0.1 
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Figure B.36: A collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra 
collected from sample PSi2.20#8, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Peaks 10 
and T 0 were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon and the 
l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. 
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Figure B.37: Another collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering 
spectra collected from sample PSi2.20#8, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. 
Peaks L0 and T 0 were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
phonon and the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. The 
arrow indicates a spectral feature thought to be due to the l = -1 folded longitudinal 
bulk acoustic mode; the Stokes component appears to be partially obscured by the 
center elastic peak. 
Table B.30: Angle ei, angle es, the corresponding em value, the date of data collection, and the frequencies of the bulk 
acoustic phonons (llr0 , ll£_11 and ll£0 ) probed in the pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken 
from sample PSi2.20#8. 
ei es em Collection Date liTo ll£_1 liLa 
(deg.) ( deg.) ( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
25 30 28 30/ 06/ 2010 21.8 ± 0.1 (6.22 ± 0.08) 37.44 ± 0.08 
25 30 28 02/ 07/ 2010 (6.0 ± 0.1) (37.41 ± 0.07) 
25 30 28 03/07/ 2010 (21.68 prn 0.08) 
25 30 28 05/07/ 2010 (21.65 ± 0.06) 5.98 ± 0.08 
30 40 35 16/ 05/ 2011 21.3 ± 0.2 36.92 ± 0.06 
40 45 43 14/06/ 2010 21.37 ± 0.05 36.8 ± 0.1 
40 45 43 16/ 06/ 2010 (21.25 ± 0.04) 5.3 ± 0.1 
60 66 63 22/ 06/ 2010 (3.8 ± 0.1) 
60 66 63 25/ 06/ 2010 20.53 ± 0.06 35.5 ± 0.2 
w 
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Figure B.38: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of PSi2.20#8. There were 
36 cycles of the current density. Overall thickness was ,..._, 5 f.-till. Empty(filled) arrows 
denote the film-air( substrate-film) interface. 
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Figure B.39: (a)-(b) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra and (c) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum col-
lected from sample PSi2.20# 10, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. Brillouin 
peaks L0 and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
mode and a surface-localized mode, respectively, while peak 1 was thought to be due 
to t he l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. 
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Table B.31: The ()i value, collection date, and the observed phonon modes and cor-
responding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.20# 10, a binary periodic multi-
layered n-Si film fabricated on 14/ 08/2009. The anodization times per cycle were 
t 1 = 0.56216 s and t2 = 0.76040 s, the number of etch cycles was rJ = 36, the 
SL modulation wavelength value deduced using the etch times and etch rates was 
D = (164±4) nm, the SL modulation wavelength value deduced cross-sectional scan-
ning electron micrographs was D = (166 ± 2) nm, and the spectral position of the 
observed first-order optical Bragg peak was w1 = (1.40 ± 0.01) J.Lm- 1 . 
( deg.) 
7 
6 
Collection Date 
24/08/2010 
19/ 08/ 2009 
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
39.8 ± 0.3 11.7 ± 0.3 15.41 ± 0.03 
40.68 ± 0.06 11.6 ± 0.2 15.27 ± 0.07 
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Figure B.40: A collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra 
collected from sample PSi2.20#10, a binary periodic mult ilayered n-Si film. Peaks 
10 , T 0 , and S were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon, 
the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon, and a surface-localized mode, 
respectively. The arrow indicates a spectral feature that may be due to the l = - 1 
folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. 
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Figure B.41: Another collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering 
spectra collected from sample PSi2.20#10, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. 
Peaks 10 and T0 were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
phonon and the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. The 
arrow indicates a spectral feature that may be due to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal 
bulk acoustic phonon. 
Table B.32: Angle ei, angle es, the corresponding em value, the date of data collection, and the frequencies of the bulk 
acoustic phonons (vr0 , V£ _ 1, v s, and V£0 ) probed in the pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements 
taken from sample PSi2.20#10. 
ei es em Collection Date Vro V£_ 1 V£o vs 
(deg.) (deg.) ( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
24 30 27 23/ 07/ 2010 22.73 ± 0.02 10.7 ± 0.2 38.9 ± 0.1 15.5 ± 0.1 
41 47 44 25/ 07/ 2010 (22. 16 ± 0.01) 10.7 ± 0.2 38.02 ±0.05 
41 47 44 25/ 07/ 2010 22.06 ± 0.04 (37.5 ± 0.1) 
50 58 54 29/ 07/2010 (21.85 ± 0.01) 37.56 ± 0.04 
50 58 54 11/ 08/ 2010 9.5 ± 0.1 (37.18 ± 0.08) 
50 58 54 13/ 08/2010 21.66 ± 0.05 
61 67 64 18/ 08/2010 21.55 ± 0.01 37.14 ± 0.06 
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F igure B.42: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of PSi2.20# 10. There 
were 36 cycles of the current density. Overall thickness was rv 6.0 !JID. Empty(filled) 
arrows denote the film-air (substrate-film) interface. 
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Figure B.43: (a) Near-normal incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin spec-
trum and (b) near-normal incidence broadband optical reflectance spectrum collected 
from sample PSi4.9#9, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Brillouin peaks L0 
and S were attributed to the zeroth-order folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode and 
a surface-localized mode, respectively. The arrow indicates a spectral feature that 
was thought to be due to the l = -1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. 
Table B.33: The ()i value, collection date, and the observed phonon modes and corre-
sponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi4.9#9, a binary periodic multilayered n -
Si film fabricated on 09/ 09/ 2010. The anodization times per cycle were t 1 = 0.66667 s 
and t2 = 0.90909 s, the number of etch cycles was 77 = 25, the SL modulation wave-
length value deduced using the etch times and etch rates was D = (195 ± 5) nm, 
the SL modulation wavelength value deduced cross-sectional scanning electron mi-
crographs was D = (172 ± 3) nm, and the spectral position of the observed first-order 
optical Bragg peak was w1 = (1.36 ± 0.01) 1-lm-1 . 
Collection Date 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) 
7 15/ 09/ 2010 40.0 ± 0.2 15.32 ± 0.03 
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Figure B.44: A collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra 
collected from sample PSi4.9#9, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film. Peaks L0 , 
T0 , L_1, and S were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon , 
the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon, the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk 
acoustic phonon, and a surface-localized mode, respectively. The arrow indicates a 
spectral feature that may be due to the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
phonon. 
Table B.34: Angle ()i, angle ()8 , the corresponding ()m value, the date of data collection, and the frequencies of the bulk 
acoustic phonons (vr0 , V£_ 1 , v 5 , and V£0 ) probed in the pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements 
taken from sample PSi4.9#9. 
()i ()s ()m Collection Date Vro Ll£_! LILo vs 
(deg.) ( deg.) (deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
25 30 28 20/09/2010 23.43 ± 0.04 39.6 ± 0.2 15.3 ± 0.1 
40 46 43 23/09/2010 21.90 ± 0.02 12.0 ± 0.2 39.05 ± 0.06 15.27 ± 0.07 
50 55 53 27/ 09/2010 21.60 ± 0.09 38.3 ± 0.2 
50 55 53 04/ 10/2010 21.31 ± 0.03 38.0 ± 0.2 
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Figure B.45: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of PSi4.9#9. There were 
25 cycles of the current density. Overall t hickness was """ 4.3 J-LlTI. Empty(filled) 
arrows denote the film-air (substrate-film) interface . 
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Appendix C 
Raw Data for Chapter 5 
Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering experiments were done on a high-
porosity single-layer n-Si film (sample PSi4. 73), a low-porosity single-layer n-Si film 
(sample PSi4.72), fused quartz, [100]-oriented gallium phosphide, and water. The 
single-layer n-Si films were fabricated using a 1:1 (49% wt. HF: 98% wt. ethanol) 
electrolyte. Figures C.1 to C .5 show Brillouin spectra collected from each sample; 
additional spectra were shown in Chapter 5. In addition, t he near-normal incidence 
180°-backscattering spectra, as well as the sample fabrication parameters, correspond-
ing to the single-layer n-Si films were provided in Appendix A. The obtained Brillouin 
scattering data were tabulated in Tables C.1 to C.5. One should note that t he near-
normal incidence 180°-backscattering data corresponded to fJ8 = f)i and em = 0. 
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Figure C.1: Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra collected from 
sample PSi4.73, a single-layer n-Si film. Peaks L and T were attributed to the longi-
tudinal bulk acoustic phonon and the transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively_ 
Table C.1: Angle ei, angle es, the corresponding em value, the date of data collection, 
and the frequencies of the bulk acoustic phonons (vr and vL ) probed in the pseudo-
reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken from sample PSi4.7# 3. 
ei es em Collection Date vr V£ 
( deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (GHz) (GHz)) 
7 7 0 22/ 04/ 2011 37.3 ± 0.1 
30 37 34 28/ 04/ 2011 20.2 ± 0.1 36.1 ± 0.2 
40 48 44 27/ 04/ 2011 20.07 ± 0.07 35.4 ± 0.1 
50 60 55 26/ 04/ 2011 19.41 ± 0.08 34.6 ± 0.1 
60 66 63 25/ 04/ 2011 19.52 ± 0.08 35.0 ± 0.1 
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Figure C.2: Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra collected from 
sample PSi4. 72, a single-layer n-Si film. Peaks L and T were attributed to the longi-
tudinal bulk acoustic phonon and the t ransverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. 
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Table C.2: Angle ()i, angle ()5 , t he corresponding ()m value, the dat e of data collect ion , 
and the frequencies of the bulk acoustic phonons (vr and vL ) probed in t he pseudo-
reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken from sample PSi4.7# 2. 
(a) 
()i ()s ()m Collection Date VT VL 
(deg. ) (deg.) (deg.) (GHz) (GHz)) 
7 7 0 21 / 12/ 2010 43.3 ± 0.1 
25 35 30 23/ 12/ 2010 24.6 ± 0.1 43.1 ± 0.2 
40 48 44 23/ 12/ 2010 24.04 ± 0.04 41.8 ± 0.1 
50 55 53 22/ 12/ 2010 23.63 ± 0.04 41.3 ± 0.1 
60 67 64 22/ 12/ 2010 23.51 ± 0.07 41.4 ± 0.2 
29/04/2011 a =35° 
'" 
(b) 
28/04/2011 a =55° 
'" FSR=60 GHz FSR=60 GHz 
L 
T 
~LA .il 
-40 -20 0 20 
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~ 
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L 
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Figure C.3: Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra collected from 
a sample of fused quartz. Peaks L and T were attributed to the longitudinal bulk 
acoustic phonon and the transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. The arrow 
indicates a feature that is due to a port ion of the center elastic peak that is outside 
the shuttered spectral region. 
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Table C.3: Angle ei, angle es, the corresponding em value, the date of data collection, 
and the frequencies of the bulk acoustic phonons (vr and vL) probed in the pseudo-
reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken from a sample of fused 
quartz. 
ei es em Collection Date vr VL 
( deg.) ( deg.) ( deg.) (GHz) (GHz)) 
7 7 0 28/ 04/ 2011 31.98 ± 0.01 
30 40 35 29/ 04/2011 18.3 ± 0.2 28.72 ± 0.02 
40 48 44 29/ 04/ 2011 17.4 ± 0.1 27.46 ± 0.02 
50 60 55 28/ 04/ 2011 16.25 ± 0.06 25.73 ± 0.02 
61 67 64 28/04/2011 15.87 ± 0.02 24.97 ± 0.01 
Table C.4: Angle ei, angle es, the corresponding em value, the date of data collection, 
and the frequencies of the bulk acoustic phonons (vr and vL) probed in the pseudo-
reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken from a sample of gallium 
phosphide. 
e 2 es em Collection Date vr VL 
( deg.) ( deg.) (deg.) (GHz) (GHz)) 
7 7 0 22/06/2011 53.26 ± 0.01 76.01 ± 0.01 
30 38 34 22/ 06/2011 52.14 ± 0.04 75.38 ± 0.03 
40 50 45 22/ 06/ 2011 51.67 ± 0.05 74.66 ± 0.03 
50 59 55 22/06/2011 51.40 ± 0.04 74.12 ± 0.02 
60 69 65 22/ 06/ 2011 51.27 ± 0.03 73.69 ± 0.02 
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Figure C.4: Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra collected from 
sample a sample of gallium phosphide. Peaks L and T were attributed to the longi-
tudinal bulk acoustic phonon and the transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. 
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Figure C.5: Pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra collected from 
sample a sample of water. Peaks L and C were attributed to the longitudinal bulk 
acoustic wave of water and the longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon of the clear plastic 
case that held the water, respectively. The arrows indicate a feature that is due to a 
portion of the center elastic peak that is outside the shuttered spectral region. 
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Table C.5: Angle ei, angle Bs, the corresponding em value, the date of data collec-
tion, and the frequencies of the bulk acoustic phonons probed in the pseudo-reflection 
geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken from a sample of water. In partic-
ular, peaks L and C were attributed to the longitudinal bulk acoustic wave of water 
and the longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon of the clear plastic case that held the wa-
ter, respectively. That is, with the probing laser beam focused at a water-plastic 
interface, a portion of the incident light interacted with the plastic holder. 
( deg.) ( cleg.) ( deg.) 
7 7 0 
30 38 34 
36 45 41 
40 45 43 
45 54 50 
50 56 53 
60 66 63 
Collection Date 
22/ 06/ 2011 
22/ 06/ 2011 
22/ 06/ 2011 
22/ 06/ 2011 
22/ 06/2011 
22/ 06/ 2011 
22/ 06/ 2011 
(GHz) (GHz) 
7.50 ± 0.01 
6.41 ± 0.02 12.91 ± 0.02 
6.08 ± 0.03 12.66 ± 0.01 
6.11 ± 0.01 12.59 ± 0.04 
5.76 ± 0.01 12.12 ± 0.02 
5.60 ± 0.02 11.94 ± 0.02 
5.22 ± 0.01 11.52 ± 0.02 
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Appendix D 
Raw Data for Chapter 7 
Both optical reflectance measurements and Brillouin scat tering experiments were 
done on two binary periodic porous silicon films made using a 1:1:1 (water : 49% 
wt. HF: 98% wt . ethanol) electrolyte. In part icular , sample PSi2.3#15 (labeled 
Sample 1 in Chapter 7) and sample PSi2.6#4 (labeled Sample 1 in Chapter 7) were 
characterized. Figures D.1 to D.6 show the Brillouin spectra collected from sam-
ple PSi2.3# 15, while Figs. D .8 to D .11 contain the Brillouin spectra collected from 
sample PSi2.6# 4; additional spectra were shown in Chapter 5. Tables D.5 to D.12 
compile the corresponding Brillouin scattering data, while Tables D.1 to D.4 contain 
the collected optical reflectance data. One should keep in mind that the near-normal 
incidence 180°-backscattering data corresponded to es = (}i and em = 0. A number 
of cross-sectional scanning micrographs were collected from each SL. Figures D. 7 and 
D.12 display example scanning electron micrographs collected from sample PSi2.3# 15 
and sample PSi2.6#4, respectively. In an effort to emphasize the film-substrate in-
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Table D.l: Spectral positions of the first-order optical Bragg peaks observed for 
samples PSi2.3# 15 and PSi2.6#4. In particular, the peak positions for air-filled 
Pores wair and ethanol-filled pores w ethanol are considered 
' 1 ' ' 1 ' 
0 
Sample 
PSi2.315 
PSi2.64 
w ethanol 
1 
(±0.01 {tm- 1) (±0.01 {tm- 1) 
2.31 2.26 
2.18 2.12 
t erface, the digitized scanning electron micrographs were processed and, specifically, 
adjustments were made to the image contrast and brightness. One should note that 
white, irregular features in the SEM images correspond to dirt and debris on the 
samples. 
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Table D.2: A set of incident angle-dependent optical reflectance data, Rob , collected 
from sample PSi2.315, a binary periodic mult ilayered 1r-Si film. Measurements were 
taken with both s- and p- polarized light. The optical wavelength was A0 = 532 nm. 
Incident Angle Rob Incident Angle R ob 
( s-polarization) ( s-polarization) ( p-polarization) (p-polarization) 
(±0.5°) (±0.5°) 
11.5 18.9 16.5 15.9 
15.5 19.2 20.5 14.8 
19.5 19.5 24.5 13.5 
23.5 20.1 28.5 12.8 
27.5 20.9 31.0 9.5 
31.5 21.5 35.0 9.8 
35.5 22.5 39.0 10.1 
39.5 23.8 42 .5 7.8 
43.5 25.6 43.0 9.3 
47.5 27.3 46.5 6.4 
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Table D.3: Another set of incident angle-dependent optical reflectance data, Rob, 
collected from sample PSi2.315, a binary periodic mult ilayered 1r-Si film. Measure-
ments were taken with both s- and p- polarized light. T he optical wavelength was 
A0 = 532 nm. 
Incident Angle R ob Incident Angle Rob 
( s-polariza tion) ( s-polarization) (p-polarization) (p-polarization) 
(±0.5°) (±0.5°) 
51.5 30.2 47.0 7.0 
55.5 34.9 50.5 5.1 
59.5 38.4 51.0 5.1 
63.5 43.5 54.5 3.9 
67.5 47.1 55.0 3.2 
58.5 2.3 
62.5 1.3 
66 .5 0.9 
70.5 1.7 
74.5 5.0 
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Table D.4: Incident angle-dependent optical reflectance data, R ob, collected from 
sample PSi2.64, a binary periodic multilayered n -Si film. Measurements were taken 
with both s- and p- polarized light. The optical wavelength was .A0 = 532 nm. 
Incident Angle R ob Incident Angle R ob 
( s-polarization) ( s-polarization) (p-polarization) (p-polarization) 
(±0.5°) (±0.5°) 
12.0 17.8 12.0 16.0 
16.0 18.0 16.0 15.5 
20.0 18.2 20.0 14.7 
24.0 18.2 24.0 13.5 
28.0 18.6 28.0 12.1 
32.0 19.3 32.0 11.0 
36.0 20.4 36.0 9.7 
40.0 22.1 40.0 8.7 
44.0 23.7 44.0 7.4 
48.0 26.3 48.0 6.2 
52.0 28.8 52.0 4.7 
56.0 31.5 56 .0 3.4 
60.0 35.8 60.0 2.1 
64.0 38.8 64.0 1.6 
68.0 44.0 68.0 2.1 
72.0 52.3 72.0 4.4 
74.0 56.0 74.0 6.3 
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Figure D .1: A collection of oblique incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra collected from sample PSi2.3# 15, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. 
Brillouin peaks L0 , L_1, R, and PS were attributed to the l = 0 folded longit udinal 
bulk acoustic mode, the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, the Rayleigh 
surface mode, a.nd a. pseudo-surface mode, respectively. 
Table D.5: The ei value, collection date, and the observed phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for 
sample PSi2.3#15, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film fabricated on 08/ 08/ 2007. The anodization times per cycle 
were h = 1.568 sand t2 = 4.703 s, while the number of etch cycles was TJ = 76. 
ei Collection Date IJR Vps IJL_ t lJTo lJLo 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
5 14/ 05/ 2008 16.56 ± 0.07 37.42 ± 0.09 
7 26/ 08/ 2010 17.9 ± 0.2 38.0 ± 0.2 
15 13/ 09/ 2010 18.0 ± 0.2 37.5 ± 0.1 
25 20/ 11/ 2007 19.0 ± 0.2 36.9 ± 0.2 
25 12/ 09/ 2010 19.3 ± 0.1 37.7 ± 0.2 
40 09/ 09/2010 5.70 ± 0.01 9.03 ± 0.08 23.6 ± 0.4 37.9 ± 0.1 
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Figure D.2: Another collection of oblique incidence 180°-backscattering geometry 
Brillouin spectra collected from sample PSi2.3# 15, a binary periodic multilayered 
n-Si film. Brillouin peaks L0 , L_1, T0 , R, and PS were attributed to the l = 0 folded 
longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, 
the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic mode, the Rayleigh surface mode, and a 
pseudo-surface mode, respectively. The arrow indicates the expected spectral position 
of the L_1 peak in Bi = 80° spectrum. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Table D.6: The ei value, the collection date, and the observed phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained 
for sample PSi2.3#15 in the second set of 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin measurements. 
ei Collection Date VR vps VL_l Vro VL o 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
50 08/ 09/ 2010 6.48 ± 0.01 10.15 ± 0.07 24.3 ± 0.2 21.5 ± 0.3 37.4 ± 0.1 
60 22/ 11/ 2007 7.31 ± 0.01 11.0 ± 0.1 22.7 ± 0.4 37.6 ± 0.3 
60 04/ 09/ 2010 7.29 ± 0.01 11.40 ± 0.06 25.7 ± 0.3 22.6 ± 0.1 38.1 ± 0.1 
70 24/ 11/ 2010 7.33 ± 0.01 10.82 ± 0.08 22.8 ± 0.4 38.3 ± 0.3 
70 07/ 09/ 2010 7.92 ± 0.01 12.41 ± 0.05 27.2 ± 0.3 22.2 ± 0.2 37.5 ± 0.2 
80 20/ 03/ 2012 8.08 ± 0.02 12.3 ± 0.2 22.3 ± 0.3 37.7 ± 0.4 
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Figure D.3: A third collection of oblique incidence 180°-backscattering geometry 
Brillouin spectra collected from sample PSi2.3#15, a binary periodic multilayered 
1r-Si film. Brillouin peak R was attributed to the Rayleigh surface mode. 
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Figure D.4: A fourth collect ion of oblique incidence 180°-backscattering geometry 
Brillouin spectra collected from sample PSi2.3# 15, a binary periodic multilayered 
n-Si film. Brillouin peak R was attributed to t he Rayleigh surface mode. 
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Table D.7: The ei value, the collection date, and the observed phonon modes and 
corresponding frequencies obtained for sample PSi2.3#15 in the third and fourth sets 
of 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin measurements. 
ei Collection Date VR 
( deg.) (GHz)) 
20 25/ 03/ 2012 3.01 ± 0.05 
25 26/ 03/ 2012 3.92 ± 0.02 
30 27/ 03/ 2012 4.68 ± 0.02 
40 28/ 03/ 2012 5.84 ± 0.01 
50 29/ 03/ 2012 6.86 ± 0.01 
60 01 / 04/ 2012 7.46 ± 0.01 
70 02/ 04/ 2012 7.86 ± 0.01 
80 11/ 04/ 2012 7.98 ± 0.02 
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Figure D.5: A collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering spectra 
collected from sample PSi2.3# 15, a binary periodic mult ilayered n-Si film. Peaks 10 , 
1 _1, and T 0 were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon, 
the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon, and t he l = 0 folded transverse 
bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. 
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Figure D.6: Another collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering 
spectra collected from sample PSi2.3#15, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. 
Peaks Lo, L_1 , and T 0 were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic 
phonon, the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon, and the l = 0 folded 
transverse bulk acoustic phonon, respectively. Spectral feature To+ L0 is attributed 
to the sum of scattering from the l = 0 folded transverse bulk acoustic phonon and 
the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic phonon. 
Table D.8: Angle ()i, angle (}8 , t he corresponding (}m value, the date of data collection, and the frequencies of the bulk 
acoustic phonons (vT0 , vL_ p and VL0 ) probed in the pseudo-refiection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken 
from sample PSi2.3# 15. 
(}i (}s (}m Collection Date llTo llL_ l llLo 
( deg.) ( deg.) ( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
25 31 28 27/ 08/ 2010 23.2 ± 0.2 19.5 ± 0.2 37.4 ± 0.3 
40 50 45 18/ 03/ 2012 22.3 ± 0.2 19.9 ± 0.3 36.89 ± 0.08 
50 55 53 26/ 11 / 2010 21.1 ± 0.1 
50 55 53 26/ 11/ 2010 21.8 ± 0.2 
50 55 53 27/ 11/ 2010 (21.51 ± 0.08) 36.0 ± 0.2 
60 65 63 01 / 09/ 2010 20.7 ± 0.2 35.6 ± 0.2 
60 65 63 02/ 09/ 2010 21.77 ± 0.07 
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Figure D.7: Cross-sectional scanning el ctron micrograph of PSi2.3# 15. There wer 
76 cycles of the current density. Overall thickness was ""' 6.6 J.-Lm. Empty(filled) 
arrows d note the film-air(substrate-film) interface. 
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Figure 0 .8: A collect ion of oblique incidence 180°-backscattering geometry Brillouin 
spectra collected from sample PSi2.6#4, a binary periodic multilayered 1r-Si film. 
Brillouin peaks L0 , L_1 , T 0 , R, and PS were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal 
bulk acoustic mode, the l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, the l = 0 
folded transverse bulk acoust ic mode, the Rayleigh surface mode, and a pseudo-
surface mode, respectively. The vert ical arrows indicate spect ral features that may 
be attributable to a pseudo-surface mode, while the horizontal arrow indicates a 
feature that is due to a portion of the center elastic peak that is outside the shuttered 
spectral region. 
Table D.9: The Bi value, collection date, and the observed phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained for 
sample PSi2.6#4, a binary periodic multilayered 7r-Si film fabricated on 14/ 05/ 2008. The anodization t imes per cycle 
were t 1 = 2.0588 s and t 2 = 6.1765 s, while the number of etch cycles was 'r/ = 70. 
ei Collection Date VR vps V£_1 Vro V Lo 
( deg.) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
5 15/ 05/ 2008 8.01 ± 0.05 35.4 ± 0.1 
5 09/ 07/ 2008 8.46 ± 0.02 33.17 ± 0.06 
7 17/ 11/ 2010 9.96 ± 0.04 33.8 ± 0.2 
20 18/ 11/ 2010 11.65 ± 0.05 33.5 ± 0.1 
20 11/ 12/ 2010 11 .10 ± 0.06 34.4 ± 0.2 
25 18/04/ 2010 3.66 ± 0.02 6.45 ± 0.05 11.26 ± 0.05 
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Figure D.9: Another collection of oblique incidence 180°-backscattering geometry 
Brillouin spectra collected from sample PSi2.6#4. Brillouin peaks 1 0 , 1 _1, T 0 , R, 
and PS were attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, the 
l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, t he l = 0 folded transverse bulk 
acoustic mode, the Rayleigh surface mode, and a pseudo-surface mode, respectively. 
The horizontal arrows indicate a feature that may be due to either a portion of t he 
center elastic peak that is outside the shuttered spectral region or an edge of the 
Rayleigh mode peak. 
Table D.10: The ()i value, the collection date, and the observed phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained 
for sample PSi6#4 in the second collection of 180°-backscattering Brillouin measurements. 
()i Collection Date VR vps V£_ 1 VTo V£o 
(deg) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
30 09/ 12/2010 6.85 ± 0.04 12.16 ± 0.04 20.7 ± 0.5 34.3 ± 0.2 
30 18/ 04/ 2011 4.29 ± 0.02 7.02 ± 0.05 12.17 ± 0.08 
35 19/ 11/2010 7.82 ± 0.03 13.41 ± 0.05 21.0 ± 0.3 34.5 ± 0.2 
40 09/ 12/2010 5.29 ± 0.02 8.44 ± 0.05 14.85 ± 0.08 20.3 ± 0.2 34.3 ± 0.1 
50 19/ 11/ 2010 6.14 ± 0.01 9.45 ± 0.03 16.2 ± 0.2 20.0 ± 0.2 33.4 ± 0.2 
50 09/ 12/ 2010 6.07 ± 0.01 9.18 ± 0.03 15.4 ± 0.1 22.0 ± 0.3 35.4 ± 0.3 
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Figure D.10: A third collection of oblique incidence 180°-backscattering geometry 
Brillouin spectra collected from sample PSi2.6#4. Brillouin peaks 10 , 1 _1 , To, R, 
and PS wer attributed to the l = 0 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, t he 
l = - 1 folded longitudinal bulk acoustic mode, the l = 0 folded transverse bulk 
acoustic mode, the Rayleigh surface mode, and a pseudo-surface mode, respectively. 
Table D.11: The ei value, the collection date, and the observed phonon modes and corresponding frequencies obtained 
for sample PSi6#4 in the third collection of 180°-backscattering Brillouin measurements. 
ei Collection Date VR vps V£_1 I/ y o 1/Lo 
(deg) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
60 08/ 12/ 2010 6.71 ± 0.02 9.99 ± 0.06 17.1 ± 0.1 21.1 ± 0.2 35.9 ± 0.3 
65 19/ 11/ 2010 6.93 ± 0.01 10.39 ± 0.04 19.7 ± 0.1 33.4 ± 0.2 
65 18/ 06/ 2011 6.83 ± 0.02 10.12 ± 0.05 19.2 ± 0.2 33.7 ± 0.2 
70 10/ 12/ 2010 7.01 ± 0.02 10.45 ± 0.08 19.8 ± 0.2 33.4 ± 0.3 
75 21 / 11/ 2010 7.09 ± 0.02 10.55 ± 0.06 19.9 ± 0.1 32.8 ± 0.2 
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Figure D.ll: A collection of pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scat tering spectra 
collected from sample PSi2.6#4, a binary periodic multilayered n-Si film . Peaks L0 , 
L_1, and T 0 were attributed t o the l = 0 folded longit udinal bulk acoustic phonon , 
the l = - 1 folded longit udinal bulk acoustic phonon, and the l = 0 folded transverse 
bulk acoustic phonon , respectively. 
Table D.12: Angle ei, angle es , the corresponding em value, the date of data collection, and the frequencies of t he bulk 
acoustic phonons (vr0 , llt_ll and Zl£0 ) probed in the pseudo-reflection geometry Brillouin scattering measurements taken 
from sample PSi2.6#4. 
ei es em Collection Date liTo Zl£_ 1 liLo 
(deg) (deg) (deg) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) 
25 30 28 21 / 11/ 2010 19.2 ± 0.2 10.38 ± 0.02 33.1 ± 0.2 
40 46 43 22/ 11/ 2010 19.04 ± 0.07 11.36 ± 0.02 32.5 ± 0.1 
50 59 55 22/ 11/ 2010 18.0 ± 0.1 11.81 ± 0.04 31.4 ± 0.2 
60 67 64 10/ 12/ 2010 18.54 ± 0.08 12.28 ± 0.03 32.0 ± 0.1 
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Figure D.l2: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of PSi2.6#4. There were 
70 cycles of the current density. Overall thickness was ,......, 7.2 f-Llll. Empty(filled) 
arrows denote the film-air (substrate-film) interface. 




